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Agents Wanted.

CO„

something wanted by Agents. Avail yourself
of this opportunity. See sample or address
S. C. hLAISTEl),
157 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine.
feb24*1m

FOR

St., Portland.

Dollars a Year In advance. To
-oven Dollars a Year if paid in adit

OF

at $2.50

every Thurbday Morning
hi advance, at $2.00 a year.

A
feb24dtl

a

Advertising; One inch of space, the

re, three insertions, or less, 75
•; 50 cents per week after.

Notices,

•er

cents;

ftb2Q«lwWATT, P. O. Box 1055

one

Agents Wanted

third additional.

one

make $5 to $10 a day. It costs nothing to
try. Send Stamp. Call or address.
J. A.RUSSELL,
126 Exchange St.
feb6*4w

CAN

head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
$2.00 per square per week; throe insertions

•.KB,”
Iofs $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first Insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor eacli subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.
r

Wanted.
Union Puildlers at Troy,

NON

in

are now

N. Y. Onr works
operation running twenty-two (22)

Puddling Furnaces night and day. Apply by letter

to either of the undersigned
H. BURDEN & SONS, Troy, N. Y.
ERASTuS CORNING & CO.. Troy, N. Y.
feti3dtf JOHN A. GRISWOLD & CO., Troy, N.

~

BUSINESS CARDS.
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

BOARD.

PAINTER,

FRESCO

Board.
FEW gentlemen can be accommodated with

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
3 DEERING
^

A

BLOCK.

inform the public that I have taken
Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
^jduess
V
to All jobs entrusted to me.
I shall enAeep the reputation which my predecessor
10r

feb9

*>*tf

jal3

A.
CARD,
great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as oue of the best house decorators ever
n Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Win. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satisfactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
no21tf
_Ecclesiastical Decorator.

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnisbod

WITH
and untarnished.
Wilmot.
Boarding

Maker*’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and PhiloMophical Instrument*, School
Apparata*. Ac.,

O.

r.

at 2231 Cumberland
Also table board.

oo51f

Portland Me.

Let.

To
Seven

TENEMENT.

A

Sebago

water.

3D

in

rooms

Myrtle Street.

good repair.
»lTttf

feb25___
To Rent.

$400. Another to rent $300. Both
Possession
centrally located and pleasant.
M. G. PALMER,
given immediately
to rent

HOUSE

MAINE.

HOUSE, No. 47 Wilmot Street, contains

ten rooms, gas and Sebago. Also severs! other
BIlICK
W. H. JERRIS,
rents.

feb20*lwBeal Estate Agent.

UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

To Eet
Pine Street. Key

No. 142
This

Street.
HOUSE

HAJrCTAOTUltEB 0»

Suite, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
■cDssosgh Paint Bed I.enngra, Bi>
anseled Chairs, Ac.
•yAll kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

lebl3dtf

Parlor

STORE

^NCAN^HERMAN&CO:
BANKERS

Apply

Building.

in Casco Bank

to

WM. H. CONANT, Treasurer’s Office,
OFFICE
Portland &, Rochester Railway, 191 Middle St.

dtf

Ja27

3 Floors fitted np for

a

SHEPHERD fit CO.,

OVER

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

Law,

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,
Relow the

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

To Eet.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

ARCHITECT,

A

STREET,

half

ONE

(Boyd Block,)

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every de
dee28tf
ription of building.

collections promptly attended to by
Gone cable and Bill Collector.

E. A.

ON

Real Estate Security, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on

first class

or

dtf

Commission. Houses bought aud sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer In Real Estate, OfiBee 13
ocSdtf
Fluent Block.

__

MARKS

To Let.

& Job Printer

new

block of stores and tenements

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
cecnted. and at the lowest prices
ap22_,

~LAND

W. C. CLARK,
FEDERAL STREET,

City of Portland,
LOTS FOR

HOUSE

50

5 Doors East of Temple 8t.}

the

city. Apply

ap21_

GOOD farm ot fifty acres, new 1} story houso,
8 finished rooms, good cellar, barn 32x13, two
wells of water on the premises, largo orchard, cut 20
This preiierty
tons hay last year, 30 acres of wood.
Is pleasantly situal ed about 3J miles from Portland,
on
of
the ill health
amount
and is offered at a bargain
of the owner. Price *4000—terms easy. Will exPATTERF.G.
change for city property. Apply to
Ieb25dlm
SON, 13 Fluent Block.

CO.,

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Freight Kngngcmenls made
for all parts of the world.
effected in reliable
Insurance
NIarine

Negotiated.

Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocarc ottered for sale.
an acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., iu Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Sion. Boiler
Shop!aud Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls|for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established lias a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment Is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.

THEWorks
about

MACHINEWORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

1

OF

KARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
A icon’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard s

W. H.

FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

ja!2dtf

For Sale at Windham.
farm well known as the STEPHEN HANSON farm. It is one mile from Windham Cenabout 250 acres of good land, divided
contains
tre,
about equally into Tillage and Pasture land. It has,
for buildings, a barn 40x100 with two sheds attached,
each 30 feet, a two story house with out-buildings, all
The farm now cuts about 40
in very good repair*
tons of hav. and can be made to cut 100 at small exwell
is
and
adapted for a stock or grazing farm
pense,
as it is well fenced with wall and lias plenty of wa-

THE

Patent Boiler.

INJECTOR

113 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
40 horse
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine,
power, built to order.

ter. For sale low.
Windbam, or E. P.

Enquire

of ELIJAH

CHASE, Portland.

VARNEY,

feb!5__cod2m
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

Dividends and Commission due

o/ruL

(qoAjcL

$217,405.54
GEO. T. HOPE, President.
H. H. LAMPORT, Yice-Pres’t.
CYRUS PECK, Secretary.
JOHN K. OAKLEY, General Agent.

Broker.
of Pearl and Middle Sts.

FOR

*

or

JalOdtt

SALE.

EOT of vacant land, situated

on

the west side

Sts.
A of High, between Pleasant and Danforth,
about 1J4
This lot has front ofabout 61 feet and

Locust Treenails.

is

a

—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

mhl274

PORTLASOB, ME

dtt

I
out

ATLANTIC

|

Portland, Fob. 22,

1870.

to Expenses, Regula-

feb9tf

Franklin Family School
Topsham, Me,
Bt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Hector. Send for circular. oclOtf
Kemored to

tried, moreover, to introduce a policy
non-partisanship in the police appointments, which, so far as lie has been able to
do it, must meet the commendation of the
ile lias

Book Binders.

of

A. QUINCY, (loom II, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Sit.
SHALL A MIIAtKFOBD,No.35 Plum
Street.
Will.

tion of municipal affairs.
We futllier assert that no man of respectability will say over his name in a newspaper,
that George P. Wescott has not been an honest, efficient and faithful Mayor. Why make
Let
a change but for partisan purposes?
every intelligent voter consider this matter.

JT. PERK INN manufacturer of plain
ami fancy Candies, 5187 Congress Si,
Pm timid He#

L.

WHITNEY A. MEANS. Pearl (Street, oppa>.ile Park.

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcodr, No.
18 Free Street#
GEOP.GR A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange 8to Upholstering of all kinds
done to order#

it 11 Cl

J. V. NUEIEKY, No. » Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

A. KEITH.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

J. R. DURAN A CO.. IT1 Middle and
llO Federal Streets.

J. I. BARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor. o<
Cron, Portland.

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. I. AMSON, 153 Middle St., cor. Cross.

Plumbers.
JAMES MlI/UER.No. 91 Federal
Real Estate Agents.
Street.

J. N. McCOV

Roofers.
CO., OSOprin..

Street.

LOIVELI,, 155 Middle Street.

Piano,

PORTLAND.dtt

MULFORD’S

Stair Builder.
JLIBBY, I.o. 353 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Deleno’s Mill.
O. I.. HOOPER, Cor. York A Maple

B. F.

Legislature. The more one considers
this change, the greater will be his doubts
concerning its desirableness. It would save
dollars, but should we not run the risk of
losing something more valuable to the people ?
It is not a question to be decided in an hour.
If the people ratify those amendments prothe

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
II. U. MCDUFFEE,Cor. Middl

J. W. A
A 1' uion Stu.

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad

Company.

—

ON

Only

nnon/l 1a fViotn

from

Cargoes, Prcignts ac

by the year

or

:

$16,003,584.74
Premiums terminating

on

1874,

in

cent

40

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company.

PAID IN THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

LOSSES

DAYS

BEST IN THE WORLD

A Clock given to every Trader who sells
this Mustard.

Smith, Gage & CO.,
92 COMMERCIAL

J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vlce-Prcs’t.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

wTmUNGER,

Office 166 Fore Street,
PORTLAND.
dlincodllm&wGw

fel>4

QUARTET

Thomas's Sacred Quartets.
Baumbach’s Sacred Quartet*.
Back’* motet Collection.
Baumbach’s New Collection.
Buck’s 3d motet Collection.

Price of each Book, in Boards, $2.50; in Cloth, $2.75.

CLARKE’S NEW METHOD
FOR REED ORGANS.
By

William H. Clabke.
a

poser, was
this fino work, which sprang into popular favor
mediately on its issue, has had remarkable success,
and continues to be tbe leading method. Contains,
in addition to instructions, a capital collection oi

Reed Organ music.
All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Yfeb24

_d&w2w

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and Shipmasters.
hereby notified that

and after the first

«/0U
JL day of September, 1874. the new regulations
of the Republic oi
described by the Government will
take effect.
Vpam in regard to Consular lees
are

The fees

Fairbanks’ Scales,
THK STANDARD OF THK WORLD.
1S#7.
Viennn, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THK HOST ACCURATE.

HigbcMt Prize*

on

for clearance of vessels

at

THK

A|\

Pari* in

MOST CURABLE.

THE MOST CONIENIBNT.

In every respect worthy of the most implicit conflilcrco
ALSO

Designed tor and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.
ALSO
«r,i

n

HIUJ8

L iltcui

are as

follows:

Vessels with Cargo*

A_A.

—

AM_Cl..

Drawer.
WABEHOIJSKH-2

YERMONTjCOPPERAS.
BEST

QUALITY

CUABANTEEP.

ALWAYS FOR SALE
—

BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,

__^

harboring, or

For Sale.
manuro at Stable 19
or year.

"month
The

Green Street, by th
fcM0*3w

milk

& CO.

PAIKB ANKH
fc24

Ac

CO.
liGm

$1000 Reward
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS,
iB hereby otiered for tbe recovery of tlie Money and
Bond* etolen from tbe Safe of iho County Treasurer*

Office, and
FIVE

HUNDRED

DOLLARS

the arrest and conviction of Hie person or jierson
who committed the robbery on tbe night or tbe 30lb
ot December, 1874.
or

County
SMITH BARBER,
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,}
WILLIAM SMALL,
) Commissioners,

jaltf

ROADTOl’OlOTmE
IN

—

WAUL STREET.
invested In

Calls and doublo Prix-

Puts,
ile.'CS has paid from 50 to 150 per cent profit
MONEY
month. Small
amounts
the
propor-

or largo
pay
The Wclthiest Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also uso them as
Capital to buy and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
Cold
giving lull information sent on application.
and Stock bought on three per cent margin.

past
tionately.

Address

JUWAGH, BRIHGEMAN & CO.,

Mb. J. W.

manager of the genthe New York Associated

Simonton,

eral agency of

has been lecturing on that organization. He explained that it was a simple business copartnership, formed to secure efficien-

Press,

cy and economy in the collection of the news
of the world by combining the resources of
ail in a common service, in the results of
which all should share. It is in no sense a
commercial or speculative enterprise. The
assessments for use of its facilities are not
based upon the amount of news used, but
upon the presumed ability of journals to pay.
As a rule the journals of the great cities,
which are prosperous and strong, carry the

ATnPPtAH

number of tbe propositions, particular-

Major Farquhab, of the engineer corps,
just finished an examination of sites for

has

reservoirs at the head waters of the Mississippi, and has presented his report. The
number of reservoirs it is contemplated to
establish is five: viz., at Pokegama Falls; at
Mud Lake; at Luck Lake; at Winniblgoshish Lake. The area of watershed for these
amounts to 3,666 square miles, and the total
amount of water is 70,000,000 cubic feet.
These reservoirs should, Major Farqnhar says
be large enough to hold the rainfall during
two seasons, for should there be a succession
of years of high water, they are likely to be
followed by one or more low water seasons,
and then the reservoirs will be of the greatest value. Except at Pokegama Falls, where
a dam of masonry will be necessary, the
dams will be built of timber and earth., The
estimated cost is $488,551, but Major Farthat amount excessive.

quhar considers

In his last letter to the Tribune Arsene

Houssaye

discourses

charmingly

of the

waltz,

and makes the following maxims: The waltz
Is a double life; the most reckless women are
less dangerous than the most platonic waltzes;
the waltz can give love to those who have
none, as love gives wit to those who lack it;
love is often nothing more than the exchange
of two quadrilles and the contact of two

waltzes;

a

has

woman

learning

enough

when she can tell the difference between a
two-time and a three-time waltz; after waltz-

through a quadrille as a
waltz; women pardon to
the waltz what they would never permit to

ing, some
purgatory

women

go

to the

Wltft Vtnf-.

tV>n

n

Frpnphmnn rvtnlil nt.

There Is a curious story cuirent that the
marble statue set up in the capital of Venezuela, representing the president of the re-

bonds and mortgage.
....
Also to determine whether this Company will authorize its Board of Directors to consolidate the
management of this corporation with the aforesaid
its
corporations or any ot them and will authorize
Board of Directors to perform all acts and things
aforesaid
the
necessary for properly carrying out

provisions.

people for

Per

order of the Directors,

Portland, February

_

CH AS.
23, 1875

H. FOYE, Clerk.
fe22dtd

PATBONS

THE

OF

were fortunate in selecting
presiding officers, gentlemen of experience, tact, ability and impartiality. When
this is said for them and said as it honestly
can be for President Webb and Speaker
Thomas, no higher encomium can be given.
In the Senate, Cumberland county bad a
Mr. Holbrook, who was
good delegation.
chairman of the Financial Committee, Is a
man of rare judgment and strict integrity.

for

THE

SEWING MACHINE
Portland and vicinity

in

can

be suppliod with

NEEDLES, AND PARTS,
also have their machino repaired in a thorough and
at reasonable rates by
every way satisfactory manner
leaving orders with or addressing
A.

the

Dry Air Refrigerators

whose

The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining ail the latest Improvements, called

Hall of York, Rounds of Androscoggin, and
Cutler of Penobscot, all of whom are positive men and had influence in the Senate.
Dr. Russell of Androscoggin, was oue of the
senators who honored his constituency and
won the confidence of his associates by his
The law was ably represented in the
course.

En*e of

jllanPurity

J. F.MEKKIJLIi.

Manufactory, Hear of No# lO Crow St#
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Senate,

and afier Monday, Feb. 8th, 1875, Stages leave
North Windham at 7.30 a. in., passing by head
of Canal (loti and Plummer's Mills, White Rock Village to White Rock Station, arriving in season to
connect with train on P. & O. Railroad that leaves

ON

a. m.

RETURNING

Publi.hcr. and

FOR
ANY

Bookseller..

SALE.~

QUANTITY

Spruce Piling, Spurs
matuc

OP

and Hack-

Knees, by

SMONTON

&

LADD,

Commercial Si. Holyoke’* Wbarl.
dewltt
ja12

BANKERS Ac BROKERS,

jyir.

Huaery oi

nancocK, wno was

head of the Judiciary, proved to be
not only a skillful and careful lawyer but a
careful legislator, who regarded time as of no
account when measures of importance to the
people were under consideration. Few men
have made a more enviable reputation in the
Legislature than Mr. Emery. Messrs. Foster and Swasey of Oxford, also did credit to
the legal profession. Very much unlike, both
at the

DAILY NEW STAGE LINE.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,

ability gavo
Palmer of Penas Gen. Horsey’s
positive man, familiar with deand

tails, be is a valuable legislator.
In this same class may be named Messrs.

axement. Durability* DryiifM nuu
of Air aud Sif-ONOiTllf of H1K.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper Mian anv other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact *>eforc buy-

i|5tt

upon their own
took to Augusta

legislative experience

■successor—a

THE PEERLESS.

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

acting

them influence, was Mr.
obscot, who Is mentioned

In sill Styles, Grades and Sizes.

100,000 Book. without regard to c*.l.
liooil Clock., Walchc. and Jewelry cl.cap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
WnrrnnteJ.

of

Mr. Haskell

application to details which has made
successful in business, so that nothing
affecting the interests of his constituents suffered through his neglect. The county wil|
be most fortunate if it always secures the services of a delegation as able and faithful.
Among the business men of tho Senate

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

Cheapest Book Store in the World.

men

him

366 Washington SI., Boston, Ha»».
eod3mis
fobs

leaves White Rock Station at 2.35 or on arrival of
train that leaves Portland at 2 p. m., passing through
the above named places, arriving at North Windham
at 4.45 p. m.
Passengers by taking this route will havo threo
hours to do business and return the same day.
All express business entrusted to the driver will be
promptly attended to.
Up tickets bought at the Eastern Railroad Station
Portland. Down tickets of the driver.
S. G. CHADBOURN.
fcbOdti
North Windham, Feb. 8, 1875.

decided

that

SEWING MACHINE C0„
GEO. N. BRIGGS. Gen. Afit.,

Miinplicity,

responsibility

convictions.

FLORENCE

in

are

who look at the merits of measures and take

H. ROGERS,

unsurpassed

and Goold

Messrs. Cross

3 MARIE TERRACE, PORTLAND.

It is

economy.

Both branches

FLORENCE

at 9.55

County Commissioners’ Office, 1
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1874. f
Cumberland, ss.
A lie ward of

hfl

al of a

movOAHf

311 Broidwiij, New York.

be a party man or a narrow one.
Among the talking men of the House, including those already mentioned, were Messrs.
Tapley, Tefft, Powers, Lyman and Keegan.
Most of those named might also be classed as
working men, and lo this list may be added
Messrs. Reed of Bath, Cobb of Lewiston,
Shepherd of Skowliegan, Stone of Bridgton,
White of Bucksport, McGilvery of Searsport, Stevens of West Waterville, Wheelwright of Bangor, Snow of Hallowed, Stergis of Auburn, Anderson of Gray, and other
gentlemen too numerous to mention here.
In short, a review of the make up of the
Legislature of 1875, leads to the conclusion
that the state will be fortunate always to have
for its law makers men ef so good character
and impelled by so good purposes.
cannot

confident will not meet with the approvmajority ot the intelligent men and
That it is honest, we
women of the state.
have no doubt. That its action will be reversed within a few years at longest, there
can be scarcely a doubt.
On the whole, the record|of the Legislature
may be regarded as a good one. It was unusually industrieus; its committees for the
most part were very faithful in their work; a
remark, which, while it applies to a large
number, is particularly applicable to the Judiciary, Financial and Railroad committees.
As a body it kept in view the demand of the

*D§alesroom 353 For© St.,
Street Bo»lo*.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN

—

LOZANO,
Spanish Consul

juuuvj

Jinn ui

THOMAS

,2dtf

LN1TED

mot?

are

—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

Price $2.50

distinguished organist and comof
especially fortunate in the compilationim-

Wm. H. Clarke,

<12w

—

Trinity Collection.

Maine !

lobt7

m

CHOIRS.

for

Sole Agents

r~_

best eor

STREET,

PORTLAND,

BOOKS

music

f

for Congress, but he lias the very rare good
Mr. Talbot of East Mato decline.
and an able leader
led
the
Democracy,
chias,
he was, possessing as he does rare powers as
a debater and much personal maguetism.
Leavitt of Eastport, aside from being the wit
of the House, is a man of real ability uud
sense

ter maxims like these!

of the clock in the forenoon.
To determine whether this Company will unite
with the Essex County Railroad Company, the
Montpelier and St. JohiiBlmry Railroad Company,
the Lamoille Valley Railroad Company and the Lamoille Valley Junction Railroad Company or any of
them in the execution and issue ot joint bonds and
of
in executing a joint mortgage for the purj>ose
securing the bonds aforesaid subject to such details
may iix and to determine
as the Stockholders
whether this Company will authorize its President
to sign and cxocnte, in its behalt, tbo said join.,

passage.

a

trmoli rrrtnrl

the evil of special legislation. The action of
the Legislature upon the death penalty, we

A

vessels

to respect.
Just now he is receiving
seores of letters urging him to be a candidate
man

ly

SPECIAL meeting of tbo Stockholders of the
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company
will be held at the office of the Company corner of
Middle and Union streets, Portland, on Wednesday, ihe lOih day ofJlnrch, proximo, at eleven

—

just,

vuv

that of biennial elections and sessions of

larly

Streets.

SPECIAL MEETINCL

Marine Risks

w

■

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER

doll

Street.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

A

UUU/ ictuiuvu

wisdom or expose its folly. From the character of the leading members of both bodies,
we are bound to believe that whatever has
been done, has been prompted by an honest
conviction that it was for the best. Among
the leading measures which have been adopted, was an act extending a part of the public
debt and making it payable in such sums as
can be more easily taken care| of when it
matures. This legislature has also endorsed
the action of that of last year in laying a tax
upon the stock of such railroads as have a
marketable value by enacting a caretully considered measure to enforce the payment of
the same—a law which 'will bring the question into the courts. It has also called a Constitutional Commission to consider the change
in the organic law of the state which the
lapse of time and the test of experience have
made necessary. Seven of sixteen changes
which that Commission recommended have
These we
been submitted to the people.
have so frequently named that it is not necessary to mention them here. One or two
more of the propositions of the Commission
were, we think, desired by the people, particu-

nSKIIILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

METtR! I.

bUC UlCUJUVia

abstract of those measures which have become laws.
Experience alone can test its

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
A.

much as any man, had the confidence
Honest, able,
respect of the House.
fearless, without being bitter, lie is a

as

heavy end of the load, thus enabling the
weaker journals to receive tlyeir reports eornetimes at only ten per cent, of the amount
paid by the stronger, even where both use
substantially the same amount of news. The
The Fifty-Fourth Legislature,
cost of Associated Press reports to individuThe Fifty-fourth Legislature has made its
al journals ranges from $15 to $250 a week
rtwIU
each, with the exception of the morning
people who committed to them the power journals of New York City, whose net
which they have exercised. Of that work, it weekly bills during the last few months have
Is not our purpose to speak at this time, as
averaged about $500 each, after crediting evwe have already presented our readers a full
ery item of receipt from kindred associations.

Carpenters and Builders.

INSURE AGAINST

account with-

JOHN CHASE,
dlw#

Booksellers ami Stationers.
HOYT,&VO«<i No.»l Middle Klreet.
T. P. Me«0\VAN,!f54 ConKrem (St.

FRED. TER LINDEN,

ltd Insurance Company

oc25

HEREBY forbid all persons from
giving credit to any person on my
a writteu order from me.

victors belong the spoils” in his management
The improved condicity business.
tion of the streets, the permanent character
of the new sewers and other improvements
made under his direction go to show this tact-

of the

Photographers.
os

Instructor of Violin and

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

Notice.

CASH PRICES

L- TAYLOR.
178 COMMERCIAL STREET,

<13w

Marine Insurance 1

How. lor a
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by
resiblock of seven or nine genteel anil convenient
ot
same.
tbe
for
Enquire
and
adapted
dences,
EDWIN CHUUCHII.l.,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P, M.
mar29

100.000 best Rift I,ocn.t Treenails,
130.000 best Hawed White Oak da.
40,000 beat quality Canada Knee.

AT LOWEST

Street.

fel2

any business man would do in his own
We make this statement most unreservedly because we know that it is strictly
true. There has been nothing ot the “to the

Frank Wilson of Ban-

addressed the House.
gor,
and

affairs.

Pattern and Model Maker.

regular teachers employed, giving
ample instruction in every branch.
ten

For further information,
tions, etc, Address,

or reserve commu-

not used.

just as

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

board of instruction.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

Oertifylng Manifest.$7.00
of Health. 4.00—$11.0
1

Estate

and continue fourteen weeks, closing Juno 10th.

are

are

person to favor at the expense of the tax
payers. All contracts for material, building
or repairs have been given to the lowest responsible bidder, without reference to party,

Seats secured at Stockbridge’s in advance of dates
for 50 cents each. On days of concert seats willlic 25
f eb26d 1 w
cen ts extra.

J. A.

Stevens Plains, Feb., 1875.

Real
of S. W.
FFor'terms, etc.fineuire
ROBINSON.
WM. H. MORSE,
20S Middle Street,

corner

BurlesqueOpera Troupe and Brass Band,
Enlarged, remodelled and improved.
Composed of 28 people.
Most successful complete, powerful Troupe traveling,
Recognized as the superiors of Minstrelsy,
Introducing Concerts ot Merit and Brilliancy.

JT.

on

G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
AGENTS,
Office 49 1-2 Exchange

Institution will commence

Tuesday, March 9th, 1875,

There

Ceitilving Manifest. $15.00
dill of Health... 4.00—$19.0
For Vessels withont Cargo 1

No. 37 Plum Street.

oc20_

155,328.00

....

well-known Deane properly on Stale street
containing about 12000 Icet of lan<1, with commodious dwelling house in good repair. Is ottered for
sale. The house can be seen every lhursday and

THE

STEPHEN BERRY,

of this

$ 62,077.54

and unc aimed.
Losses unpaid.

For

fficoh, J‘<>b

$2,606,235.97

Total.

Church und Home.
Hayter’s Church music.

SALE.

Iron

J,y

PORTLAND

RUE’S

due and accrued.

norns

iron

Valuable
FOR

Engineers,

19,977.40
10,137.50

day).

A

BROKERS.

Gigantic Minstrels,

ABNER I.OWEI.I., 155 Middle Street.
A if cm* for Howarii Watch i'onipnnft

TERM

SPRING

THE

125,389.71

en-

Farm in Cape Elizabeth for Sale !

febfl

694,000.00

pany.

pas-

Mayor Wescott.
years’ administration of Mr. Wescott as Mayor of Portland can hardly fail to
meet the approval oi those tax payers and voters who desire a non-partisau and business like
management of the affairs of the city. Mayor Wescott has had no favorite, partisan or

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

ME.

PLAINS,

STEVENS

Premiums due and unpaid and
balances in the hands of
Agents.
Interest due and unpaid, (due

to

MOSES GOULD. 55 North Street,
or J. C. PROCTER, 33 ExchangeSt.

ebl8cod2m

PIPING.

BOR

SALE,

13 1-3 tn 35 cents per foot,
also water lots accessible by rail to all railroads

tering

o_....

ocuimaijj

767,261.00

pany...
Real Estate owned by the Com-

this
Rents

No. It Elm Street.
fcbl3deod2w
Portland, Feb. 12, t875.

ii_i_

even

The two

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

TERMS *1.00 PER WEEK.
For further particulars inquire of
ETTA A. FILES, Principal.

tit

be,

to

The

nications that

DUPREZ & BENEDICT’S

588,800.00

CORRESPONDENT,!

From

WATER

lOS WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA,

on

JOHN

FOR THE LANDLESS.
In the

AOBNTS

Temple

Two
water
closets, and cemented cellars. The rent will Ire made
low to iiermanent tenants. The second floor is arranged for three tenemenlB ot five rooms each—gas,
Sebago and water closets, and separate front and
rear entrance.
Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON.
13 Fluent Block.
febl3eod2w

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

MAKUFACTUREBS

on

street, erected by D. F. Emery, Esq.
THE
stores remain to let, both with gas, Sebago,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

SHIP

the

disposition

We cannot undertake to return

Tour.

Return visit ot the famous

Term.

ITesiUlUim

Bond and Mortgage
(on Real Estate, worth $1,
839,075).
U. S. and ’other Stock and
Bonds owned by the. Com-

Loans

Dividend to Policy Holders

to Loan.

money

80 MIDDLE ST.

H. L. GREGG &

and Bonds, (market value
$89,139) payable on demand. 63,670.00—$400,670.36

REAL ESTATE.

LEIGHTON,

AND

on hand and in Banks. .$337,000.36
on U. S. and other stocks

ASSETS

EDGAR S. BROWN,
F. G. Patterson’s Real Estate
Counsellor at Law.
BULLETIN,

GAS

AND CONTINUES TEN WEEKS.
Pupils of both sexes received at any timo during

T A*

of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Beal Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland, Sept., 30,1871dtf

PORTLAND, MAINE.

103

81,060,000.00
1.60C,235.97

Cash Capital
Surplus of Assets

no

read anonymous letters and communiname and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.

CHAS.H. DUPRKZ.Manager.

begins Feb. 23d,

Term

Spring

1,1875.

have

to such frauds.

friends of a fair and business like administra-

PORTLAND ACADEMY.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

JANUARY

EDUCATIONAL.

OF NEW YORK,

ABOUT
CHARLES H. KIMBALL,

Book, Card

is hereby given that the above named
street has, by order of the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans in the
City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that tbe numbers so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said street on
or before the first day of March next.
Per Order,
H. 1, ROBINSON, City Clerk
IcbSdtd

Flying

we

of the

name

We do not

cations.

Confectionery.

INSURANCE COMPANY,

Post-Office,

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO.. LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
jaiOtf
Mass., Box 117

!

ftF

To Owners or Occupants of Buildings and Lots on Spring St.

CONTINENTAL

First-class

Jobbing House,

no2fHf

WM. M.

CITV

POST LAND.

mige”Advertiser copy.

TOJLET.

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

ray9

eodSw

To Eet.

Nsh. O Ac 11 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES and LETTERS OF
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all tbenrincipal cities; also for
TELEuse in the United States, West Indies, Ac.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN, Ac. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
Ja7eoflly
received.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

at No. 144 Pine
rent has been recently repaired.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
83 Middle St.

To Eet.
No. 133 in Woodman Block now occupied
bv R. M. Jordan & CO. This store is finished
with all modern improvements and Is well calculated for almost any rad of business. Possession given
first of March. For further particulars apply to the
feh3tf
subscriber, GEO. W. WOODMAN.

oct5-’69T TAStt

MIDDLE

You are also required to give notice
in open
itants that the Aldermen of said city will be
session at the Ward Room iu City Building, (entrance
to
forenoon
the
in
o’clock
from
nine
on Myrtle st).,
tlie throe
one o’clock in tho afternoon on each of
electro
o!
such
day
next
secular days
preceding
the allc
and lrom three o’clock to five o’clock on
for the
noon on the last of said three secular days,
o
purpose ot receiving evidence of the qualification
on the
entered
been
not
liave
whose
names
voters
lists of qualified voters, in and for the several wards,
and for correcting said lists.
H. J. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per Order
dtd
febl9

NOTICE

LIABILITIES,

To be Eet.

J. H. HOOPER,

All

PORTLAND, MAINE.

feb25dtf

Will practice In Androscoggin and Oxford CountdeSeudtf
...

1-2

Agent,

STATEMENT OF THE

Cash

oc!2_dtf

(In Canal Bank Building,)

81 MIDDLE

»

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power U
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Slreet.

Counsellor at Law,
88 MEDDLE STREET,

ISO

W. PEERING,

Loans

ANDREWS.

at

00

Eastern

y<Tdie

SAMUEL GOULD, President.

feb25

M“.y®r’

seeking courtesies In the

sively, a party

Monday and Thursday Evenings,
March 1st and 4th;

open
polls on such day of election to remain snail
until four o’clock iu the afternoon, when they

$2,606,235.97

1U

tf

Jyir

Counsellors

votes tor
Alderman, tnrec
Warden, Clerk and }

then, and thlero to give in their
Judge of the Municipal Court, ona

are

Press, and

on

ten o’clock in the forenoon*

mers"

dtf

DEERING’S MUSIC IIALL

lneei

aro

Rooms,

managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have imormation that several ‘•bum-

Performances commences at 2* and 8.

fe22

next at
Monday, the First dny of March

ASSETS.

Residence Cor. Market & Congress Sfc

oxed and matted.

$44,000

Unpaid Losses.

TO LET.

NO. 16 MARKET STREET,

PORTLAND.

54

coiner

BABCOCK.

PAINTER,

FRESCO

$1,104,836
UABIIalTlES.

KELLER,

L.

C.

st.,

TWO

_‘_d&wly

S.

ASSETS.

RUFUS

tho Mayor and Al-

Common Conncilmen, a
City Constables: also for one Superintendtoghcnooi
cnsui ig
Committee—residents of said Wards for the

National Bank stock.$127,950 00
City bonds. 48,250 00
Railroad bonds. 64,905 00
United States bonds. 60,125 00
Loans on stocks aud mortgages, amply se384,062 69
cured.
Reai estate—office building. 100,010 00
Cash on hand anti in bank. 165,183 62
Bills receivable for marine premiums. 121,223 90
6,037 71
Interest accrued.
Premiums in course of collection. 27,078 42

Board.

PORTLAND, ME.

W.

Free Street.

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.my!9dtt

30 Market Street. Printers Exchange,

$1,104,836.54

Total Assets,

Boarding.

Watrh and Chronometer

inylt*

62

no30____tf_

JOBBER,

respective

604,836.54

5 EXCHANGE STREET,

Front Room ou lower floor at
49PLEASANT STREET.

OF

MAN IJ FACT l! BEK

Sul-plus,

jaitf

C. P. BABCOCK,

$500,000.00

Capital Stock,

To Let with Board.

PLEASANT

city,

Ward

EVENINCJ,

of I.a Teuiatiou*

or

CITY of PORTLAND.

in their

Every regular attache of tlie Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel

CEO ASTRAY!

to warrants from

January 1st, 1875.

_

f take

AFTERNOON”AND

W0RS1SR, FED. 27, 1S75

SATURDAY

HALL.

CITY

THE

Positively two last performance

dermen of the City of Portland, the dulyquidil
PURSUANT
hereby notified to
fled electors of said

JAMES J. GOODRICH, Sec’y-

TWO

OPPOSITE

—OF THE—

OF BOSTON, MASS.,

__lw*dtf

or three boarders can bo accommodated with
twanl in a private family. Rooms newly furnished. inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.

WM. SCHUMACHER.

MODEL MAKER &

58 Pleasant St.,

Board.

many years.

so

rooms and board at
also table boarders.

pleasant

High,

near

jspectlully
of

U<* non*

Y.

To the Electors

'

Fire and Marine Insurance Co.,

AS

insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
lay after first week, 50 cents,

HA1NE.

STATE OF

THE PRESS.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

THE

iUFACT

u,T:

A Situation Wanted.
Salesman or Book-keeper by a young man who
has hail 7 years’ experience in dry goods, and
who understands book-keeping by single and double
entry. Good references giyen. Address

■umn, constitutes a “square.”
square daily first week; 75 cents per week

ADVERTISEMENTS

THIS
•

Wanted.
WET NURSE. Inquire at
G33 CONGRESS STREET.

MAINE STATE PRESS

CITY

INSLRANCE.

_WANTS.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

■

■■■

ENTERTAINMENTS.

good debaters, they took a high rank iu tho
Senate. The appropriation which passed the
scrutiny of these gentlemen unscathed, was
If old Oxford
pretty sure to be a just one.

(

wants watchful and fearless senators it can
make no mistake in re-electing Messrs. FosThe remaining lawyer of
ter and Swasey.
the Senate was Mr. Donworth of Aroostook,
who secured the confidence of the Senate as
Mr.
well as its attention when he spoke.

Corthell of Washington,
tho

whole,

the

was

undoubtedly, on

best debater iu the

Senate.

He is a man of decided opinions and possessed the confidence of his associates, as he de-

Of the new senators, Gen. Hyde of
Sagahahoc, is most worthy of mention, not
only for his attention to his duties but for his
war record, which is one of the best of the
many brilliant reputations mado by Maine

served.

His friends mention his name in connection with the presidency of the Senate of
men.

1870.
It would take

more space than we have to
spare to mention the members of the House
Our
who have worthily served the state.

Notice.
Portland delegation was a working one, while
requiring work doro please apply
33 Be 58 Rrondwny & 7 Eichnnge Court,
“Home” ofW. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
few men commanded better attention or had
I And family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid- 1
P. O. Box 5038, IVJKIV YOBK.
more influence than Mr. Cleaves, when he
oc29u
ery and lancy-work in wool*, «&o., &e.
dSmts
dc4

PERSONS

S8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

public,

has a

wooden,

movable head ou the

marble body. This is not to indicate that the

president is

a

blockhead,

but is a measure

of

Revolutions are so frequent that
sculptors do not have time to chisel heads for
the new executive before he is deposed. As
the body is dressed in the official uniform it
The reof course does not require change.
cent attempt however to change the wooden
head has failed, for the revolution has been
summarily squelched, and the statue of President Guzman Blanco is sale, for the present

economy.

at

least,

from

decapitation.

The advocates of the preservation of forests effect little by discoursing of the aesthetic
value of trees, or by prophesying limited
rainfall aud consequent drought as a result of
the destruction ol shade. Mr. Uodges, who,
read an essay on tree-planting before the
Minnesota Agricultural Society last week, is
far shrewder, and appeals directly to tho great
American pocket. He declares that the net
profits on a quarter-section of prairie, properly prepared, planted, and cultivated with
forest trees, will, within ten years, exceed the
net profits of ten quarter-sections of wheat,
and that the genuiuc white willow, properly
handled, will increase faster thau money at
Interest at 4 per cent, a month.

Unless the temperature of March, April
and May is much higher than usual, say old
tillers of the soil, the frost in the earth will
not disappear before the first of June. In
many localities it is reported to be five feet
deep. Now isn’t that an encouraging outlook for early potatoes and “garden truck?”
The Wabash river has risen fourteen feet
twenty-four hours. Let us hope that it
will rise high enough to sweep away that
Tall Sycamore, the lion. Daniel W. Voorhees, into everlasting oblivion.

in

Current Notes.
The Democratic party in Tenuesee continues to afford conspicuous proofs of its inability
to properly govern the state. It has thus lar
done nothing to remedy the few evils which
existed under Republican rule, and its mad
persistence in the discussiou of schemes for
repudiation has quite discouraged those who

hoped that
change.

some

good might

come

from

a

superior jail-birds who want
Perley’s place. If Governor Tilden objects
to all this, hound him down, Send John
Morrissey to Albany to “fix things.” Get
Mr. Tilden blackguarded in the Herald every
day. Make the World call him a railroad
jobber. Such is “home rule.” Who will not
be very glad to see it at work in the nation
alter next year?
Who does not like the
sample of it which we have already got?—
knows several

—New York Times.
The truth of the matter is, that there is no
such thing in this country as a debtor class of
unless we count

bankrupts

in that cat-

much or little, beegory. All their property,
longs to, and will be taken by, their creditors,
so that they cannot be hurt by an increase
in the value of currency. All other men,
with the infinitesimal exception of those who
receive each day what they pay out the same
day, are both debtors and creditors. “The
debtor class,” as the words are commonly
used, is a myth, a bugaboo with which
Messrs. Butler, Voorhees and Kelley are try-

ing to scare an intelligent people into a foolish abhorrence for the world's currency, honest gold, and a foolish belief in the specula-

tor’s

currency, dishonest

paper.—Chicago Tribune.

and

Democracy

if we

in New

Hampshire are getLeaguers,
may judge from the following sentito fall in with the White

ment of the Manchester Union :

“Our

own

opinion is that there never is to be peace and
prosperity in this country again until the negro is suppressed as a political power. The
southern people should understand this, and,
instead of courting him, tight him.
And when, in the calm moments of reflec-

tion, they, (his fellow citizens) shall have retraced the origin and progress of the insurrection, let them determine whether it has
not beeu fomented by combinations of men,
who, careless of consequences and disregarding the unerring truth, that those who rouse
caunot always appease a civil convulsion,
have disseminated, from an ignorance or perversion of facts, suspicions, jealousies amt
accusations of tbe whole government.—(!.

Washington,

17M.

Literary Notes.
Massey,” a novel which made a hit iu
England, anonymously, some few years since,
“Pant

now

proves to have been written by Justin Mc-

Carthy.
A Shakespearean relic of ^ singularly curious
kind has come to light. It is a fragment of an
edition of tbe first part of Heory tbe Fourth,
anterior to the oue of 1508, which has hitherto been always considered tbe first impression.
The text of this fragment preserves a word
which has been accidentally omitted in all tho

subsequent editions.
Mr. Heury G. Iiohn, of London, whose well
known series of libraries of standard works
has popularized good literature throughout the
world,has retired from business. Many college students will entertain tho kindliest feelings toward this publisher, whose “pooies”
have enabled them to ride easily over the manfold difficulties of the la tin and Greek classics.
lu a clever and original hook on social life iu
in London, Bev. J. P.
striking parallel between the
Athenians of the age of Pericles and the English of to-day. The English iu mode of thought

Greece, just published
Mahuffy draws

a

aud special culture have no sympathy with
their ancestors of tbe middle ages, but much
iu common with tho Periclean age: “The satire
and skepticism of our modern society, -tbe decay cf fixed belief, tbe omnipotence of free
discussion as shown by press and platform, the
interest oyer patriotism aud
these features would be very
congenial to the Greek.while they would shock
and perplex the crusader. Commerce and speculation, .debate and diplomacy would delight
rule of private

salf-sacrifice,—all

The great contrast,
the clever Athenian.”
however, between tbe two periods, lies iu tbe
different position of woman, now and then.
Mr. Mahaffy shows that the high civilizatiou
of Athens was behind its ruder age, the Homeric, in this respoct. In the time of Pericles
woman couia uo

no

ousiuess,

mane no

wui,

auu

put under her son’s guardianship when a
widow; in fact the woman of respectability was
absolutely devoid of iuliuecoe, and “the education and admiration of which she was de-

was

lot of the Aspasias of
from the Athemeum,
which does not seem to aoccpt the reoent rehabilitation of Aspasia.
The Indiau papers announce the death, at
Agra, of Mr. I. T. Pritchard, author of “English Admiuistratiou in India,” one of the dri-

prived were tlie exclusive
the day." This clause is

est of books, and “The Chronicles of Budgepore,” one of the most amusiug.
Vice President Wilson expeots to finish the
third and last volume of bis Slave Power his-

tory next

summer.

The Concord Centennial will form the subject of two papers in Harper’s Mwjealnx. for
May and June. Frederick Hudson will write
the first, on the Concord fight, which will be
issued just in time for the celebration, and will
be illustrated with fac-jimilies of tho MSS
of Emerson’s famous hymn, at the previous
celebration, and of part of Longfellow’s “Paul
Revere." In the following number Miss H. R.
Hudson, niece of the writer of the first article,
will have a paper on Concord books, which
will be illustrated with portraits of the writers
who have made the little village famous, pictures of the interiors of their homes, and views
of the new Concord library building.
The Tribune liuds the charm and justification of the Uiic-a-Brac volumes iu|tbe natural
desire we all feel to discover a common ground
on which we can stand with the great dead.
‘Even Thackeray,” it remarks, “is already al-

myth to the incoming generation—a
rather than a man, who with a keen
scalpel dissected human nature to the very dividing of bone and marrow; but when we hear
him chanting Little Billee, or see the tears roll
most

a

power

his face as be bids his little girls good-bye,
eliake hamls with bitn at once across the
gap of years, and stand side by side with him
thereafter, aud are snre that we too, bad sometiling to do with the [creation ol Dobbin, and
were old friends once with Thomas Newcouie."
“The Swiss Family Robinson'' was written
over
we

by Jobanu Rudolph Wyss, a Swiss preacher
and published at Zurich, iu 1812. He was horn
at Berue, 1781, and died in 1850. A short continuation of the work was written by Jeanne
Isabella Pauline, Baronne de Montalieu, and
published in Paris, 1824.
So goes the rumor in Loudon, Mr. Hayward,
who has just written down the Greville Memoirs, did so at the instigation of aud after interviews with Queen Victoria; and ‘Mrs.
Guelph’’too, is said Jto hare convinced Mr.
Reeve that he’d better print no more of bis
notes. All which, of [course, dues not exactly
stop tho sale of the already published portions
The seventh volume of the Little Classic sis

Romance, and contains The Story of Iris, from
Dr. Holmes’ Professor at the Breakfast Table;
The Rosicrucian, by Miss Mulocb; The South
Breaker, by Harriet Prescott Spofford; The
Snow Storm, by John Wilson (“Christopher
North”) aud The King of the Peak, by Allau
This

Cunningham.

will

volume

charming little series yet

more

rnako

the

popular.

Mr. Charles G. Lelaud has in the press a
work entitled Fu-Sang. or the Discovery of
America by Chinese Buddhist Priests m the
Fifth Century. It will be published iu Loudon
and New York simultaneously.
Leslie Stephen’s essays on hooks and authors
Hours iu a Library, the sixth Brio a-Brae volume, on Moore aod Jerdau, with four oltbe
Maclise portraits: the French Revolution in
the Epochs of History series, with President
White's appendix of a cuurse[of study; and a
new cheaper edition of Craik’s English Language, iu two volumes, 12mu, will he
next week by the Scribners.

published

Eastern RaiuboAd.—The Eastern was t he
railroad in Massachusetts that made any
considerable increase in its earnings from

ouly

freights last year. Its freight receipts exceed
by $274,501, those of tho year before. The
Boston and Maine, Boston aud Lowell, Old
Colony, Boston and Provideuce lost, aud the
Boslou and Albany fell off $037,-584.
Recent rublications.
Sscial Pressure, By Sir Arthur Helps. Boston: Roberts Brothers. For sale by Loring, Short,
& Harmon.

Turn every honest man out of office* and
put a rascal in his place. Get rid of Comptroller Green, because he will not pay any of
Boss Kelly’s followers, nor even the Herald
bills. Throw over Mr. Pcrley and the other
fire commissioners, because they allow their
men to pnt out burning houses instead of
robbing them. How can a great party be
supported on that system? Boss Kelley

itself,

The

ting ready

dishonored

The admirers of “Friends in Council” will bo
at this book, a continuation of the
conversation so pleasantly begun in that work.
The volume Comprises essays oo modern cities,
intrusiveness, publicity, loeal government, vulbeautiful woineu and other subjects, all

delighted

garity,
agreeable,

and some very entertaining reading.
clear,simple style is de-

Sir Arthur’s

singularly

when he has nothing new in matmuch that is new iu
the book iu the way of thought and suggestion.
It contains considerable wit, some humor, and

lightful

even

ted to offer us. But there is

much striking
flections

good sense.and abounds

on men

ani

events

which

iu the

re-

seem

so

and natural that we all wonder
they didn’t suggest themselves to us long ago.
Indeed some of them have long been public
property and are simply truisms put into a new
and very attractive form. Some too are unmistakably original: “all vulgarity simply results
from a waut of Confidence.” “A boat is a devery

apposite

get out of.” “Dogs, women
aud cockatoos—I have kuowu very affectionate
love
cockatoos—are the only creatures whose
indifferIs worth having, who are somewhat

lightful thing—to

other moral qualities, so long as
and kind to them.”
is
Quile as interesting as any of the essays
the one enlarge cities, and it will bear quoting
from. Here are two extracts:
“That famous mau, (Jouut Kumford, used to
estimate the uutnber of millions of chaldrons
of coals winch were suspended iu the atmosphere of Loudon, and dwell upon the mischief
which was causes I to furniture by this pall of
smoke when it descended. But there are othent to
wo

are

all

one

true

such as dust and
„r fittecial causes of injury,
all kind.. The result
chemical emanations of
in such a city as London
is that everything
and freshness, and, indeed
soon loses all bloom
Tbe more beautiful
is rapidly deteriorated.
and fatal is this dethe thing, the more swift
terioration. I would venture to make a calculation as regards the injury of property in London caused not by reasouable wear aud tear,
but'being tbe result of the agglomeration ofI
too mauy people on one spot of ground.
should not think it would be less than three or
lour millions of pounds per annum.”

Again
Oue point in reference to this matter I must
especially dwell upon, aud that is the serious
injury to the buildings occasioned by this atCertain
kinds of architecture
mosphere.
ought to be considered impossible in London.
All that is delicate and refined is so soou
blurred, defaced and corroded by this cruel atmosphere, that it is a mockery and a delusion
There ought to be a peto attempt tine work.
culiar kind of architecture for such a metropolis-large, coarse and massive, owuing neither

delicacy

nor

refinement, and

not

admitting

minute decorations of any kind. And even
that coarse work requires to be executed in the
hardest material, otherwise the corrosion is so
great as to cause the need for constant repair.
Aud, while speaking of repairs and decora
tions, it must be known to every householder
in London how frequent is the necessity for
with
painting and for repairs when comparedis less
what is requisite where the atmosphere

impure.___
Magazine Notices*
The Westminster Review for January, reCo.,
printedjiy the Leonard Scott Publishing
41 Barclay St., New York, is received.
work. Nature, Tho
Mr. Mill’s

iiosthuinous
Religion, and Theism,

is the subject
Utility of
of the first article. Those who have not acsumcess to the work itself will find here a
natural
ou
perof
the
author’s
opiuious
mary
the evidences of design in creation, tho

fection,
revimmortality of the soul, and the claims of
their
elation; and the essays are welcomed for
"comprehensive and intelligible re-statements
of old problems,” aud for their “courageous

originality.”

The Bible and Strong Drink is a short article
of a
showing tbe probable effect of the passage
bill to prevent the sale, manufacture, puriu
chase, or importation of intoxicating liquors

England,

and also that the

use

of wine is not

both Testaonly permitted, but enjoined in
ments.
Rocks Ahead, or tbe Warnings of Cassan.
Mr Greg,
dra, is tbe review of a reccut work by
*
which is remarkable alike for tbe gloomy views
it depicts and the great ability with which it is
written.” It portrays the difficulties likely to
arise from the parliamentary rulers of the
becoming more and more, members, in

country

sort, of the aristocracy.
Aristotle, the work which occupied the last
six years of Mr. Grote's life, has just been gives-eu to the public, and is tbe subject of this
as those
say. Tbe object of this work, as well
on Plato and tbe companions of Socrates,
some

which

preoeded it,

fa_

tlw*

is to “show tbe

n>oolra

lx.r

o

t.ioa

speculative
1

PT9I111

Il»-

tion of the works of their chief thinkers.” It
begins with a sketch of the life of Aristotle, an
account of his works, of which there are two
distinct lists, and an analysis of a few of them.
This analytical part of the work was terminated abruptly by the author’s death, and is therefore very incomplete. The present article is
devoted principally to his treatment of the
treatises known as the Organon.
Charity, Pauperism, and Self-Help, suggests
of the English Poor Laws, and

a'.modification
forth a
The First

sets

plan for a Friendly Belief Society.
Metallurgists, is an anthropologi-

BY TEYEGRAPH.

Church Crushed by

therein be

opening

a

mine of increased popu-

Books Received.
Rape Meredith. A novel. By Eliza Tabor, author of “St. Olave’e.” Paper, 143 pp., price 50 cents.
New York: Harper & Brothers, Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon.
Bara miles Oannett, Unitarian Minister in
Boston 1824—1871. A Memoir. By bis 6on, Will"
liam C. Gannett. Cloth, 572 pp., with portrait.
Portland: Boring,
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Short & Harmon.
The mrails of Malacca, (nde-Chiaa aad
China; Or Ten Years’ Travels, Adventures and
Besidence abroad. By J. Thomson, F, R. G. S.,
author of “Illustrations of China and Its People.”
or sixty
Cloth, 546 pp., illustrated with upward
wood engravings by J. D. Cooper, from the author’s
New York: Harown sketches and photographs.
& Har
per & Brothers. Portland: Boring, Short
mon.

f.aw and Ihc f.ndy. A Novel. By Wilkie
Collins, author of the “Woman in Whito.” Cloth,
862 pp., illustrated, price #1.50. New York: HarI>er & Brothers. Portland: Coring, Short & Har-

The

mon.

The

Merallty

Lnvn. An Essay.
Boston:
213 pp.

ef

Prohibitory
l.iquor
By William B. Weeden. Cloth,
Koberts Brothers. Portland:

Boring, Short & Harmon.
Annette; Or the Chronicles of Bellevue. By Charlotte Walsingham. Cloth. 374 pp. Philadelphia;
C'axton, Itemsen & Hafflefinger. Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon.
An adjourned meeting of the Jay Cooke case
Mr.
was had before Register Mason Thursday.
Lewis, trustee, detailed the features of the set-

tlement, the cash value of which he said was
about 35 per cent, and with seventeen months
neerned interest, about 48J per cent.
Jay
Oooko gave an explanation of tbe figures
shown in the balance credited to tbe estate of
the firm. After the explanation, tbe hearing
adjourned until March lltb.

Falling Wall

A SCENE OF WILD CONFUSION,
Municipal Politics.
Rockland, Feb. 2f>.— At the adjourned Democratic caucus this evening Hon. Samuel Bryant was nominated candidate for Mayor by a

nearly unanimous vote.
Lewiston, Feb. 2G,—At the Auburn Republican caucus this

afternoon,

Thomas Littlefield

renominated for Mayor.
Appointment of Assistant Physician at the
Insane Hospital.
Acgusta, Feb. 20.—The Governor and Ooun
cil have confirmed the appointment of Dr. E.
was

C.

Neal

as

assistant

to the Insano

physiciau

Hospital, and he will enter upon the discharge
of his duties at once.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Uriah B. Fisk Cot Off.
Boston Feb. 20.— Schooner Uriah B. Fisk
of Bath, from Boston for Baltimore, before rehas
ported ashore on Chatham bar, Cape Cod,is no
There
„ot off and is at anchor outside.
fleet
at Province town,
hound
ice
in
the
change
the late thaw not having effected their release.

WASHINGTON.
Beport of the Mississippi Committee.
Washington, Feb. 20.—'The majority report
of the House Committee which visited Mississippi has been agreed upon.
It gives a statement concerning t he troubles
arising out of the ejection from office of Peter
at
Crosby, elected sheriff of Warren county dethe November election in 1870. It then
scribes two organizations formed in that state
which arc unquestionably extensions of the
White League of Louisiana. The purposes of
their organization are,—First,to make a census
and enrollment of all the white meu iu the
state; second, to incorporate into the interior
military orgauizations alt the whites who may
join with them; third, to set aside by whatever means may he necessary the electiou of
colored meu to office ami to nullify the the enforcement acts; fourth, to allow none but
white men to he elected or hold office. The
committee the recites fully the means taken by
these organizations to control registration by
keeping out of Vicksburg under a show of
force any persons they choose to keep out.
They patrolled the streets, had countersigns,
watched the steamers landing, ferries and
roads, and attended in armed bodies at the registration of votes. Entire records and papers,
the court house and all the county property,
were unlawfully seized, in direct and palpable
violatiou and deliberate transgression of all
principles and forms of law known to any civilized people. The committee recited the facts
concerning the Cherry street fight in Vicksburg and say to read the reports of the newsthe
papers or to take the testimony of some of
participants, the passage of the bridge at Lodi
The
was nothing to the fight on Cherry street.
black people on being fired upon, scattered in
and
occasionor
in
all directions, singly
groups,
ally returned an effectual tire.
The report regards the questions arising from
the condition of the public mind as gravo and
_
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been subverted by war; traditions, prejudice,
habits, and inherited beliefs having been overthrown by irresistable force. The old relations
between master and slave is discussed, the
difference in condition, etc., and a picture is
drawn of the slave brought from servitude to
the level of legal and political equality. The
changes of war brought no changes in human
nature, and though war compelled the obedience of tbe cenquored, it does not bring obedience

from the heart of tbe

man

who 'ost all

by it.

LOUISIANA.
The Wheeler Compromise Accepted,
Burko
Messrs.
Washington, Feb. 26.
Bacbarie and Leonard, a committee representing the Conservative convention of tbe General Assembly of Louisiana, have addressed a
letter to the select committee on Louisiana affairs, stating that the Conservative caucus has
accepted the plan for a settlement of the existing political difficulties, known as the
Wheeler proposition, subject to the conditions,
--first, that members of your committee shall
act as arbitrators; aud second, that there shall
be an extra session of tbe General Assembly
of Louisiana on or before tbe fourth Monday
of March next, to give practical effect to the
award when made, and to consider and pa.;s
upon certain reform measures absolutely essential to the peace aud prosperity of the state.
In announcing this acceptance, they state that
it is given under protest, anil that they have
been reluctantly forced to the conclusion that
no other terms could be obtained.
Tbe adjustment meets with favor from all
Louisianians h«re as the best obtainable under
tbe circumstances.
New Orleans, Feb. 26.—Petitions for and
against the adoption of the Wheeler compromise were in circulation among business men
yesterday and received numerous signatures.
Many cotton factoiy men aud others interested
in staple products havo signed a call for a
meeting to-night to protest against the adoption of the Wheeler proposition. On the other
hand a largo number of wholesale and retail
merchants have signed a declaration in its support. A majority of the newspapers favor the
—

adjustment.

SEVEN PERSONS KILLED AND MANY

INJURED.
New York, Feb. 25.—A terrible accident
occurred here this evening, resulting iu the
death of six persous and the wounding of several others. Religious services were being held
in St. Audrew’s Catholic church, corner ot City
Hall place and Duane street, at seven o’clock,
when the wall of an adjoining building fell, tho
brick and debris crushing through the roof of
the church upon the heads of the people inside.
At the time of the crash vesper services were
being held, conducted by the priest, Rev. Mr.
Carroll.
The congregation was composed for
the most part of women and children.
The scene which ensued beggars description.
Women screamed and fainted, men shouted,
and above the tumult was heard the voice of
the priest calling on tho people to be quiet and
not rush for the doors and trample upon each
other.
Despite His eutreaties, however, tho
congregation made a grand rush for the open
air.
Word was sent to tho Fraukliu street Police
Station and a platoon of policemen soon arrived ou the scene. A driving rain storm was falling, and the panic stricken people were running to and fro. Men and women were culling
for relatives aud friends aud endeavoring to
ascertain their fate.
The prompt arrival of tho police restored order somewhat and a systematic effort was at
once made to extricate the dead and wounded
The wall which fell upon
from its ruins.
the church struck the south side, aud most of
the persous who were killed and wounded vyere
The
those who occupied the south galleries.
killed and wouuded as fast as brought out were
put iu au ambulance aud conveyed to the Park
Hospital, the'r relatives following and bewailing iu piteous tones the calamity to their loved
Two of the wounded died on their way
ones.
to llie hospital.
The names of the deal and wouuded as far
as can be ascertained at the present writing are
Michael Murray, Rose McGlynn,
as follows;
Michael McCarty, Mary A. Connor, Cathenue
McGuiness aud Michael Feeney. Among those
most seriously wounded were Edward Coudou,
skull fractured; James Quiuu, scalp wound
and body crushed; Patrick Fay, contusion of
the bead; Catherine Ritten, scalp wound; Mary
Jane Martin, fracture of the skull; Patrick
Ledell, fracture of leg and interual injuries;
Matthew Murray, internal injuries; Martha
McGlynn, legs broken.
All of the above wouuded are in Park Hospital to-night. The following had their wounds
dressed at the hospital and were sent to their
homes: Elizabeth Farley, Dennis Ha^ey, Patrick Cuuningnam, Mary Dempsey, Mary Conley, Mary Powers, Ellen Conway, Mary Kelioe.
Besides there weie about a dozen or more whose
names could not be ascertained.
St, Andrew’s church is one of the largest
churches in New York, and is attended by nearly all the Catholics residing in the lower part
The congregation is composed
of|the city.
mainly of Irish, though a few Germans attend.
The members are mostly of the laboring classes.
The building is quite old.
The adjoining walls which fell upon it were
those of a buildiug known as Shaw’s crockery
The crockery store was recently damstore.
aged bv lire, and the walls have threatened to
fa.l for some tune past. Aa unexpected ana
unusually heavy squall of wiud passed over the
city which struck aud tumbled the wall, causing the terrible loss of life above narrated.
Amoug the incidents of the accident the following occurred: Several young girls, who were
to all appearances dead, were hastily removed
to the hospital, where, in the hurry and confusion, it was believed they were really deceased,
and orders were give to have them removed to
the morgue iu ambulances, when they showed
signs of life aud the order was countermanded.
The proper restoratives were applied and they
returned to consciousness, but oontinued in
The girls had beeu
hysterics for some time.

paralyzed by fright.

Notwithstanding the dead bodies had been
removed either to their homes or the morgue,
and the wounded had. been properly cared for,
the excitement up to midnight continued unabated, and thousands of people thronged every
avenue of approach towards the hospital, when
it became necessary to fence iu the hospital by
ropes and a strong cordon of policemen and
firemen.
Several of the injured are sinking fast at this
writing, and the physicians in attendance express grave doubts as to their outliving the

night.

Much comment is made ou the negligence of
the officials of the Department of Buldings in
permitting the already tottering walls of the
crockery store to stand so unprotected, and beyond a doubt a rigid and searching investigation will be had and the responsibility of the
disaster placed where it belongs.
Late to-night another of the wounded died
At
at the hospital, mak.ng a total of 7 dead.
the hospital there are recorded the names of 26
and
wounded
the
killed
of
wounded.
Many
are children and young people.
New York, Feb. 26.
In the Duane street Catholic church there
were about 1300 persons when the ruined wall
The Lenteu services were drawing to a
fell.
close and Rev. Father Carroll, of St. Stephen’s
church, was near the end of his discourse on
“The necessity to be prepared for death at any
He had pictured the misery of
moment.”
those human beings, their sonls being laden
with sin. He had implored his hearers to shun
vice that they might not be surprised iu its
midst by the fall ujion them of the palsying
hand of death, and ho had pressed upou his
bearers the necessity for them to keep watch
upon their consciences, so that they should
kuow when they were guilty of sinful acts. A
sudden gust here swept over the church and
thrilled everything that it struck. While the
gust howled and shook everything Father Carroll was saying, “Oh, examine your consciences.
At this momeut look at them with eye guided
and made by the sense of truth and sincerity.
God now knows whether or not you are prepared to meet him.” He concluded as the wiud
ceased its raving, but the sound of his last word
was almost overcome by sharp and snap-like
noises, that camo from the gallery at the east
side of the church. At the same time a shower of small
pieces of plaster pattered on the
startled occupants of that section of the edifice.
These people had not time to rise ere a rushing
noise aud theu a tremendous crash occurred.
The horrified people in the body of the church
aud in the other gallery hadn’t time to see
what had occurred when the sounds were repeated and there was a veil of thick dust rais
ed over the gallery, which obscured it from
view.
Duf-
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the members of the congregation saw this. All
the others made a wild rush for the outlets of
the church. The scene became one of the most
startling character; in their mad haste to es
cape a threatening dauger, whence it came
they did not know, the people plunged toward
the street, they caught hold of each other iinpulsivoly, and naturally delayed one another.
In the galleries people fought fearfully on
their way to tho narrow staircases that led down
to the vestibule, and in their eagerness two or
three would wedge themselves immovably beThere thej
tween the sides of the staircases.
remained until the gathered force of the many
behind dislodged them violently and threw
them headlong down the awful descent.
Thus they would strike their predecessors and
if not overthrown themselves would knock tho
latter to tho floor. Once down no one could rise
until the senseless and pitiless mob had passed
over and trampled upon and kicked their bodies
into borried shape.

FLOODS.
Great Destruction of

Property

in

Ten-

nessee.

New Yoke, Feb. 2fi.—A despatch from
Knoxville, Tenn., says the most destructive
freshet for many years has visited that locality.
The dafhage to ail kinds of property throughThe bridro
out East Tennessee is very great.
over the Hiawassee river, on the East Tennesis gone, and no mails were resee Kailroad,
It will probably be a week
ceived yesterday.
before trains are running again on that road.
Tne Tennessee river has thirty-eight feet of
water and is still rising.
Bridges, mills, barns
and bouses are sweut away by tbc flood. The
Knoxville gas works were submerged and the
city was in darkness last night. The losses in
the city and country are large.
In

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia, Feb. 26.—Tho ice in the
Scuylkill at Manaugka broke yesterday afterThe water during the afternoon was
noon.
twenty feet above the usual level and only four
feet below the highest freshet. All the houses

in the lower part of the town were submerged,
forcing the occupants to leave without saviDg
their goods. The gas works were submerged,
leaviog the streets iu darkness. All the mills
except one have suspended work, throwing
2000 persons out of employment.
Iu New Work.
V--TT„I,

on _Til..
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tht Hudsou river are greatly swollen and much
damage lias already occurred. Tho new iron
bridge, erected at a cost of $10,000, at Stockport, N. Y., was swept away and it is feared
that the bridge oyer Clarerick creek will also
bo carried away.
In Connecticut.
Hartford, Feb. 27.—During the freshet last
night on tho Naugatuck river a part of the
Home Woolen Co’s dam at Beacon Falls was
carried away and a man named Flaherty, who
fell into tho
was assisting to stop the break,
river and wa* drowned.
Escape of Ex-Senator Nye,
Washington, Feb. 26.—On the arrival of the
train from Richmond at Alexaudia this morn
ing, it was discovered that Ex Senator Jas. W.
Nye, who when last seen occupied a section in
the sleeping car, was missing, although his
coat, vest, watch, bat and boots were still iu
bis berth. He was on his way north from
Jacksonville, Fla,, with bis daughter, Mrs.
Nye and his servants, and retired the previous
It was supposed
evening in his usual health.
he got up in the night iu a dazed condition and
walked oil or fell rdf the cars while in motion,
from at any of the
as he had not been heard
Soinn fears
stations where tho train stopped.
have lately been felt by his friends that his
on
and
that ao
mental faculties were wauing
count he was induced to join his daughter in
Florida, whither she had gone for the benefit of
her health.
Narrow

Ulinor

Fires.

The dwelling house of Geo. T. Richardson,
of Providence, was destroyed by fire yesterday.
Loss $3000; Insured.
Tbe main building of tbe state prison at
CoDcnrd, N. II., caught fire yesterday, and
was damaged to the extent of $5000.
A house in Rochester, N. H., belonging to
Mrs. J. T. Dodge, was entirely destroyed by
fire yesterday morning. It was occupied by a
Mrs. Hurd, who lost all of her household effects. Loss about $1500; partially insured.

ItlETKOliOIiUdlCAI.
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office OniEF Signal
>
Officer; Washington, 11. O.,
-Feb. 27, (1 A. M.) )
For New Kngland)
barometer diminishing, westerly winds, colder
and clear weather.

|

James Jordan fatally stabbed Geo. Koffen in
New York, yesterday.

[A despatch was subsequently received, saying that Mr. Nye had been found at Richmond,
Va., having slipped from the cars just as they
He was iu a nearly nude state, but
started.
was

uninjured ]_

Frederick Douglass spoke iu the New Hampshire

campaign

last

night.

so

largo

as

on

former

occasions.

Judge

Neilson was early on the bench.
Theodore
Tilton, who was absent ou the previous two
days of Mr. Tracy’s opening made his appearThe
ance with Mr. Beach, one Oi his counsel.
defendant aud his wife occupied ilieir usual
while
Mrs.
Tilton
aud
were
her friends
places,

absent
Mr. Tracy continued his statement where he
left off yesterday, at tho interview in which
Moulton obtained tho letter of retraction from
Mr. Beecher. Counsel said that this interview
was followed by another which was sought as a
pretext for fixiug the accusation made by TilMr. Tracy then reviewed very fully the
ton.
famous interview between Moulton aud Beecher, at which the latter’s letter of apo ogy was
written. His version of the affair was mainly
the same as given by Mr. Beecher iu his statebut he
ment to the investigating committee,
pictured Beecher’s peculiar position in a much
more

forcible light, laying particular

stress

ou

the consideration, prompted by the most delicate feelings of a gentlemen, which debarred
him fiom pleadiug innocence of intention in
leading Mrs Tilton to entertain for him an uu
duo affection, which had been tho foundation
of tho domestic unhappiness.
Another point, said the counsel, I come to tho
alleged confession of bis guilt that the defendant is charged with, being made toMr. Moulton
aud liis wife. At the church committee investigation Mr. Tilton said that his evidence
against Henry Ward Beecher was in writing,
and lie did not then pretend that he had in his
possession any oral confession of Mr. Beecher’s.
In Moulton’s statement of August 21, he stated
that Mr. Beecher lud confessed to him, but
that was given in general terms,aud not specifically. This was challenged and it was not until his second statement that he came out with
it boldly, and they would also remember that
iu his examination hero he clothed his language iu different terms to what lie did in bis
second statement.
You will remember bow Moulton, ou the
witness stand, made a slip twice ill regard to
tlie words “sexual relations.’’ Now in his second statement he omitted ttie word “sexual” and
said when Mr. Beecher was confessing to him
be used the word “relations.” Moulton makes
and invents the interview of Jail. 2d, with
Mr. Beecher. Sunday came on the iirst of
Jan. 1871, and the apology was written on that
evening, and oil the next day, which was the
2d of Jan Mr. Moulton says lie called on Mr.
Beecher and had the interview. Now, gentlemen, the 2d of January of that year was New
Yoars’ day when -Mr. Beecher entertakMd over
800 callers, and no interview with Moulton was
held. Be cess.
After the recess Mr. Tracy continued his address.
He said he would now review Tilton’s conTho other
nection with Victoria Woodhull.
side ha<l connnded that Tilton had written the
Ho
life of Mrs. Wcodhnil in September, 1871.
attributes to his acquaintance with her his ruin
If he
in the editorship of the Independent.
presumed to sot forth to the public that his
was
Mrs.
with
Woodhull
begun
acquaintance
ou account of Beecher, and bis statement was
contradicted, then the witness was contradicted
He went to Cony
on a very important point.
Island iu a carriage with her, and denies havHe would show that
ing bathed with her.
both had deposited their watches with the
coachman and returned with all the evidences
Counsel would
that they had been bathing.
show that the slips of her publication were disbefore she
in
offices
tributed
the newspaper
published them, and that Tilton was befriending this woman to get her to publish this story.
Tho Steinway Hall meeting was got np to
make Beecher endorse this woman and to take
off from Tilton a portion of the obloquy
which had fallen upon him for associating
with this woman.
XT,..._- 1_1.1
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of “Sir Martnaduke’s Musings.” What made
him allude to his crown being torn from him
but the cdium in which the people held him
for the doctrines which ho was advocating
through Mrs. Woodhull. The second verse ot
that poem was issued as a menace to Mr.
Beecher to alarm him. This poem was written
before the Steinway Hall meeting, in order, we
suppose, to compel Beecher to come up there
and preside at it Beecher faced everything
rather than endorse the principles this woman
advocated, and defied Tiltou and Wooodhull to
do their worst At this time Tilton had overdrawn his account in Woodruff & Robinson’s
and had no money. The importance of this
would be obvious at another point of the caso.
If the counsel could show that a personal
statement was threatened by Tilton to compel
a recognition from Beecher as to the justice of
his claims against Bowen, then it would be
shown that this publication was threatened for
purposes of blackmail. He never intended to
publish this statement, hut had the two copies
struck off only to compel the payment of this
claim. Wilkeson promised to aid him in getting the money from Bowen if it was justly
owed to him, as Wilkeson said that it would
never do to have this published; and, gentlemen, on the fourth of April Tilton had his
$7000 in his pocket from Bowen, but I do not
say, gentlemen, that the obtaining of this
money was for blackmail, for it might have
been due to Tiltou.
Gen. Tracy then proceeded to make a personal explanation, though under protest of plaintiff’s counsel. He said the charge that he had
instructed Mrs. Tilton what to testify before
thecommittee was false, as he had seen her
only 30 or 40 minutes before she appeared before the committee. When he desired to enter
this ease he told Moulton and Tilton, and they
released him from any obligations they might
have considered him under to them.
Beside®,
Mr. Moulton asked him to appear for Beecher.
Court adjourned till Monday,
A

Card From Bowen,

The following card from Henry C.

Bowen is

published:

“The statements made by Mr. B. F. Tracy
in his opening address to the court aud jury in
the Brooklyn scandal case, so far as the said
statements refer to me as having been engaged
in any conspiracy whatever, are malicious
fabrications irom begriming to end, destitute
of even one particle of truth, as said Tracy can
learn if he will call me to the witness stand.
In which event ho will find that I do not believe in the doctrine said to be taught by him,
that‘lying is justifiable under certain circumstances.’
Henry C, Bowen.
(Signed,)
Hew York, Feb. 26,1875.

Fort} -Third Congress—Second Session.
SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 26.
Mr. Morrill of Vt., from the Committee on
Finance, reported back the tax and tariff bill
which recently passed the House, and stak'd
that the committee was equally devided upon
the bill. He gave notice that he should call it
up as soon as the civil rights bill was disposed
of. Placed on the calendar.
Scott, from the Fiuauce Committee, reported
adversly on the bill to secure depositors in the
Freedman’s Saving and Trust Co. from ultimate loss, aud it was indefinitely postponed.
Bayard, from the same committee, reported
favorably on a bill to amend sec. 3342 of the R.
S. introduced by him iu the 3d inst., and it was
passed. The bill requires brewers to affix
stamps^upon the spigots of every barrel.
Sherman, from the Committee on Finance,
called up the House bill restricting the refunding of custom duties, and preserving certain
regulations of the Treasury Department.
Passed.
During the morning hour Mr. Logan asked to
take up the bill for the equalization of bounties, but objection was made.
Mr. Ferry of Ct., gave notice that at three
o’clock to-morrow, if under the airaugement
in regard to the civil rights bill, he could do so,
he would ask the indulgence of the Senate to
present a resolution and submit remarks in
reference to his late colleague, Gov. Buckioghaw.
At the expiration of the morning hour the
consideration of the civil rights bill was resumed.
Thurman moved to strike out in the fourth
section in regard to the qualification of jurors
the words “or of any state” so it would read:
No citizen possessing all other qualifications
which are or may be prescribed by law, shall
be disqualified for service. as uraud or petit
juror iu any court of the United States on account of race, color or previous condition of
servitude. In support of his amendment he
argued that Congress had no power under the
14th amendment to prescribe qualification^ for
jurors in the state courts.
The Senate bill for the relief of F. U. Hayden
was

passed.

Senate bill to extend the timo within which
the board of audit for the District of Columbia
may! receive, audit and allow certain claims
that never have been presented to said board
was

passed.

Mr. Morton said the fourth section of the bill
did not establish the qualifications of the jurors in the state courts.
The state might provide any qualification it pleases.
It might say
no persou uuder 30 years old could sit on a jury
a
or might say
person unable to read or write,
or not owiner $50,000 worth of nronertv should
be a juror, but such a law must apply to all
alike, black aud white. All this bill did was
to forbid prohibiting a man the right to sit on a
jury ou account of race or color if he had all
the other qualifications. He denied that a colored man enjoyed equal protection under the
law wheu a jury to try him for crime was
made up of white men.
The 14th amendment
was introduced and did place a man on equality
thel
aw.
befroe
ltoutwell agreed that under the 14th amendment all persons were citizens of the United
States, and therefore the citizens of the several
states wherein they reside, and under that
amendment no Slate could make or enforce any
law which abridges the rights of citizens. To
exclude any citizen from the jury box ou account of race or color would be in violation of
that amendment.
The amendment was debated at some length
by Morton and Thurman.
The question lieing ou the amendment of Mr.
Thurman, and no senator desiring to speak,the
chair (Carpenter) was ahout totako a vote wheu
Bayard raised a point of order that under the
agreement of yesterday the vote could not bo
taken belore two o’clock to-morrow afternoon.
After some unimportant debate Norwood
addressed the Senate in regard to Southern affairs. Before concluding heyielded to Bayard,
who moved that a recess be taken from 5 o’clock to 7,50.
Agreed to. The Senate then
proceeded to the consideration of executive
business, aud wheu the doors wero opened at 5
a

recess was

Mr. Coburn of Indiana, gave notico that too’clock, he should call the previous
question on the force bill,
The Republicans accented the proposition
and at 12 o'clock the House went into committee of the whole on the sundry civil bill.
When the clause in the sundry civil service
hill making an appropriation of $11,000 for the
purchase of Miss Ransom’s paiuting ot Major
Gen. Thomas, aod of $200,000 for the purchase
of Carpenter’s painting of the emancipation
proclamation were reached, Clymer aud Frye
made points of order that they were appropriations pot authorized by any existing laws.
Mr. Garfield suggested that the points of order were uot well taken, but the chairman sustained the objections and these clauses were
stricken out.
Mr. Garfield retorted that he never before
heaid such ruling.
Mr. Randall of Fa., called attention to the
item of $111)00 for rent of a fire proof building
for the coast survey.
Mr. Butler of Mass who is connected with
ownership of the building, made an explanation of the circumstaces under which the leaso
came to be executed, giving the-history of the
uegotiatious, which commenced by an application Irotu the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, aud showing that the rent was only fairly
proportional to the investment.
Mr. Archer of Maryland, moved an amendment to impose on the vessels of nations that
exact lighthouse aud other dues from American vessels the like dues.
Mr. Garfield of Ohio, made a point of order
that the amendment was in contradiction of
law, one of the first statutes passed by the
Cougress being (that no light-housa duties
should be imposed ou commerce.
Mr. Gaificld’s point was sustained and the
amendment excluded.
Mr. Butler of Mass., offered an amendment
appropriating $.r)000 to defray the expenses of
the suit oidered brought by the commissioner
of the General Land Office to recover posession
of the Panoche Grand Rauelio in California,
the famous McGannhan or New lderia claim.
Mr. Garfield made a point of order against
the amendment, but it was over ruled.
Mr. Page defended the interests of tho New
lderia Miuing Compauy, coutondiug that it
did
was operating un let the mining laws and
not deuy the title of the government to the

morrow at 1

Continuation of Tracy’s Opening.
New Yoke, Fob. 211.—The assemblage of
spectators in the Brooklyn city court room was
not

_

larity and prosperity, not easily measured or
calculated; as materials for few new revolutionary stories can possibly exist, and who will
enter the lists against this publication, in illustrating the leading occurrences of that unforgotten “hundred years ago?”

a

MATTERS IN MAINE.

The report concludes as follows:
The committee believe there is urgeht necescal article. It mentions the traces left by presity for further action by this Congress, and
historic man in the shape of tumuli, etc.,
concur in recommending the passage of the
caucus bill, and the adoption of the following:
which we find in all parts of the world, and
Resolved, That the violent overthrow of law
the gradual advance in civilization proclaimed
and order in Vicksburg justifies the applicaTuthe
that
is
It
probable
tion of Governor Ames for troops and the
by their contents.
ranians, who were dwellers in caves, were the action of the President in ordering them sent
to
that city.
first discoverers of metals, and the appearance
The Force Bill in the Bonne.
of the Serpent Symbol in all places where metTbe launching of the caucus force bill in the
com.
is
found
interestingly
are
al implements
stormy waters of the House yesterday, after
mented on. The supposed case of the “warrior
twenty hours of laborious preliminary work, is
chieftain, armed with spear aud arrows of flint, not by any means a sure prestige of a prosperThe bill occupies a privious voyage for it.
and a great stone hammer, attracted by aglit
leged position in a parliamentary seuso, it hava cave
of
hollow
some
in
tering yellow lump
ing been recommitted and there being a motion
into which, perhaps, he has pursued some deadentered to reconsider its recommittal, which
On the
at any time.
ly serpent,” is ingenious, but we cannot help motion can be called up
other hand, if the Democrats wish to avail
thinking that bis thought, “Surely this stone
themselves of all their rights, they may first
so curiously malleable,” etc., sounds unlike the
interpose and cause delay of six hours, by inuntutored
an
utterance of
savage.
sisting on yesterday’s journal being read. Then
the rules are in order
The Aldine for March is at hand, quite as as motious to suspend
from now until the close ot Congtess, a great
heavily freighted with good things as usual, deal of time may be consumed in such motions,
and with some peculiarities demanding special
provided the Speaker recognizes members who
make them, and as it is generally understood
attention. Artistically it has many features of
that he is not favorable to tbe force bill, it Is
the first excellence. The first engraving is
not unlikely he may do so.
Besides, at this
The New Doll—admirably well done, but one
stage of tbe session there are always conferof those things which seem like a waste of ence reports and such matters coming up and
the current proceedings and many
fine labor, until one knows that it is a portrait interrupting
opportunities will thus be given for casting obEdFrench
the
writer,
of
of the daughter
structions in tbe way of this legislation for the
southern states. It is by no means improbable
mond About, by John 8. Davis; knowing
that the fight over it may continae until the
interest.
which, the picture assumes a marked
4th of March.
Evening, Pigeon Cove, Mass., by Kruseman
Our Relations with Spain.
van Elton, is a full-page picture, with good
New York, Feb. 26.—It is stated that an
smaller
Two
charming
feeling aud execution.
autograph letter from King Alfonso of SpaiD
pictures follow—The modern Adam and Eve,” to tbe President, notifying the latter of his
the Spanand The Fisherman’s Daughters, both felling advent to the throne byacclamationjof
ish nation and as legitimate heir in consetheir stories to perfection. Then we have anquence of the abdication of his mother, Queen
other pair of companion pictures, Confession,
Isabella, has been received by tbe Spanish
a
world
Minister. The King requests tbe President to
worth
both
and the Stillness of Death,
honor him with his irieudsliip, and to accept
of study for their true conception and iaithful
the proffer of bis own. The letter is dated
Then follow Happy Hours of -fan.
execution.
16th, tbe day on which similar communi■
Childhood, .carcely equal to the high Aldine cations were addressed to other governments.
ntrurunn•
ansi annthor fnll-nurrA nicture bv Mr. I Senor Mantilla has requested tbe Secretary of
State to name the day lor the delivery of tho
Davis is Dews of Evening; three excellent
original letter into tbe bands of the President.
views of Hereford Cathedral (west of Eng- It was only awaited in order to recoguize the
land) conclude the art-contents of the number. government of Allonso.
Despatches have been received from Madrid
Literarily, the number is a trifle less various, announcing the final signature of the terms of
It
is
especially settlement of the question arising from the
but no whit less meritorious.
capture of the Virginius, and it is probable
rich in poetry—all the specimens good and one
that the new government will bo speedily renoticeably so. Love and Skating, by F. A.
cogmzea.
a
seasonable
tells
somewhat
long,
Blaisdell,
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for
story very prettily. Imprisoned, by Mrs. Elizabest
vein, to-rlay:—Currency, 88,067,141; special deposit
beth Akers Allen, is in that writer’s
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
but far too sad for any pleasant reading. Sordeposit, 845,440,000;coin, 871,985,627, including
rowful Work, by Kenton Murray, is of the coin certificates, 821,446,700; outstanding legal
and
John
worthy
and
Bret Harte
tenders, 8582,000,000.
Hay order,
Various .41 otters.
But the gem of the numof those masters
The President has appointed Dr. Wines of
ber, poetically, is A Spur to Fegasus, by BerNew York, to the International Prison Contha Wythe, a name new to the literary world.
gress, to he held next year at Rome.
but
has
a
somewhat
the
Aldine
long
In prose,
The President has approved the joint resolution reappoiDting John H. Martindaleof New
very well managed translation, The FluteYork, Henry L. Bond of Maryland, aud ErasTortures of Raphael Mengs, by A. B. Neiltus B. Walcott of Wisconsin, managers for
from
the
a
second
story
Waif,
son; Harry’s
the National Home for disabled volunteer
fresh and playful pen, with a dash ot sadness soldiers.
Internal reveuue receipts to day. 8600,425.
Einna
Norse
writer,
beneath, of that new
The announcement of the formal signature
Stjorne Jarslen, wbieh gave us the Second Lor- of the terms of settlement of the Virginius
lie in the January number; David Garrick,
question is probably premature, as it is known
that final arrangement will await the recognian intresting but discursive and badly e rouped
tion of Alfonso.
sketch of the great player, by Joseph Watson;
The committe3 investigating the Pacific Mail
an exciting continuation of the serial, Lost
Subsidy swindle will recommend that measures
Lillian Bracy, which apparently draws near be taken to have two parties who received
will
to its end; papers, (in the various editorial de- large sums prosecuted for paying. They
also report a hill recognizing none but properly
partments) on Hereford Cathedral, the Wag- authenticated
before
the
business
in
attorneys
ner Fever, Wood Engraving, Late Books, etc.
Congress.
The Senate has confirmed Harvey Jewell of
We have an intimation that with the forthMassachusetts, Judge of the Court of Commiscoming number, the Aldine intends to step to sioners
of Alabama claims, vice Martin Ryerthe
of
interests
in
the
front
Centennial,
by
the
son resigned, aud James N. Tyner of
Indiana,
of
a
revolution2d Asst. Postmaster General, vice John M.
commencing the publication
Routt resigued.
ary story of rare power and with many start

ling revelations, claiming to have been kept
back lor the past forty years, after coming
from the lips of the actors in that wondrous
drama—as also by supplying illustrations of
the great events of the conflict, in the first
style of Aldine art. If this proves true there
is no hesitation in saying that the Aldine will

THE SCANDAL.

NEW YORK.

taken,

HOUSE.
Immediately after the meeting of the IIouso
this morntnga proposition was made by Mr.
Kandall of Pennsylvania, to the effect that if
the Republicans would agree to talic up the
sundry civil appropriation bill and discuss it till
5 o’clock,wheu a recess should be taken till half
past seven, at which time the force bill should
be taken up for debate only, the opposition
would not insist upon the reading of tiro journal, which would consume several hours.

land.

He claimed that the suit ordered was for no
other purpose than to allow Mr. McGaunahau
In other words the government
to intervene.
Mcwas to be used as a catspaw to help Mr.
title to a piece of property
to
obtain
Gaunahan
which the courts had time aud time again decided was uot in him.
The hour of 5 o’clock having arrived, the
committee at this point, liaring gone through
less than half the bill, rose, and the House
took a recess till 7 1-2 o’clock.
The eveoiDg session is for debate on the
force bill.
_

FOREIGN.
Persons

range, closing steady; Southern flour 4 80 @8 00.—
Wheat firmer with a moderate export and milling
demand—receipts 23,840 bush; sales 96,000 busli; 1 04
@ l 07 for No 8 Spring;l 07* @ 1 10* for No 2 Chicago;
1 08 @ 1 10* lor No 2 Northwestern ;l 10 @ 1 12 for No
2 Milwaukee; 115 @ 1 18 No 1 Spring; f04@ 1 07 for
ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 1 21 @ 1 23 for
Winter Red Western; 1 26 @1 26* for choice Amber
State ;l 23 @ 1 23} for White \Vesteru; common shade
firmer with a fair export and home trade demand.
Corn—receipt* 54,300 bush; sales 69,000 bush at 83 @
84c for Western Mixed, chiefly at 83* @ 83*c; 84c tor
Western Yellow; also 15,000 bush Western Mixed for
March delivery after 7th, at 84c. Oat*—receipts 25,150 bush; the market is a shade firmer and more active ; sales 72,000 bush at 67 @ 09*c for Mixed Western; 68 @ 71c for White Western. Coffee is active
and firm at 16* @ 18*c gold for Rio; 4300 bags Santos
on private terms.
Sugar firm and advancing at 78
@ 7 15-16c lor fair to good refining; 8 1-16 for prime;
sales 1010 bhds Centrifugal at 8| to 8*c; 2100 bags of
Manilla at 78c; refined firm at 9*c lor A; 10* @ 10|c
for hard grades. Molasses dull; New Orleans 60 to
Petroleum
65c. Rico unchanged; Carolina
easier ;crude at 7* @ 7*c; refined at 14* to 14g; 3000
bbls delivery March 10th st 14 9-16. Tallow is dull
at 8| @ 8 9-l6c. Naval Stores—Rosin dull at 2 05 to
2 10 for strained. Turpentine dull, Spirits at 36*c.
Pork firmer; sales 500 bbls new mess job lots at 19 25
@ 19 37*; 100 bbls prime mess at 18 00; 1750 bbls new
mess seller March at 19 00 to *9 10> 1250 bbls for seller
May at 19 50. Dressed Hogs firm at 8* @ 8* for Western. Beef unchanged. Lard firmer; 500 tea prime
steam at 13}; 1500 do seller March at 13 Il-I6c; 1500
do seller April at 13 13-16c; 200 do at city on eiiot at
13* @ 138c. Butter is dull. Whiskey is firmer at 1 09
© 1 10, closing at 1 10.
Freights to Liverpool are dull and lower—Cotton
per steam at * @ 9-32d; Corn per steam at 7* @ 7}d;
Wheat per steam at 8 @ 8*d.
Chicago, Feb. 26.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat firm audio fair demand and higher; No 1
Spring at 89c; No 2 Spring 85c bid on spot; 85*c for
seller March; 86|c for seller April; No 3 Spring at
81c; rejected 77c. Corn active and higher; No 2 Mixed at 64* @ 64c on spot; 64fo bid seller for March;
651c bid seller April; 71*c bid seller May; rejected at
cars 63c.
Oats higher aud in lair demami.; No 2
at 538 to 53*c on spot; 53*c seller March; 53fc seller
April; 56|c bid seller May. Rye is quiet and weak;
No 2 at 98c. Barley advanced and in fair demand;
No 2 Spring at 1 11 @ 1 12 ou spot; 1 12 seller March.
Seeds—Timothy ai 2 40 @ 2 60 for Clover; 6 50 to 55
for medium; 1 95 for fair. Dressed Hogs firm at 7 40
@ 7 55 for light weights; 7 90 to 6 00 for heavy. Provisions—Pork is in good demand at 18 10 to 18 15 on
18 45 seller for April; 18 75 for
iqwjt or seller
se ler May. Lard is iu good demand at 13 25 @ 13 27
cm spot ami for March; 13 47* seller April; 13 67* for
seller Mav. Bulk Meats steady; short rib middles 9!to
98c; short lear do 9}c—all loose on si>ot ami seller for
March. Whiskey nominal at 1 06.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 31,000 bush wheat, 47,00 bush corn, 23,000 bush oats, 2000 bush rye, 5,000
bush of barley.
Shipments:—6,000 bbls flour, 21,000 bush wheat 4,000 bush corn, 9,000 busu oats, 0,000 bush rye, 4,000
oust narlev.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—GrainWheat advanced *c. Corn steady. Oats unchanged.
Lard easier at 13* seller March.

pretext.

______________

—

from Matanzas.
_•
NEW YORK—Ar 24th. schs Harry White, Hopkins,
Para 23 days; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Jacksonville; Jason, Davis, do.
AnAr 25th, brig Ernestine, Knight, Havana; sch
nie P Chase, Poole, Cienfuegos.
Mary
Matanzas;
Ar 26th. brig Proteus, Farr, from
Gibbs, Whittemore. do; Ada F Whitney. Marrters.
HanCardenas; Eddie Waters, Barnes, Rio Grande; from
nah McLaon, Keen, Havana; Rachel L Hersey,

Cardenas
Cld 25tb, barque Rebecca Goddard, Pettcngill, Boston; brigs Rebeoca J Page, Hill, for Buenos Ayres,
Helen G Rich, Collins, Matanzas; L M Merritt, Herriman, Sagua; schs Victor. Nickerson, Para; Louu
Murchison, Jones. Wilmington.
u.
NEWPORT—In port 21th. schs D B Everot, Hix.
Navassa for Boothha.v; L Holway, Bryant.New
ran
for
tor Providence; Seguin, Rogers. Weehawken
River; I^aura E Messer, Gregory, Boston lor BaltiProvilor
more; Melissa A Wiley, Wiley, Baitlmoe
dence; Eastern Light, Chase, Winterport for Balti-

Vr«

Fr.11 1

ns 1 /» 1 AK3

Wrt

Q

Trinidad.
Ar 23d, barque Kate Williams. Hale,
Cld 23d, sch Lulu, Snow, Baltimore.

CM.I

decrease ol between
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000. State bonds dull. Railroad
mortgages firm. Stock market irregular. The total
transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 140,000 shares, including Pacific Mail 29,700 shares,Union
Pacific 22,500 shares, Western Union 22,100 shares,
Northwestern 17,200 shares, Erie 12,300 shares, Lake
Shore 11.500 shares, Ohio & Mississippi 9900 sharss,
St Paul 5800 shares, Toledo & Wabash 3400 shares,
Northwestern 2100 shares, Rock Island 700 shares;
the extreme prices were as follows: New York Central.101}: Erie 27} @26}; Lake Shore 73} @73; Chicago & North Western 42} @ 41}; do preferred 54} @
53}; Rock Island 103} @ 103}; Pacific Mail 33} @ 32};
St Paul 348; do preferred 53} @ 53; Onio & Mississippi 25} @24}; Western Union 73§ @ 72}; Toledo «&
Wabash 11} @ 11}; Union Pacific 40}J@ 40.
The following were tbe closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div.119}
United States 5-20’s,
United States 5-20’s
United States 5«20’s, 1865, old.119$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div.118$
United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.
ment for

February wsll show

a

NW-Light8hi[)

firm, asking higher;

coupon.116}
Currency 6’s ex in.....
.118}
Tbe lollowmg were the closing quotations ol
United States

>

...

WeBtern Union Telegraph Co—ex div.73}
Pacific Mail.334
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101}
Erie.
20}
Eriepreterred.45
81}
Michigan Central....
Union Pacific stock.404

73$
...100}
Wabash.11}
I/ike Shore.
Illinois Central, ex-div.

Chicago & Northwestern.
44|
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..... 53}
Chicago & Rock Island.103
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.96}
Union Pacific....93}
Union Pacific iticomes...106
Union Pacific land grants.95

Sinking Funds.89}

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, Feb. 26.—Cattle in improved demand
but under unfavorable advances prices easier; receipts 1800 head; sales of common to choice shipping
4 50 @ 6 (0; butchers and feeders 3 00 @ 4 25; a few
extra sold at 6 25 @ 5 75; shipments 1400 head.
Live Hogs firm and fairly active; receipts 12.000
head; packers paying 6 40 @ 7 20; light grades selling
at 6 10 @ 6 60; few fancy bringing 7 25 @ 7 30; shipments 4200 head.
Sheep quiet and weak at decline at
1100 head; sales 4 75 @ 5 30.

25c; receipts

Albany, Feb. 26.—Cattle market—supply 362cars:
market opened at last week’s prices and became null
and in buyers favor; Bulls 3 50 @ 4 00 in common to
good and 5 00 for extra of higher grades.
Sheep—dull and } lower; spuply excessive '.receipts
76 car loads: common to fair 4} @ 6; fair to good 6 @
7; extar at 7}@7}e.
Domestic Markets.
New York. Feb. 26—Evening.—Cotton firm with
}c advance; sales 4663 bales; Middling uplaudsat 16};
Orleans 16}c; forward deliveries advanced }c on early and }e on later months. Flour—receipts 4110 bbls;
the market is in moderate request export and home
use without decided change in price;sales 12,700 bbls;
Superfine Western and State at 4 10 @ 5 30; White
Wheat Western extra 5 30 @ 6 00; extra Round Hoop

BosWil-

The Wrong Side of the Meridian.
On the down hill side of life, which an old medical
writer quaintly terms “the wrong side of the meridian,” when the functions decay and the frame gradually bends under the weight of years, the system requires to be sustained under the burden imposed upInnumerable physical ailments and infirmion it.
ties then press upon it to which it had been in earlier
life a stranger. The surest and pleasantest support
and solace of declining years is found in Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters, long recognized as the most wholesome and agreeable of diffusible stimuiants, the most
potent of tonics and alteratives. The aged and infirm may place implicit confidence in this invigorating elixir, which not only checks those maladies to
which elderly persons are peculiarly subject, but in a
measure retards the encroachment of time upon the

export.

constitution.

Dyspepsia.
Dyspepsia is the most discouraging and distressing disease man is heir to. Americans are particularly subject to this disease audits effects; such as
sour stomach, sick hoadache, habitual costiveness
heartburn, water-rash, gnawing and burning pains
in the pit ot the stomach, coming up of the food
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the moutb, im-

Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 24, by Rev. Edwin H. Harlow, Chas. S. Jordan and Miss Nellie M. Deering,
of
both
Cape Elizabeth.
in Bath, Edwin E. N. Sprague and Mrs. Jenotte
Call, both of Bath.
In Belfast, Feb. 11, George O. Beckwith and Miss
Lucy A. Cross.
In Rockport, Feb. 15, J. W. Murray and Miss Retta
Ross both of Camden.
In Appleton, Fob. 18, Woi. F. Moody and Miss EsIn

pure blood and all diseases of the Stomach and Liver.
Two doses of Green’s August Flower will relieve
you at once, and there positively is not a case in the

ther A. Pease.
In South Paris, Feb. 17, Adna C. Coshman and
Mrs. Nettie It. Webber.
In New Orleans, Feb. 17, James Duane and Mrs.

United States it will not

cure.

DIED.

doubt this go
bottle for 10 cents
Sold bv W. F.

If you

to your Druggist, and get a sample
ami try it. Regular size 75 cents.

PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
I

TT&S&weow

oc2

In this city, Feb. 26, Rufus E. Wood, aged G2 years.
Farther notice
I Funeral services ou Monday.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

hereafter.
In this city. Feb. 26, ot consumption, Miss Mary
Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Alfred and Elizabeth
Haskell, aged 27 yearg 11 months 15 days.
[Funeral services Monday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,

Tell Ihe

DEPARTURE OF 8TEAU1SI1IPM.
Jkite.
From
For
Scandinavian.Portland .Liverpool... .Feb 27
York.
Feb 27
New
.Aspinwall...
Chauncy...
Henry
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 27
Feb 27
.New
of
York..Liverpool...
Brooklyn..
City
Bolivia..New York. .Glasgow.Feb 27
Deutschland.New York. .Bremen .Feb 27
Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Feb 27
Idaho.New York .Liverpool... Mch 2

that you »aw their adverDAILY PBEMH.

people

tisement in the

at No. 32 Winter street. Burial at convcnencc of the
family.
In Sweden, Jau. 8, Mrs. Elvira, widow of the late
Francis Hamlin, Esq.
In Georgetown, Me., Feb. 24, Mrs. Pbebo Campbell, aged 81 years.
In Batt, Feb. 24, Sadie E., daughter of Jarnel and
Roxana Stevens, aged 9 years 6 months.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 14, Mrs. Martha A., wife of Suel
T. Royal, aged 30 vears 10 months.
In Nashua, N. H., Feb. 20, Mrs. Clara F., wife of
Thedore Reed, late of Bath.
In Santa Cruz, Cal., Feb. 10, Mrs. Jennie R., wife
of Wm. F. March of Santa Cruz, and daughter of
Eleazer Holmes, Esq., of Portland.

Name.

Liverpool.

...Mch 3
4
6
6
6
6
9
10
Peruvian.Portland—Liverpool... .Mch 13
Republic.. New York.. Li verjiool-Mch 13
City of London.New York. .Liverpool... .Mch 13
Etna...New York .Jamaica, &c .Mch 13
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall. ..Mch 13
Sarmatian...Portland,..Liverpool... .Mch 20
York.

Atlas.New York. .Hayti, &c... .Mch
Moravian .Portland.... Liverpool.... Mch
Elysia. .New York. Glasgow.:....Mch
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Mch
Mch
City ot New York. .Now York..Liverpool
City of Merida.... New York.. Hav &VCruz Mch
Java.,.*.New York. .Liverpool.... Mch
...

Almanac.February 97.
Sunrises.6.39 I High water.4.00 PM
Sunsets.5.47 I Moon rises.12.25 AM

Citizens9 Caucus.
The citizens of Dceriug, without regard to party,
are requested to meet at the town house in said town
on MONDAY, the first day of March next, at four
o’clock P.M.,to nominate candidates for town officers.
February 2f>, 1875.Bn3t
For Coughs. Coldn and Consumption*
the most approved ami reliable remedy is the wellknown VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.
Be careful to get the genuine.
Price, large bottles
fl; small (old style) 60 cents. CUTLER BROS. &
Wholesale
CO.,
Druggists, Proprietors, Boston.
snW«&St!fclaw34t48
no25

One Case

_LN JtrL, VV ».

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Friday, Feb. 28.
ARRIVED.
a crnlso East, supIrom
U S steamer Dallas, Chase,

plying

Life Stations.
Brig Ysldora Rionda, Plummer, Cardenas 11
440 hhds 41 tes molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.

days—

well

known

Druggist of Porbmoalh, W. H.,

writes:—

PKESTOS,

B.

LOBINGi-I

BB,

cellent Specific
who

on n

were sever*

ihe

hate tented your exnumber of our citizen-,

iy afflicted with Dyaprpsin

Constipation, nutl in every case it ha.
proved of great benefit and gave relic!
and

other remedieo failed. I regard your
Specific as one of the most reliable remedies for Dyspepsia and Constipation in the
mnrket; and always recommend it in Ihe
very highest terms to sufferers.
W. B. PBESTOS.
T. <}. LOR.ING. Proprietor, Portland.
when

SPECIFIC in sold

by all
LORING’8
dealers in low a and country. J. W. t*KK4k
W.
F.
PHILLIPS
4k
CO
CO.,
KINS
WHIPPLE 4k CO., Druggists, Portland.
ANDERSON St SON, Druggist, Bath
EDWARD HERBIL, Druggist, Rockfe20sndlw&w4w8
laud.
NOTICE.—All officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
the late Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
Pension by addressing I)r. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York City. Communications promptoc29snly
ly answered.

PERSONAL

CLEARED.
Sch Delia Hodgkins. Paine, Norfolk—Isaac Berry.
SAILED—Schs Minnie C Taylor, Mary E Downer,
and M R Somers,
Lfboh merchants’ exchange.1
Ar at New York 26tb, brigs Mary Gibbs, and Proteus, Irom Matanzas.
Ar at Cardenas 24th, brig Mary A Chase, Dolan,
Portland; Long Rcacu, from Baltimore.
Sid 25tb, brigs ChasDennis, Darrab, Havana; Geo
W Chase. Patterson, do.
Ar at Cienfuegos 22d, sch Nellie Chase, Norton,
St Thomas.
Cld 20th, brig Countess, for Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 25th, sch Jas Young, Young, Port-

MAINE

without damage.

Sch Loretta Fish remains ashore at Vineyard-HaA contract has been made with the wreckers to
get her off and replace cargo for $650.
Sch Sea Foam, Capt Wm Sawyer, sailed from Castinetbe latter part of November for Swan’s Island,
since which nothing has been heard from hor, and
fears are entertained for her safety.
ven.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 23d, ships Ivanhoo, Herrimau. and Louis Walsh, for Callao.—
GALVESTON—Cld 23d, barque Ibis, Randall, for
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—CM 24th, seb May Evelyn, McLean, Ruatan.
Below 20tb, sob Fred Dunbar, Connors, im Ruatan.
MOBILE—Cld 23d, sch Julia A Brown, Nickerson,
Providence.

PASCAGOULA—Cld 23d, sch J M Morales, Eld-

r

iSsY \VesT—Ar

I5tb, sell Mary Ann, Chisholm,
Jamaica, (aud sailed 17tb.)

quill.

Jobbrr’N

price 11

Oue Bale Scotch Crash 1
Actually worth I
One Case More 4-4 Boot Ble
For Niue

yard (»c.)

cr«l»

One Case 4-4 Wausulta L
tons lttc yard.
Agent’, price 16 l-tic.

One Case Barkers Mills

121-2c.yarn.

Manufacturer’, price lit I -‘Jr.
AI .SO

—

Styles,Merrimae.Cocheeo,

new

Niue eeut. yard.

For

21

Pieces new “Patterns,” Prints,
Marked 4-4, But Measure only 7-S
yard for 12l-2e.
Actually worth 17c.

Bales Brown Cottons at about S-4 t*
lc yard, less than Wholesale Prices.

7

CO.

Linens,

Boylies. Damasks,
quilts, and Diapers,

Napkins,

—

AT

—

AWFUI. l.OW PRICK*
•
One Case of assorted Piaui^
Covers, at Decided Bargains.
All of Our Dress Goods Marked Dow
0 Piece3 (nine) Milk Poplins,
Thcte are the be.t I.yon. Fopliaa.
We .ball *rll them for Ole yard.

E, T. ELDEN & CO.
STREET, PORTLAND.

5 1'KEE

»ntr

jag8

HOUSE

PRINT1NO

TUCKER'S

Printing limine*, of th#
combined, aa heretofore,

The Book, Card ami Job
late David Tucker, will b#
at the Stand.

115 EXCHANGE STttEKT.
All orders, eithe
prompt attention

personal

or

by mall, will receive
(yllldtlin

TICKETS TO OK i'KOM BOSTON

13.50
Via Boston & Maine

or

Eastern Railroad.

For sale by

WM. ALLEN. JR.,
STREET.

EXCHANGE

It

NO.

»n If

Ja26
ItlKS. A. H. E.TICKSON,
30

Wtreel,

Free

Teacher of the Pianoforte. Ti rma f'20 for a course
Refers by permission to Mr.
of twenty lessons.
Kotssclunar, and Mr. J. W, Tafts, Boston, Mass.

feblOsnt!
Cough Worn Victims
Whose lungs are racked and tom with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris’Syrup of Tar, Wild
It is a certain core for
Cherry and Horehound.
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Croup and TVhoopiug
Cough. Sold by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. I-.Holt, 6S
Congress St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa; D
Keen, Gorham; and H. P. Weston, Fryeborg. J.
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,
Consumptives, Take Notice.
Every moment of delay makes your cure moro
hopeless, and mnch depends on the Judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor or
Dr. Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to support the pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr
Schenck’a Almanac, containing lhe certificates of
who bavs
many persons of the highest respectability,
been restored to health, after being pronounced Incurable by physicians ot acknowledged ability
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, au
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted bv the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Scbenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies are Schenck'a Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Scbenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cored.
Dr. Scbenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the lollowing Wednesdays, irom 9 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13tli and 27ih, Feb. 10th and 24lh, and March
19th and 24th. Consultation free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Eespirometor, the
price is $5.
Dr. Scbenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters ot advice must be
addressed.
mbl2eodAwlvsnll

THE

SALISBURY MODEL SHIRT

PATTER^

tbe most

Perfect Filling Whirl Pattern

ever

invented

AT

CO WELL »& CKEENOUCH'S.

sntf

fe24

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.
*15 000
COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
cent. School District Bonds. Coupon*payable Jan.I
in New York, or at our office —each: also other
seven, eight and ten per cent, municipal securities.
These represent the first claim on the entire propel ty
ami the combined wealth of Cities, Towns, Counties
and School Districts; well selected; no loss; security
absolute. Bought and sold by GEORGE WM. BALLOU, Banker, 72 Devonshire Street, Bo* ton. Writo
for particulars.a!6eod3ni

FOR SALE,
FLOOR1NO and STEP
purchasers, (or wile low

PINE

SOUTHERN
close consignment

BOARDS jn lots to suit

to

a

RYAN * KELSEY
No. lttlCommercial Street

mv28

€• R. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, *&c., from lifc and object*
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
«ctL*neodtf
Middle Street.

BEY AND TRY.

Gentlemen:
I bad a sevcre’cokl and with it a cough, and one
bottle of your Compound Myrup of l.ungwort
cured it. 1 can recommend it as an excellent cough
ANSEL MITCHELL,
medicine.
Cari»enter at Portlaud Co.
1875.
Portland Me.. Jan. 20,
C. WAY & CO., Ajothecaries.
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street.
de22sn8m*

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

Decorations, dec.,
49 1-2

F.

EXCHANGE

A.

STREET.,

LEAVITT.

mc3

oodftc

$10,000 MUST BE RAISED AT
We shall offer all

DRESS
especially those

sacrifice.

OSCeI

our

GOODS.

somewhat out of style, at
Also shall offer a variety of

great

a

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS
much lower than the same

can

be had in

their

season.

Black Cashmeres, Brllliantines k Alpacas
at great bargains.
Paisley Long and Manure Mbawlsi also
Imitation India da

will continue to

at two

run as

BLACK

•

reserving the right to go
Via

Long Inland Monad

or

Oul.idc Route.

If so,

buy of

SILK
us

and

1, 1875, the chamber in second
F. M. Kaler & Co., ou the
aud Middle Sts. Apply to
HENRY PEERING,
No. 65 Exchange St.

occupied by

de28sntf

Oil aud Lime.
That pleasant and active agent in the cure of all
consumptive symptoms, “IVilbor’s Compound of'
Pure Cod Liver Otl and Limeis being universally
adopted in medical practice. Sold by the proprietor,
feb25sneodlw
A. D. Wilbur, Chemist, Boston.
Cod Liver

CAUTION.
Wo have for tlie last three years been feuding
Sample Bottles of Buschke’s German Syrup
Coughs, Colds, Consumption, and all diseases of
Throat and Lungs. We now lind other parties

$5,00.

A

large assortment

LADIES’AND RENTS’

for

or

Bottles iu the same way.
All wo
of these little Sample Bottles contain Ether
Chloroform, intended only to dry up a cough for

day or

two.

Be

arelul to

of

ISKHWIAB,

FLANNELS,

•

manufacturers* prl*eg.

Come and See lor we iiipuu Business.

GO WELL * GUEENOt/GH.
stiff

___

$500.00 REWARD.
THE

national

the

call for BOSCUEE’S
GERMAN SiTRUP which contains no Eiher, Chloroform or Opium, but the secret of its success is in a
German Extract of the active principles of Gum Arabic, and Physicians buy our medicines and use it in
their practice successfully.
Sold by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
*®25
TT&S& weow 1 y
a

all less Ilian

board

of

fire

UNDERWRITERS

ad-

seen

UN

TABLE L/NENS AND

out

vertising Sample
havo

per cent.

Woolens for Men’s and Boys’ Wear.

To Be Let.
flow
corner of Cross

33}

save

On and alter Jan.

story

a

DRESS !

lOO PAIR* BLANKET* AT 94.73
**
”
a
30
3.3*
<•
“
30
4.3*
■ GO Erench Toilet Quills from $4.00 to

sntf

foblfl

thirds their real value,
Do you want

ueual between

YORK AND PORTLAND

NEW

lasid

since arrived at New York.
Brig Carrie Purington, ashore at Provincetown, remains in good condition and is still tight. A tug will
probably reach her in a day or two.
Sch Uriah B Fisk, from Bath for Baltimore, which
got ashore near Chatham 25tb, was hauled off 26th,

STEAMSHIP

■■

77 1*2 Dozen Towels a
Ouc Bale Russia Crash 1

The Steamers of this Line

25th, brig Lena Thnrlow, Corbett. New York.
Sid fm Havana 24th, barque J E Holbrook,Leavitt,
Cardenas.
Cld at Baltimore 2Ctb, brig Castillian, Mayagucz.
MEMORANDA.
Brig Frontier, of Portland, from Havana for New
was
York,
spoken Feb 22, lat 38 51, ion 70 57, short
of provisions, and was supplied by sch Harry White,

Bates

READ,

The Cloud of Witnesses Increases.
\v.

mu

florin

Manufacturer’ll pi

LOKIJKG9$ SPECIFIC.

1

lUiuiatnre

JNX^V lt L ^J Jli

of the

AkchI'n pric

..

Algeria.New

few

o

HPOKEfV.

Jan 8. lat 9 N, Ion 30 W, ship Anahuac, from
ton for Anjier.
Feb 4, lat 51 38 N, Ion 618 W, barque Lizzie
liams, from Liverpool lor San Francisco.

MAIt Iti FIT}.

1862.116}
1864.117$

119$
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div.119$
United States new 5’s ex.114$
10-40

Wpntwnrth

from
Ar at
Havre.
Sid fm Falmouth 8th, Joshua Lorlng, Nichols, for
Demarara.
Off
6th. Marcia C Day, Chase, from
Liverpool for New Orleans.
Off Point Lynas 6th, Lady Blessington, Brown, fm
Liverpool tor San Francisco.
Passed SuBdowu 8th, John O Baker, CushiDg, fiom
Bremerhaven for Philadelphia.
Sid ftn Messina Jan 30, Raven, Nash. New York;
31st, Julia F Carney, Park, Falerino; 1st inst, Don
Jacinto, Croston, New Ybrk.
Ar at Bombay 8ih, Caroudelet. Stetson, Liverpool.
Ar at Alexandria E Jan 25, I Sargent, Leighton,
New York.

Barepnn markets.

New York Ntockand lUouer iTIarket.

changes $8,571,039; gold balances $1,127,409. Governments firm.
It is reported that the public debt state-

Molvtlta

[Latest by European steamers.]
Cardiff 8th, Lizzie Wyman, Hopkins,

London. Feb. 26—12 30 P M.—American securities
—United States 5-20s, 1865, old, 108; do 18CT, at 107}.
Erie Rail way at 24}; do preferred 41}.
Liverpool, Feb. 2c—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steady; Middling uplands at 72d; do Orleans 8 @ 8}<1;
sales 15,000 bales, including 40t0 bales lor specua-

.T.

to-day

os>h

Cardenas.
Ar at Matanzas 25th, brig A G Jewett, Madeira.
Sid 24th, scbs Stephen Bennett, Bennett, North of
Hatteras; Ethan Allen. Blake, tor do; 25tb, barque
Rachel, Norton, do; brig Renshaw, Sylvester, for
Havana; sch Maud, Robinson, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 21st, sch Georgia B McFvlaud. McFarland. St Jago: S S Harding, Hillman, Havana;
Emma F Hart, Hart, do.
Sid 24th, brig Eugenia, Veazio, for Mataozas; sch
Speedwell, for Boston.
Sid fm Cardenas 23d, scbs Grace Webster, Gales,
and Cbas W Holt, Delay, North ot Hatteras.

Mobile, Feb. 26.—Cotton Is firm; Middling uplands at 15}c.
New Orleans, Feb. 26.—Colton is firm and in
fair demand; Middling uplands at 15gc.

Eastern Railroad.
60}
Eastern Railroad. .59}
Portland. Saco
Portsmouth R.— @106}

a

Ouc Case Holland Dlau

brig E A Bernard, for Sagua; Geo Burnbarn. Staples, Matauzas; Julia E Haskell, Haskell,

uplands' at 15}c.

CiOMion Ktork Lint.

$3,201,032.

OK

Belfast.
Sid 25th.

Portland

New York. February 26— Kvenina.—Money was
easy at 2} @ 3 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange
quiet and steady at 482 @ 482} for 60 days and 486}
for demand. Imports of dry goods for tne week $3,Gold was dull
396,817; amount marketed
most of the day at 114} @114}, but rather stronger
in the last hour at 114} in larger import entries; the
carrying rates were 2 @ 2} per cent, and flat. Tne
customs receipts to-day were $300,000. The Assistant
Treasurer paid out
$342,000 for interest. Operations of the Gold Exchange Bank were as follows:
gold balances, $1,236,200; currency balances $1,511,105; gross clearances $31,320,000. Tbe iollowing is
tbe Clearing House statement: currency exchanges,
$65,194,734; currency balances $2,957,225; gold ex-

T»n

NP, and Hampton Roads; Feb 1st, Mary B
Harris. Mitchell, Porto Rico.
At Barbadoes 10th inst, sch Abbie, Noyes, for New
York, idg; and others.
Ar at Havana 24th inst, sch Kate Carlton, Grant,

Augusta, Feb. 26.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 15}c.
Savannah. Feb. 26.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

ISaies at tbe Brokers’ Board, Feb. 26.

We mention

Oriental, Bunnell, and Garners Prints,

Nassau.

rlr\

Middling uplands 15jc.
Feb. 26.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

_

—

,,

New York,
lands at 16}c.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Grand Trunk Railroad—J S Crockett 1 car oals and
dried apples and turkeys.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmcal to G W
True & Co.

tlieir entire
I
LOW
AT
liens than J obbcr* or M

KIVU AND

Five Cases

Ar at Alicante —, brig Goodwin, Craig. New York.
Sid fm Bordeaux 23d, barque John F Rottman,
Ray, Cuba.
Sid fin London 24th, ship New World, Hammond,
New York.
At Fayal Jan 24, brig Anita Owen, Upton, from
Baltimore tor Belfast 1, repg, (had shifted cargo and
sprung aleak.)
Cld at Liverpool 24th iust. ship St Charles, Smalley, United States; barque Golden Sboaf, Thompson,
lor do.
At Buenos Ayres Jan 14, barques Nina Sheldon,
Sheldon, from Cardiff; Brunswick, Hutchinson, from
Portland; Isaac Jackson. Welsh, from do; Adelaide
Norris, Tukey, for Antwerp or Havre; Blanche How,
Chase, for New York; Alice, Dver, tor Genoa; Isaac
Hail, Pressey, for Antwerp; brigs Fannie B Tucker.
Tucker, from Montevideo for Boston; E F Shcluon,
AntHatch, for Genoa; sch Matilda Kranz, Rich, for
werp ; and others.
E
Hattie
Tapley, TapAt Montevideo Jan 20, ship
ley. from Cardiff ar 5th, dlsg; barque J S Winslow,
Davis, for New York.
Sid fm Guantanamo 13tb, brig Mattie B Russell,
York, New York.
At Surinam 4th inst, sch A L Cutter, (from Wilmington, NO tor Boston 10 days.

quiet; extra White Michigan at 1 14; Amber
Michigan at 1 07}; seller April 1 10; seller May 1 12};
No 2 Rod 1 06}. Coro in light demand and holders
firm; high Mixed 68c; seller May at 72}c: low M ixed
Clover Seed
67 @ 67}c. Oats quiet and unobanged.
6 25 @ 6 50. Dressed Hogs at 7 80|@ 8 25.
bush
bush
Wheat,
Com, 4,25,000
Receipts—6,000
000 bush Oats.
bush
bush
Cora,
Wheat,
0,000
Shipments—3,000
6,000 bush Oats.
Detboit, Feb. 26.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is firm and in fair demand ;extra White MichNo 1 Amber at
igan at 1 12}; No 1 White l 09} @ 1 10;No
1 Mixed 684
108. Corn is quiet and unchanged;
@ 60c. Oats are quiet and unchanged. Clover Seed
is held at 6 20 @ 6 30.
_•
^
Receipts—10(10 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 1,000
bush corn, 3000 bash oats.
2000
Shipments —0000 bbls flour, 0000 bush wheat,

iu firm.

TWENTY-THR

FOR

zas.

Josephine Martin.

irf«nf>ral

change In th
UoW Of

—

At Newcastle NSW Jan 15, barque Agate, Brown,
for Singapore; brig Levi Stevens, Glover, for San
Francisco: and others.
Sid fm Hong Kong Jan 2d, barque Alden Besse,
Noyes, New York; 11th, ship Bunker Hill, Davis,
Manila.
Ar at Cebu Dec 18, ship Ilenry S Sanford, Johnson. Iloilo.
Passed St Helena Jan 21, Latlily Rich, Mitchell,
from Hong Kong tor New York.
Ar at Naples 24tn, sch Jas Ford, Small, from New
Orleans.
Sid fm Messina Feb 1st, Lije Houghton, Rose, New
York; Cadet. Leighton, do.
Sid fm Madeira Jan 27, A G Jewett, Bartlett, Ma-

Wheat

WboUnnlc Markets.
Friday, February 26.—The market to-day shows
Trado h?s
a decided improvement over yesterday.
be u quit6 active and prices are very favorable to a
large spring trade. Sugai s are active and granulated is quoted at 10 jc.' The Grain markot is steady
and the sales quite largo. The grocery markot in

a

Fayal.

FOREIGN FORTH.

13} bid.
Live Hogs unchanged; sales of light to heavy yorkers at 5 00 @ 6 25; pa*tng 6 50 @ 7 25; extra at 7 50
Cattle are active and in good shipping demand; sales
of good native steers at 5 04 @ 5 50; common at 4 25
@ 4 75; Stockers 4 00 @ 4 75; native cows 4 00; lair to
good Texas 3 50 @ 4 75.
Receipts—4000 bbls Hour, 20,000 bush wheat, 14,000
bush com, 12,000 bash oats, 6,000 bush barley, 1000
hogs
Toledo. Feb. 26.—Flouris is dull and unchanged.

FINANCIAL AND COftliHEKClAL

E. T. ELDEi
Antic'patlng

BOSTON—Ar 20tb, barque Endeavor, Mountlort,

Corn 6tea<ly; No 2 Mixed at 64 @ 65c.
dull and drooping ;No 2 Mixed 56} @ 56}c. BarRye is
ley unchanged: No 2 Spring at 1 20 @ i 224.
unchanged. Whiskey nominal. Pork is declining at
18 25 cash; 18 15 seller March; 19 10 Beller July j dry
salted meats steady and unchanged; shoulders 61c;
clear rib sides 9}@10c; clear sides 10@10}c fully
cured; clear rib sides at 9}c seller April and last half
March. Bacon is steady and unchanged and limited
jobbing demand; shoulders 8}@8}c; clear rib 10} @
lie; clear sides at ll}c. Lard dull at 13} asked, and

tiotijand

CLOSING
PREVIOUS TO TAKI
STOCK AND MAK1.

more.

Oats

buBh corn, 00 bush oats.
CHARLESTON, Feb. 26.—Cotton

FEBRUARY,10

...

_

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

a

102} @103.

terday.
Schooner Wm. H, Thurston, of Galveston,
is ashore at Gull Island, and will prove a total
less.
Thomas Anderson fell overboard at {Gloucester last night, and was drowned.
The body of Wilhemina Dunbar of Lynn,
who has been missing some time, was found
yesterday in Saulsbury woods, with her throat
cut. She bad committed suicide.
Judge Blodgett, in the U. S. Circuit Court at
Chicago, has decided that a life insurance company is competent to restrict its liability in
case of death brought on by the insanity of a
bolder of its policy, which contains a clause
declaring the company not liable in such cases.
The decision is in opposition to many previons
decrees.
Steamer Benofactor was run into by schooner
The
Susan, off Loug Branch yesterday.
schooner sunk, but the crew was saved.
Schooner Addie Murchie, Woods Hole for
Wilmington, N. C., was passed February 22d,
in a siuding condition.
The Mayor of Topeka, Kansas, telegraphs to
the Mayor of Manchester, N. H., that H. H.
Mitclieil is not authorized to collect money for
the Kansas sufferers. He, with W. P. Morse
have been swindling Manchester folks by that

Ar 21th, sch Melville,
FORTRESS MONROE
Wentworth, Nassau NP.
Passed in 21th. brigs Clytic, and C C Robinson, fm
Matanzas for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25lb, barquo Florl M llurlbcrt,
Dudley. Fall Rivet.
T
Cld 25th. sch P Haze!tine, McDonald, Jacksonville.
PHILADEJ-PH1A—Cld 21tb, brig Edith, Malilman. Mayazuez.
Below 24th, brig Sportsman, from Cuba.
Sid 25th, sch Lizzie Dewey, for Matanzas.
At Delaware Breakwater 25th. brigs h H Todd,
Maguire, lrom Palermo; Sarah Gilmore, Chflord,

—

1_J

Sea-

Point, to

Milwaukee, Feb. 26.—Flour quiet. Wheat firm;
No 1 Milwaukee 90*c; No 2 Milwaukee at 86c; seller
March 86*8c; seller for April at 87*c. Oats neglected:
No 2 at 53c; seller May at 56c. Corn is on improved
demand; No 2 Mixed in store 634c. Rye is nominal;
No at 1 00.
Barley is unsettled and Irregular; No 2
Spring at 1 12 @ 112*; No 3 do in store 1 00. Provisions are very strong; Mess Pork at 18 10 @ 18 15 cash;
prime mess at 13 00 @ 13 25. Sweet Pickled Hams
held firmly at 10* 11c; dry salted meats are firm and
scarce—shoulders 6}c loose; middles 9* to 10c. Lard
prime steam 13 25; kettle 13 75.
Receipts—1,100 bbls Hour. 27,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—1200 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat.
Flour is firm and dull.
St. Louis, February 26
-V._'

Stover,

U

22d. sch L & D Fisk, Baker, City
,CRllJHMONl)—Ar
load for Boston.

10$c;

x«Tl_.

inst, sch Rkigewood,

W1IAUNGTON—Chi 22d, ach Lena

Cincinnati, Feb. 26.—Provisions—Pork nominally at 18 75. Lard dull; steam at 13 25 bid; 19 00 for
kettle. Bulk Meats dull; shoulders at 6}c; clear rib
clear sides
sides at 9}e ou spot; buyer May at
at. 10* @ 10*c. Bacon is dull and unchanged; shoulders at 7* to 8c; clear rib sides at lOJc; clear sides
at ll*c. Whiskey opened quiet aud closed active and
firm at 1 07. Live Hogs are dull; offerings of common
to good at 6 00 @ 7 40; mostly at 6 80 to 7 20.

‘minor

2fcl

New York.

Johnson.

March;

island of Abdel Curia in the Indian ocean,—
nineteen persons were reported saved, six were
drowned, and eighteen are missing.

John A. Macrie, a director of the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern, and Chicago &
Rock Island railroads, died yesterday.
ThR Philadelphia & Reading railroad have
discharged several workmen in their shops at
Palo Alto, who are prominent in the labor
movement.
The Chicago commnnists committed no overt
acts Thursday, although the relief society declined to consider their resolutions.
The steamer Queen got clear from Squam
The steamer France,
Beach Thursday night
which went ashore near Long Branch, also got
off.
Dr. David S. Prescott, a prominent physician
of Laconia, N. H., died Thursday night of
pneumonia, after an illness of four weeks.
Mr. Bartlett, attorney of the Pacific Mail
to leave yesterday
Steamship Company, wasto attach
the property
morning for Minnesota,
of William S. King, in older to recover the
amount received by him in connection with
the subsidy.
Col. George W. Wingate, who has been! a
candidate for the captaincy of the American
team which is to shoot in Ireland in the great
international rifle mutch, finds his business engagements too pressing to admit of his absence
from home. It is probable that Gen, Hawley
or Col. Gildcrsleeve will be elected captain of
the team.
Theone hundredth anniversary of the first
open resistance to British troops, which occured at Salem, was celebrated in that city yes-

GEORGETOWN SC—Cld

63jc;

Steamship Last—Many
Lonoon, Feb. 20.— Steamship Hong Kong,
from Loud,,n for Japan, foundered off the

drowned.

Harris, Baracoa.

7*@7|c.

Drowned.

telegrams.
A cadet named Gordon Claude has been dismissed from the Aunapolis naval academy because he refused to fence with a negro.
Steamship Vicksburg, from Port Royal, is
ashore at Bay Shore, L. I, and will be a total
loss. Tho crew was all saved,but the cook was

Sid 17th, barouo Tidal Wave, for Falmouth.
FEBNANDIN'A-Ar 12th, u-h Earl H Potter, Rogers, Chaileston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 21th, sch Annie Freeman,

Ohio 4 75 @6 50: extra St Louis at 4 85 @ 8 00; including 4600 bbls shipping extra at prices Within

Hereby oflers a reward „f Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and
punishment of tin- par
ty or parties charged trilb the crlm
m
flring Ihe premises situate at No. k
Bradford street
Portland, Me., being the frame
of
n.
t;,
l>.’
dwelling
dost, on November 10th,and again
on Dec nth l .71
^ 0ulv on dne
lunushed the executive
commlltee of the conviction
,'nulshl"' "t
criminals, and expire.
hv
°n® >eiU fromtUia 'lMc u“,l,9e ,,l“er-

",,f ’,rs.'„

CihTDie^LI,

piralf m!,*

imlVsH

w5se™rthsred

By order of the Executive Commiltec,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman
to
Now York. Dec. 17th, 18«.
dcciMsntf

Uriel

THE PBES8.
Saturday morning

27, ms

fed.

ELECTION MONDAY, MARCH 1.

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
FOR "MAYOR.
GEORGE P. WESCOTT.
fob municipal judge,

PEBC1YAL BON1VEY.
WARD NOMINATIONS.
Alderman- John J Gerrish.
Cooncilmen—Rensselaer Greely, William E DenHorace H Shaw.

School Committee—George C Burgess.
Warden—Joseph D Deeelle,
Clerk—'Thomas A Bowen.
Constables—Reuel N Field, Charles L York.
WARD

Alderman—George

C

THREE.

Alderman-Alphouso Brunei.

Coancilmen—John Cammett, William W Roberts,

Lyman

Morrill.

FOUR.

Alderman—Thomas A Foster.
Councilmeu—Winsor B Smith, Charles A Ring,
’blon Blackstone.
School Committee—Seth C Gordon.
Warden—John B Cummings,
lerk—Arthur M Sawyer.
Arthur M Saw-

mstables—George T Iugraham,
WARD FIVE.

german—Ezra N Perry.

Marsh, Charles Walker, Na-

^ Committee—Charles

«r

F.

Libby.

Nathaniel Walker.
Uerkjjeury S Triekey.
Lonst^^ Jesse H Crowell, Amos C Frye.
WARD six.

Ald**i4n_Henry Fox.
~riP^ ftTCneu—Frederick F Hale,
?X Davis.

Lemuel M Love-

Committee—Thomas Hill.
—Janies L Racklett.
Vm M Marks.
n—Thomas P
W

_

ARD

Place, Robert E Smith.
SEVEN.

Alderman—Samuel Waterhouse.
Councilmeu—Wm T Small, Harrison B Biowu, A
Q Leacb,
School Committee—Charles S Fobcs.
Warden—William H Plummer.
Clerk—B Barues, Jr.
Constables—Benjamin W Stover, Henry J Horr.
New

AdTeriiae^eiti

■

••Day.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Ladies—Mrs. Wilder.
P. M. Frost’s—2
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice of Foreclosure and Sale—Elias Thomas.
Everything Marked—Davis & Co.
A Good Watch for Laboring Men—C. H. Lam eon.
Ladies* and Gents’—Owen & Moore.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Morgan & Dyer—Saturday’s Sale.
Store
Stock—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Country

Religious Notices.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Mechanics Block.
N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a.
xn. preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. F. Morgan. Evenng service at 7.

Bay Side Parish (Union).—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School at 1 p. m.; Preaching at 2 and
6
Preaching at Kuightville at 10| a. m.
p. in.
Sabbath School at 11$ a. m. Social meeting 7$ p. m.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a.
xn. and 3 p.m.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social

Worship

at 7 p. ra.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
meetings on Thursday evenings at 7$ p. m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.

Prayer

St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and LoServices on
cust street..—Rev. Dr. Pise, Rector.
Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics* Building, Con-

Casco.—Religious Meeting
Wednesday and Saturday at 7| o’c’k P. M., and Sun97 Fore St., at 10 a. m.
at
9
a.
at
the
m.;
Bethel^
day
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m., and 7 p. m. Sunday
street,

corner

School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.
First Congregational Church Deering.—
Rev. Mr. Morgan will preach at 10$ a. m. Sunday
School immediately after service.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A,H.
Pastor. Preaching services at 10$ and at 3.
School at 1$.

Wright,
Sunday

Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St. Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Elder E. A. Stockman. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m„
Advent Christian

and 7 p. m.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
o’clock. SunBicknell,pastor. Morning service at
day school at 11.45 a. m. In the Evening at 7 o’clock,
will be given the sixth lecture in the Dectrical
Course by the pastor. Subject —Some of the special advantages of a belie! in Universalism.
Mountfobt St. A. Mi E. Church.—Rev. S.
Y. Douglas, Pastor. Prayer and conference meeting
All are
Rt 10$ a. >n. Preaching at 3 and 7$ p. m.
cordially invited.
567
Advent
First Second
Church,
Congress
8t.—Elder Geo. W. Sederquest of Lynn, Mass., will
preach Sunday at the usual hours. Prayer meeting
at 9 a. m. and 7. p. m. Seats free.
Spiritual Electioners at Fluent Block No. I
Entrance, on
& 2, Meeting to-morrow at 2$ p. m.
Exchange Street.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot.Rev. W. H. Shailer, pastor.—Sabbath School
Social meeting 7 p. m.
1.30 p. ra.
Preaching 3.

10$

X'

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. W. B. Hayden
to-morrow morning.
Subject- The
will preach
Christian meaning of David’s Psalms; from Ps. xxvii,
2, 3, 4. Evening Lecture in the vestry at 7, on tho
International Lesson; The Land Divided. Joshua
xviii, 1-10.
Conoress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m., by the
Pas^r, and 3 p. m. Sunday school at 1$ p. m. Prayer meetings at 9 a. m. and 7 p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
atreets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p. m.
A Sunday School Concert at 7. All are cordially in-

vited.

Plymouth Church.—C. F. Dole Pastor, preaches
Praise
at 10$ a. m. Rev. A. H. Wright at 3 p. m.
7 p. m.
Casco St. CHURcn.—Rev. C W. Perkins, pastor.
Brief service preceeding Sunday School at 10$ o’clock
Service
a. m. Sunday School at 11$ o’clock a. m.
with preaching by the Pastor at 3 o’clock p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock p. m. All are cordially

meeting at

•

invited.

Spiritual Fraternity, at Arcana Hall. Meeting at 3 o’clock p. m. The effect of Science upon Religious Revivals. Seats free.
James
Church.—Rev.
Baptist
Free St.
McWhinnie. pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 7
p. m. Sunday School at 12 o’clock. Young Peoples
Meeting at 6 o’clock.
First Parish.—Dr. Hill will conduct the morn-

ing

Service to-morrow.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F. Jones,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1$ p. m. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p. m.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meetings at 2 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Gospel Temperance Meeting; Evening, at 7$ o’clock.

Seats free.

Temperance Meeting Monday evening.
All are cordially invited.
Cftuperior Court.

FEBRUARY CIVIL TERM. 1875—8YMONDS,
SIDING.

J.> PRE-

FttiDAY.—The court has been occupied all day in
naturalizing applicants for citizenship from Portland
and Biddeford.
Court ad journed at six o’clock until ten o’clock

Monday morning.__

It is scarcely necessary at this late day to diThe
late upon the merits of Loriug’s Specific.
“Cloud of Witnesses” furnish sufficient testimony to its remedial effects. As a remedy

dyspepsia

for

and

congestion

it is

perhaps

un-

rivalled.

noon.

Manager Hickson returned to Montreal yesterday morning. The papers will be sent to
him for his signature when they aro complet-

Ladies.—Call on Mrs. Wilder in her new
store, 549 Congress street, if you would get
bargains in fancy

goods._

Bargains in black silk, brilliantines. alpac
moha.rs, and cashmeres, at P. M. Frost’s,
feb27 2t
under tho Falmouth Hotel.
cae.

At 10 a. m. to-day, F. O. Bailey & Co. sell
at horse and carriage mart on Plum street, one
At
excellent cow, sleigb, pungs, harness &c.
24 p. m. at store, 585 Congress street, a stock
sv* millinarr
fanr*ff
iflwelrv. &C.
S‘36

column.__

A fuix line of Trefousse best quality kid
in black anil colors, just received at V.
feb27 2t
L Frost's,under Falmoutb Hotel.

gloves

TO TBAVKI.EBS.
leave the City of NEW
When you visit
expense of carYORK, save annoyance
iage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
CENTRAL
GRAND
HOTEL, opposite the
DEPOT, ft lias over 250 elegantly furnished
of $900,rooms and is fitted up at an expense
000. Elevator, steam and all inOdern > ™ P ™ v
N IS,
AURA
REST
The
ments. European Plan.
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
aud Care pass the Hotel every minute for all
of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

IHPOBTANT
or

*

parts
Managers.

was

admitted to the Greely Hos-

pital, Wednesday, who had frozen bis
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad.
now

about 18 men in the hospital

leet on

There

and six

F. Hatch, manager of the Eastern
road, was in town yesterday.
The merchants of Portland, and members of
C.

Merchants’ Exchange,
requested to
meet at the exchange at 12 o'clock so-day to

the

aro

take action iu reference to the

death of Rufus

E. Wood.
Officer Gribben arrested a boy named Sullivan yesterday for the larceny of knives, pocket
diaries, etc., from the store of James Jordan
on Middle street.
The high wind yesterday blew down a number of signs, etc. The chimuey ou a house No.
27 Cedar street was blown over and the bricks
went through the roof. No one injured.
There will be a temperance meeting at Sons
of Temperance Hall this evening at 7 o’clock.
AH are invited.

pious

fire company in Maine has “God
guide us!’’ for its motto, and when he doesn’t
guide it to the hydrant till the opposite engine
has taken the water, the fervid remarks of its
members, and the merry clatter of spanners
and monkey wrenches on helmets, make up a
tout ensemble altogether without parallel since
the battle of Agincourt, or the fight between
the Monitor and Merrimac.—St Lillis Globe.
The barque Josie Mildred dragged her anchors during the heavy blow yesterday, and
on
House Island. The
near running
came
tug Charles A. Warren went to her rescuo
and got her off all right.
A very interesting prayer meeting was held
jn the lodging room at the police station last

night.
Capt. Gragham

of the steamer Moravian is at

the Preble.
The running time of the miduight trains on
the Maine Central and Eastern roads will be
changed Monday. See notice.

Raymond bad
amnl.lv IabI

a

avaninir

very
at.

pleasant private

Armv and

as-

Naw ball.

Don’t Forget
That

ing

is the last for

to-day

correcting

to the poll lists.

names

and add-

The Board of

Aldermen will be in sosssion from 9 to 1 and

in the City Building.
A Habd Tbip.—The revenue cutter Dallas
got in yesterday afternoon from her trip to the
eastward to supply the life-saving stations
The trip was a
with life-boats, rockets, &c.
very severe one, both going and coming. On
the way down the cutter passed through great
fields of ice, frequently ten miles wide and
stretching out to sea as far as the eye can reach.
The harbors were nearly.*] I obstructed. While
endeavoring to supply the life-station at
Brownie Island the vessel got caught at Moosepeck Beach, and was frozen i* from the 14th
to the 21st.
The ice was so thick that there
was no difficulty at all in travelling to the shore.
However the vessel got away at last, and succeeded in supplying the life stations at Brownie
Island No. 3, Cross Island No. 2, West Quoddy
No. 1, and Whitehead Ne. 4. The warm weather of Tuesday broke up the ice to some extent,
and partially opened all tho harbors.
The cutter reports the schooner George Glenden, Jewett, of Boston, from St. John, N. B.,
bound to New York, loaded with laths, Finley
She was frozen in tho
master, at Boothbay.
ice at Seal Harbor for ten days. Will proceed
to New York as soon as the weather permits.
Fine Wobk.—There is now to be seen at the
book-store of Hall L. Davis a huge ledger manufactured by him for the Casco National Bank.
It is double royal, fourteen pages to the week,
with six days to the leaf. A leaf shows tho
of each depositor’s account on any
and does away with the necessity
of blotters and journals. Ledgers of this kind
are in use in many large cities, but the one on
exhibition is the first one to be used in any
bank in Portland. The workmanship is excellent, the rules are fiuely penciled, and the back
is so well bound that it will “lay opeu” at any
exact state

given day,

page desired.
Mr. Davis has just finished a fine ledger of
860 pages for Twitchell, Champlin & Co., and
is finishing full sets of books for the new Manufacturers’ National Bank of Lewistou, and for
the New Savings Bank in tho same city.

Now that Democratic
so far as openly manifested, comes
from the slums of the city, every real Republican will be recreant to duty if he does not bestir himself to bring out a full vote on Monday.

leadership,

Real Estate Transfees.—The following
are real estate transfers in this city, recorded
the past week:
Lot on Tyug street to Boston and Maine
Railroad by Edmund Phinney and George Saville, consideration oue dollar to Phinney and
$1400 to Saville.
Land on Tyng street from Boston and Maine
Railroad to George Saville, consideration $5.
Lot on Ellsworth street from John Meserve
Brown to John B. Brown, consideration $1700
Lot of land with buildings thereon in Leering from Lucy E. Bailey et at. to James H.
Smith, consideration $1500.
Lot of land on Ellsworth street from J. B.
Brown to John Meserve Brown, consideration

$1.

Lot on Ellsworth street from J. B. Brown to
Charles B. Saunders, consideration $1.
Easterly half of land and buildings on Lan>
forth street from Peter Closky to J. E.Cluskey,

consideration $1.

A Waif.—Yesterday mornings train on the
Portland and Rochester Railrood, bronght as
one of its passengers a young maiden of about
nine years of age, who was on her way from
Farmington, Minnesota, to Searsport, Maine,
her only credentials being a letter from a
Masonic Lodge, stating that her father when
member in good standing, and
that she was an orphan. At Rochester she
was placed in charge of Conductor O’Brien,
who brought her to this city and saw that she
was well provided for, and at noon she started
With the
for the terminus of her journey.
artlessness of youth, when asked how she got
along, she replied, “Every one I have met have

living

ocl0*lyS

___

We wish to inform the public that notwiththe great ice embargo we have been
able to supply our customers with oysters
through it all and have a large supply still left
of
awaiting their orders. If you are in want
oysters address Atwood’s Oyster House, 43, 47,
and
they
and 49 Centre street, Portland, Me.,
fe26d2w
will come.

standing

The (Jsual Winter Chorus has commenced.
Cough, cough, cough, is the order ot the day.
Cau’t this thing be stopped? Itcau. All that
is needed to cure the husky throats, and restore
the sore lungs to health aud soundness isHale’s
Honey of Horehonnd and Tar, procurable at
Crittenden’s, 7th Avenue, aud of all druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure iu one minute.
d&wlw
feb26
_

Chrumo Rug Patterns at L. D. Strout’s.

feb24-lw

The Atmosphere of Love is a pure,
breath. This desideratum is one of the results
of using SOZODONT, which not only invigorates aud preserves the teeth, but renders the
fb22d&wlw
mouth as fragrant as a rose.
sweet

The place to buy black brilliantines is at
Rines Brothers, Middle street, opposite II. 11.
ieb22 tf
Hay’s.
_

Men’s heavy rubber boots only $2.50 foi
Woonsocket or Boston make, at Hall’s rubber
feb9tf
6tore, under Falmouth Hotel.

was

a

been Masons.”

In View of the Fact

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

auction

opening remarks

made his

the defence
yesterday after-

for

3 to S o’clock, in the Ward Boom of Ward 3,

Rooms,

gress

The counsel

District Court.

A

yc

^iciimau—Stephen
thantwhitney.

has been released from the
ice at Harpswell and brought to this city.
The direction of the wind yesterday was upward and onward.
The Livermore case is still on trial at the
The tug Tiger

Mr.

Councilmeu—Charles II Baker, Charles A Carlctou, John W Chase.
School Committee—M P Frank.
Warden—Samuel R Leavitt.
Clerk—Hiram H Rich.
Constables Seth Sterling, Lutlier Sterling.

WARD

Commercial

women.

TWO.

M Cousens.
School Committee—William H Sliailer.
Warden—William Huse.
Clerk—Samuel B Graves.
Constables—James S Gould, Freeman T

street

yesterday.

aro

Littlefield.

WARD

iu use on

were

ed.
A Swede

WARD ONE.

nison,

Wheels

Jelling"

that the men whose names most frequently appear on the criminal records of the Municipal
Court are making desperate efforts to defeat
Percival Bonney for Municipal Judge, every
friend of law and order, regardless of party,
should give him their
port.

hearty and

earnest sup-

_

Y, M. C. Association.—This organization
propose to sustain in connection with their Saturday evening meetings, a series of addresses
by the clergymen of the city. Rev. Charles F.
Dole will deliver the first one this evening, to
be followed by tbe usual union social religious
meeting. The Association will conduct, as
usual, the services at the Bethel, Sunday foreThese meetings are interesting, profitnoon.
able, aud well sustained; and the action of the
Association in becoming more closely identified, iu this field, with a Church organization,
meets with the general approval of tho pastors,
and tho prominent members of the Churches
and Association. A general invitation to attend these meetings is extended.
Fire in Stroudwater.—A. two story dwelling bouse belonging to John B. Reed of this

city, situated at Stroudwater, was destroyed by
fire early yesterday morniDg. The cause of the
The bouse was occupied by
fire is not known.
Mr. Roed’s brother and by Mrs. Mary H.
Both families barely escaped from
Simms.
the building. Tbe loss is about $2700 or $3000.
Tbe building was insured in the Northwestern
National ol Milwaukee and the Kansas of
Leavenworth for $2000.
Allen Mission.—The most intense interest
tbe speechwas manifested last evening during
aud A. W. Scott.
es of Dr. Wood. C. H. Flagg
Tho

chapel

was

filled.

reported
having been

few remarks,

Capt. Sturdevant,

in a

the doath of Mr. R E.
a
true friend of the

Wood, as
to
Allen Mission, and often subscribed largely
A. W. Scott, Dr.
help iu its work of charity.
Wood and other interesting speakers will be
present this evening.
Praise Mketino.—The next in the series of
at Plymouth Church, will be

praise meetings

held Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Xu addition
to the Organ aud Cornet, there will be a quartette of male voices. The singing will be interspersed with appropriate scriptural selections.

Death of a Prominent merchant.
Ilufus Emerson Wood died at the Falmouth
Hotel yesterday at the age of 02.
He was the
sou of Win. Wood, who came
from Scarbor-

ough previous

the war of 1812,and in partnership with the late Rufus Emerson opened a
store of goods on the corner of Middle and Union streets, where they continued until about
1820, when the firm of Emerson & Wood was
to

dissolved and Mr. Wood became a ship owner,
having his counting house at No. 10 Central
wharf. He lost his life by falling into the hold
of one of his vessels in 1833. Mr. Wood, the
father, married Susan Simonton, of the old
Simonton’s Co’c famdy, of Scotch-lrish Presbyterians. They had four children; Dr. Wm.
Wood, the well known physician and naturalist, who was born in Scarborough; CapL Mathwhile in comew SimoutoE Wood, who died
mand of a ship in 1820; a daughter now dead;
and Ihe subject of this notice, who was born in
1813. Soon after leaving school, he became a
clerk for the old ship chandlery firm of Jones
& Hammond at the head of Long wharf, with
whom he remained until the death of bis father
when he took charge of his mercantile busiIndia
ness, employing the vessels in the West
aud freighting trade. This ho continued successfully until his death, at the old counting
Mr. Wood was for many years a director in
tho Merchants’National Bar.k, the Portland
Gas Company, the Rolling Mills, and was also
Treasurer of the Westbrook Manufacturing
Company, who have their cotton mills at Saccarappa. He held stock in many other institutions and took

an

interest in every Portland

en-

terprise.
Mr. Wood served as Alderman from ward 4
in 1853, under Mayor Cahoou, and was re-elected in 1854 and again in 1856, J. T. McCobb,
Mayor. In 1857 he was again elected on the
same ticket with William Willis as Mayor.
Most of this time he was on the Committeo on
Streets. To the arduous labor of that position
he gave much time,and looked after the streets
with the same care and zeal as he did to his
of
own private affairs, and was never accused
favoring private interest to the injury of that
of the city. Mr. Wood was several times solicited to accept the nomination for the mayoralty
but always declined. He was a bachelor and
boarded for 21 years at the United States Hotel,
until the fire in that house three years ago.
when he went to the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. Wood’s sickness was of short duration.
evenwas out «n Sunday last, and on that
ing was seized with violent chills, and was visited hv liin nartner. who tried in vain to have
him consent to be removed to his residence. His
disease soon assumed the form of acute rheumatism, complicated with congestion of the
He

liver and extreme nervous prostration, from
which ho suffered intensely on Monday and
Tuesday. On Thursday Dr. Wood called to
Both gentlemen
his assistance Dr. Green.
exerted all their skill without effect, and both
his death,
were in attendance at the time of
which took place at 9 o’clock a. m.
Among business men and in private life his
reputation was unimpeachable. His unassuming manner and uniform courtesy endeared
him to all his associates. We shall sadly miss
his pleasant face and kindly

greeting.
W. G.

_

Query.
respectable Democrat having

Is any

anydo with the corrupt fund raised by
crimiual classes to defeat Perciyal Bonney for

thing

to

Municipal Judge?
THE

A incline
er

RAILROAD TAX.

Central Director and Stockhold-

tabes the Initiative—Petition for

Injunction Asked for in the U.
Court—Hearing next Friday.
The railroad

people

S.

nn

Circuit

have taken the

initia

tive in the matter of the railroad tax. George
L. Ward of Boston a prominent stockholder
and director in the Maine Central Railroad
Company, yesterday filed a bill in equity in the
United States Circuit Court, to restrain the
Maine Central Railroad officers from paying
and the State Treasurer from collecting the tax
assessed by the Executive Council upon that
road. Judge Pox ordered notice for a hearing
on Friday next if the engagements of the Court
will permit. The bill in equity is based on the
ground that the act imposing the tax is unconstitutional as impairing the obligation of a contract. The complainant claimsjtbat the charter of the Maine Central contains a coutract
which exempts the company’s property from
Hon. J. II. Drummond is tin) attorthis tax.
ney for the complainaut.
Marshal Marble went to Augusta yesterday,
afternoon to serve the notire on the State Treasurer

aud the company.
Jnlte

Heed.

Mb. Editor:—It must strike every observing
friend of good order and morality to notice the
strenuous efforts which the most notorious
rumsellers are making to defeat the Republican ticket, and
particularly Mr. Bouncy for
Municipal Judge. What animates these men
whose names are oflouest seeu on the municipal court records? Why has the chief of this
pauper and crime producing crowd been so active in drumming up his recruits and attending
the courts to get naturalization papers?
Why
is Gorham’s corner so wide awake, and why
the little plague spots like Stafford's block all
over the city, sending up recruits to City Halt
to have their names enrolled? It strikes me,
Mr. Editor, that no frieniT of good order can
view this organized effort of the slums to carry
the city government without feelings of the
most serious appreheusiou. Let the friends of
law and order arouse themselves.
Good Order.
Personal.

In view of the fact that Mr. James A. Arnold has taken up his residence in Portland as
a teacher of vocalization his many friends and
admirers propose to tooder him a benefit at the
Museum as a token of welcome. Mr. Arnold’s
abilities as an actor and courtesy as a gentleman have made him hosts of friends in this
city. It is desired that the benefit shall follow
that tendered to Miss Cameron.
Thrasday week, C. P. Kimball, of Maine,and
Mrs. Helen Sparhawk, daughter of Mr. H, F,
Getchell, of Chicago, were married at No. 147
West Forty-sixtll street, New York, in the
presence of a limited number of relatives and
friends. The Kev. Dr. E. H. Chapin performed the nuptial ceremony.
Rev. Dr. Hill will conduct tho morning service at the First Parish, to morrow.

Don’t

Believe

any of the lies which tbe Democracy are circulating with the hope of creating jea lousies
and dissensions among tho Republicans.
The Museum.—This afternoon and evening
afford the last opportunities to see “Led
Astray,” for it must be withdrawn next week
to give p’ace to the grand sensational and scenic
drama of “The Sea of Ice.”
Next Thursday a benefit, tendered to M iss
Isadora Cameron by the citizens of Portland as
a tribute of their personal esteem and of their
admiration of her histrionic abilities, will come
off. It is quite unnecessary to say that it will
be a rousing one. Miss Cameron deserves and
will receive a warm recognition of her artistic
efforts to please the
the season.

people

of Portland during

S. B. of 76.—The entertainment to be given
by this society next Wednesday evening, for
the benefit of tho P. H. S. Library, will be a
have been carevery pleasing affair. The plays
fully selected. There will also be several
declamations, which will add greatly to the entertainment, The noble object for which these
entertainments are givon should commend itself to every friend of the High School. Let
the enterprise and pluck which characterize the
“boys” in their efforts be stimulated by a full
house.

The shipment of shoes from Auburn during
the past week have been 1,472 cases, and the
ot leather 83,126 pounds. The ship-

__

Bisbee Dramatic Club.—The second entertainment of the Bisbee Dramatic Club was
given last evening at the vestry of Congress
Square church. The vestry was well filled and
the acting was a great improvement on that of
the previous evening. The club take a great
deal of pains in the preparation of their pieces
and the result is that they give very pleasing
entertainments.
Movement of Breadstufft.—There wero
shipped from Portland to points on the Maine
Central Railroad in 1874, 10,299,400 pounds of
grain and 94,295 barrelB of flour. From Dan.
ville Junction the shipment east was 486,300
bushels of grain and 63,899 barrels of flour.
We shall give the figures for Yarmouth Junction in a few days.
Minstrel Entertainment.—Tho Duprez &
Benedict minstrel troupe wMl give one of its
excellent performances at Music Hall on Monday evening. The company will then go East
Tho troupe is
aud return Thursday evening.
highly spoken of wliero ever it has performed.

day.

said to be very quiet,
time in reading.

ments of the week previous were 1,318 cases,
and tbe receipts of leather 124,201 pounds.
One year ago for the week ending Fob. 23tli,
the shipments were 1,778 cases, and receipts of
of leather. Shoe business re-

83,540 pounds

mains dull and prospects are unchanged.
of
The annual meetiug of the stockholders
the Lewiston aud Auburn raihoad company
Tbe folwas held at Lewiston, Wednesday.
lowing gentlemen were elected directors: J.
James Dempsey, E. S. Davis, H.
G.

spending

construction.

compauy.

Capo Elizabeth Depot to be hauled
to Saco.
now

point toward

on

the cars

the staitiug

up of the iron works at Peembroke.
On Wednesday, the 24th instant, a company
be known
was formed at North Newburgh, to
aud North
as the Carmel, Hermou, Hampden

Newburg Cheese Manufacturing Company,and
organized by choosing the following officers:
Jere. G. Patten; Secretary, Solou L.

President,
Patten; Treasurer, John Sawyer; Directors,
John Patten, J. N. Bachelder, and E. C. Gregory.
The Eagle Sugar Refinery will start up today, and is prepared to boil 12,000 hogsheads.
The outlook is quite encouraging.
During the past week some fifteen vessels
have been chartered for ports west of Boston,
and there are but two or three now here unengaged. There is no call for lumber in Boston.
f

Speaker

Thomas to the vote of thanks of the House and
the warm commendations of the members who

spoke at tbe close of the session:
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives:
The Resolve just unanimously passed confers
on me tbe highest honor, aBd is more precious
than any decoration in the power of royalty to
bestow. From my heart I thank for it.. 1 thank
h ave
you also for the generous remarks which
accompanied its passage; and I thank you most
of all for the uuiform kindness, ceurtesy aud
consideration extended to me from first
to last by every member of this House.
The session of the Fifty-fourth Legislature
Ln addition to
of Maine will be memorable.
ordinary legislative business, we have elected a
the financial
remodeled
United States Senator,
system of the state, aud passed upon the work
of the first Constitutional Commission ever
convened in Maine.
Yet, gentlemen, notwithstanding these unusual labors, such has been your diligence, that
we have now reached the hour of final adjournment after a session of but fifty days
duration—the shortest regular session for
twenty-four years, aud excepting the five sessions of 1820, 1822, 1823, 1825 and 1851, the
shortest regular session ever held by auy Legislature of Maine.
“Whatever thy hand findeth to do, do it
with thy might” is the scripture injunction.
This you have obeyed to the letter, and for
this you deserve aud will receive the approval
of a discriminating public.
The closing hour has come, our work is done,
om fraternal intercourse must now be broken;
but the bonds of friendship formed aud cemented here will be broken never. Aud now,
gentlemen, wishing you a safe returu to happy
homes, and invoking for you the richest bleasiugs of a bountiful Providence, I bid you, one
aud all, good-bye,
Bowdoin Notes.—At

a

meeting of the Jun-

ior class Saturday, they voted to purcliaso a
G. F. Pratt was
boat as soon as possiblo.
elected captaiu of the class crew. The class
also voted to waive its right to elect editors of
the Bowdoin Orieut for the ensuing year. By
this vote the present board ot editors will elect
their successors.
New sliding seats have been put in the rowing weights in the gymnasium The college
will practice an hour every day in the gymnasium.

meeting of the base ball association last
Saturday evening, A. Sanford, '70, was elected
delegate to the state base ball convention to be
The following
held in Portland, March 8th.
men are
training for the Junior crew: G, F.
Pratt, C. Sargent, W. A. Robinson, A. E,
The
Rogers, E. B. Newcomb, O. C. Stevens.
following men are training for the Freshmen
C. A. Baker, I. W. Dycrew: J. M. Burleigh,
er, J. F. Hall, B. Potter, J. W. Thing, P. L.
At

a

completed.
The people at Burnham made a donation
Tuesday, Kith inst, hi behalf of Rev. Air. WeyOu Tuesday evening, 22d inst, they
mouth.

held another donation in behalf of Rev. Air.
Rich. Amount received in former, between$50
and $00; in latter, $60.
Judge Cotton, a preacher of the Methodist
denomination well known in some sections of
this state, died in Lewiston recently.

The Oxford Baptist quarterly meeting was
held with the church in East Sumner ou the
lfith and 17th inst. Sermons were preached by
Rev. I. Record and Rev. A. C. Herrick.
The quarterly meeting of the churches com
prisidg the Bowdoiuhom Baptist Association
was held with the church in
Brunswick street,
Gardiner, on Tuesday aud Wednesday, 16th
S-rmon
was
inst.
and 17th
preached by Rev.
W. T. Whitetnarsh of East Winthrop.
The meetings ot the Maine Baptist Convention Board, in Augusta, on Alonday afternoon
and evening, were of a very interesting character. Clergymen were present from Portland
and Bangor and intervening places.
The receipts of the board from ordiuary sources, during the last quarter, were about $2000. In ad
dition to this bequests to the amount of $2500
were
made to the board during the quarter.
An apportionment of the money was made to
the small churches and for the support of missionaries in the home field.
The prospects beforo the board are very promising. Within the
three years of the Rev l>r. Ricker’s administration of the affairs of the board as secretary,
its permanent fund has increased from $5000 to

$30,000.
The semi-centennial of the Penobscot Conferof Congregational churches will be celebrated in Brownville, Tuesday and WednesJune
8 and 9. The Piscataquis and Aroosday,
took Conferences, which originally were a
part of the Penobscot, will bo invited to parence

ticipate.

Rev. S. P. Afathews, late pastor of the Baptist church in Auburn, has been iuvited to set-

STATE

Central

Maine

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The spring term of the Farmington Normal
School commenced Tuesday. The new class is
one of the best that ever entered the school.
Mr, Sewell Smith of Farmington, while
standing in front of the county building, was
severely injured by a snowslida from the roof
of the building. The extent of his injury is
not known, but it was thought that one or more
of his ribs were fractured.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Our Cranberry Isle correspondent says that
the ice formed a natural bridge between Cranberry Isles and Southwest Ilurhor and the mails
were transported for several days
by walking
W. P. Preble, who was postmaster
across it.
at Cranberry Isles for many years, remembers
when they used to cross to “The Harbor” on
tbe ice with the mail. An old lady recounts
the exploits of her father who, when a young
man, weut from Deer Island, Maine, to Castine over the ice on skates, at a time which as
nearly as can be made out, was during tbe war
of the revolution. She also “remembers” when
it was common to cross on the ice from Deer
Isle to Calf and other islauds. So it seems this
is not the coldest weather withiu the recollection of the oldest inhabitants.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

After a consultation with his friends. Mayor
Blake, of Bangor, lias decided to allow his
name to be used in the Republican caucus, regardless of other candidates for tbo nomination.

One of the long storehouses iu Godfrey’s
lumber yard, Bargor, fell with a crash, Tuesday. The building was fifty or sixty feet in
length, two stories high, and supposed to be
strong and durable. The weight of snow on
the roof is supposed to have caused it.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Tlic trial of the case of McCauslin, indicted
for arson at Guilford, will be commenced be-

for Danville Junc-

ni.

Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowbel,e«ve. Portland I 10 p.

m.

for

gan. Belfast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
l.eave Portland 5.30 p. m. lor Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Pa»Menser Traiun will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. in.
Fiona Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowbegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, «.tc., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augunia, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston
at 6.45 p. in.
Night Train from tilt. John, Bangor, &c., at
l. 45 a. m.
Through *>cL hi Trains Daily to all points
on Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.
Railroads.
Freight Delivered at or before 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m.. Bath 10.00 a. m Rockland
4.15 p. in., Augusta 10.00 a. in., Waterville 10.30 a.
m. Dexter 1.45 p. in., and Bangor 2.20 p. in.
feb26tf
L. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.

Mdmc. Foy’s Corsets $1.00.
WORSTEDS 15 CENTS AN OUNCE.

OF

—

Come au«l See Bargains Offered.

Best

DAVIS &

and

Spool.

may

NECK TIES.

NELSON& €0.,
495

jfr27

a* 0fh mum,

LADIES’AND GENTS’

Manufacturer of

Collars and Cuffs VARNISHES
Ladies’ collars and cuff,

satisfactory that we
encouraged to purchnsc another
so

both

dent,’

I

One lot for Ladies at 25 cts. per set.

SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOL

OIL S.

One lot Ladies’ Cuffs at 33 cts.

Ladies Collars 10 and 15 cts, each.
Gents’ Cuffs 25 cts,. usual price 38.

Gents’ Cuffs 38 els.,

usual

GOOD HEWS
FOB

COAL CONSUMERS.

d6m

octlS

ft_

CAPT.

F.

Parker, of Stan dish, in

the second
the County of Cumberland,
WHEREAS
A. I)., 1874, by his Mortgage deed of
of
on

May
that date, recorded in the
day,

Registry of Deeds for said
County,book 404 page 66,conveyed to Ellas/rhornas.of
Portland, in said County, a certain lot of land and
the buildings thereon, situated at the intersection of
the road leading from Buxton Center, to Steep Falls,
with the road leading fron Bonny Eagle to Stamlish
Corner, at York’s Corner, in said Stamlish, and containing two acres more or less. Said premises being
the same occupied by said Parker, as a residence and
store, at the date of said Mortgage, and subject to a
prior mortgage given by said Parker, to the Buxton
& Hollis Savings Bank, for the sum of four hundred
dollars, and recorded in said registry Book 40t page
31. With authority in the case of breach of the condition in said Mortgage to said Thomas, to sell said
premises at public auction, ami from the proceeds to
And whereas the
pay the debt secured thereby.
condition of said Mortgage deed to said Thomas, has
been broken by said Parker, this is to give notice
that said building, and said lot will be sold, subject
to said Mortgage to said Saving Bank, at public
Auction, on said premises, on the third day of May,
A. D., 1875, at eleven o’clock in tho forenoon, for
the reason and purpose aforesaid.
In witness whoreof, I, Elias Thomas,have hereunto
set my hand, and give this notice this twenty-seventh
dayy of February, A. D. 1875.
ELIAS THOMAS.
dlam3t
feb27
A Good Watch for

Laboring

Post

and

Hath
Belfast

300 Dozen
Packed fresh last
pany, aud

Bcmror
Lewiston
Cleveland “
0.,
Toledo
Chicago
Cook County

Lodisviile Ky.,

•

Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. American R. R. Gold
FOB SALE

:

!LOWER THAN EVER!
$3.40

No.

fe25

lately burned

were

have ttvken

out

build.

The

AND

a

shop

Mutual
E.

Cellars, at
PRICES,

PANIC
—

BY

ISAAC

BERRY,

fe22

GRASS SEEDS.

The

“

“
“
‘‘

large assortment Vegetable and

SEED
fob25

r the City ot Portland. They will supply the trade
at our lowest prices.
EMERSON LELAND & CO.
ja7d3meod.
Boston, Jan. 1st. 1875.

COPIES

public.

COLE.
dim

H.M.Payson&Co.

You

are informed that the Domestiu
of the?
of the Employment
transfeircd to the hall over thd
has
been
Association,
and
Ward Room (southwest corner of South
streets) where applications can be made every afterApplications for othernoon, from 4 to 5 o’clock.
kinds of employment may be made at the Home on
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons only.
febiH

Department
Spring

__lw>

(A/
1

can

get

Superior Brushes
at

SHIRT FRONTS

R'KINTINIS of every
executed at this Office.

description neatly

BARGAINS

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

Tomatoes! Tomatoes!

CASES73^LB

75

CANS,

very choice goods, for sale to the trade for

GOODS

$1.00 PER DOZEN
—

—

GREATLY REDUCED

salesroom,

our

feb2S_dtf

all kinds of

AT

—

188 FORE STREET.

COMBINATION

FANCY

AND

—

eodtf

DOUBLE

PRICES

for sale at

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S

ALSO

—

CASES kXTKA PE*CI1EW,
«
>l
MI'KAWKBKKIK
“
“
MINK APPLE,
«
»«
Quark,
<•
•<
H LACK HE RHI KM,

30

33
30
3o
IO

EENDERSON & PLUMMER,
3 EXCHANGE STREET.
ill w

fe22

NOTICE.
The

Steamship “Geo. Cromwell,”
TUB “( RO.nWEI. I. MRR,>

OF

COME AND SEE

FLUENT BLOCK.
dti

WEDDING €AKi:.
arc prepared to furnish 41ie very host quality
of Wedding Cake in small or large quantities
at the shortest possible notice.
Also plain and lancy cakes that can’t be neat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and cvenir ■£•
.Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufe .uureat
Wholesale and Retail.

WE

S. A.

ULUirW

jal43m

& SON.

Coiijjitw street.

_

RUerPATTERNS
/OF
EVERY

tir

can

as

heretofore continue to take the

Outside Route to and from New York,
ho

by

interested

BECK,

colors,

Henry T. Carter Sc Co.,

PORTE AND.
my 27

13 EXCHANOfi STREET

ALLbrunch

SALE BY

in

Painters ami Housewives!

32EXCHANGEST.

—

Portland Woman’s Christian As
sociatioii.

quantities.

description ucatly

AS

For sale

pressed hay,

or

HIDE

J. U. P. BURNHAM,
eodlj

GOOD

OWEN X BARBER,

UI, G. PALIflEIl.

SQUARE.
Life,

Extraordinary Kate# offered to Clubs.

Bankers & Brokers,

LOW AS THE LOWEST.

Overshoe* for Ladled.

Rooms,
—

finished in the very best manner, plain

all its branches, and hereby

ALBERT

dtt

from Card to

Sizes,

All

of tlie

IN

MARKET

—

feb24

100 Dozen Extra Tomatoes, 3 lb. Cans,

(o22is2w

STORE,

POKTIiAlVDi IKE.

Photograph

Beuson,

Deake’s Wharf, Commercial Street,
in

WAREHOUSE

AGRICULTURAL

—

same

Seeds.

Kendall & Whitney,

—OK—

will continue the

Flower

the

our

C XTIT ITS,

COLLARS

firm rate

Itlirhigau Glover Mrrd.
Ohio €■ lever Meed.
Fea Vine Clover Meed.
A Inike Clover Meed.
While Dutch Clover Mred.
HI illeii.
Hungarian f*rn»n.
orchard Mr»n Meed.
Kentucky Blue tJran* Meed.

If U nil « AITM'S

undersigned having this day purchased

AT

Clover

Meed.
500
•iOO
900
900
95
400
400
400
900

dlw

LUMBER BUSINESS

Messrs. Chadboum

tlit*

Kubbrr Boot* anil Over
aiiMorimeai of
Hhoc«. AImo a full aNHorlment of light Co»-

Cunibf'rlnml SIohmc.

BngN Herd Oran* Meed.
*<
Red Top Meed.
“
Northern New York

9000
IOOO
GOO

Books open March 1st, 1S75.

fe!8_

leading styles

a

eod3m

NOTICE !

dlw

day appointed
WE &have
Kendall, Sole Agents for the sale ot all
of

ItJECEIVEl/

Fresh from the IVYanufartory

JitK

Stock

KUFUS HAND, Agent.

fob 11

—AND—

feb24

NOTICE.

—

I*KI!\T1N« of e?ery
executed at. this office.

a

season, 1 feci confident m a«suring my former patron*
and the public that I can and will sell them horses
cheaper than they can l»e obtained at any other stable
in New England, having constantly on hand heavy,
draft, cart, dray, coach and coape horses, matched
pairs and gentlemen’s driving horses. My horses
are selected by ibe best judges with si*ocial care a*
to temperament, deposition, soundness, with good
bones and muscle, and adaptation to the wants of
Please give me a call before purchasing.
1 bis market.
I hope to make it an object tor dealers to buy of me.

RICH, Secretary.

M. A. BOSWORTH,

—

11 & 13 Moulton Street,

HTBEET.

FOKH

D.

GEO. W.

some

For sale at the lowest cash price.

Direct from Farmers’

dtt

(1 E 0 It 0 E

Opposite Lincoln Park, Portland, Me.
of the
formed
association with
best buyers of horses in the country, whereby 1
HAVING
fresh supply weekly throughout the
shall receive

COMMERCIAL W H A RE.PORTLANO,

500 BLS.
FRESH PACKED APPLES,

SALE BY

dec8

feb!2

OR EXCHANGE.
Stables 28 Franklin St,

tr

D. B. RICHER & CO.,

FOB

Wholesale and Retail,

WILLARD,

G.

SALE

FOR

will

lO Kris. Mew Orleans molasses.

small

HORSES

Also

be held at the oflico of

Not Sold Out !

ALLEN.

Icbl2

Butter.

Vermont

or

WE

MIDDLE STREET.
169
L, •'.»><! iv
•3m

—

130 Middle Street.

TUBS

large

Co„

Insurance

Fishing
will

on

work warranted.

H.

W.

}

"good
In

shall sell, at Auction SATURDAY^eb. 27th,
at 10^ o’clock, at Sales Rooms, 18 Exchaugo
Street. New and »ecoud hand Furniture, comprising
Chamber Sets, Spring Beds, Kitchen Furniture.
Mirrors, &c., Ac. Also, A lot of Rubbera for both
Dailies and Gents wear. Also, One American Fire
fe27dlt
Extinguisher. Also, One Silver Watch.

Settees manufactured at Short Notice.

Emery

feb25eod3w

annual meeting oi tho

PORTLAND

febl6*2w

—

the Probate Cour
for Cumberland County, “Cnimissi oners to receive and decide upon a{l claims, except those ot the
administratrix,” against the estate of Myrirk Eftierson, late of Deering in said county, deceased, represented to be insolvent, hereby give notice that six
months from February 16,1875, are allowed to the
creditors to present and prove their claims; and that
the second Saturdays of April, May, June and August at ten o’clock A. M., and the office of Geo. F.
over the Portland Post Office, are the times
and place api>oiiited tor so receiving and deciding
the
claims aforesaid.
upon
GEORGE F. EMERY, 1 rw,rtn«ra
Commissioners.
.HENRY C. PEABODY,
febl8dlaw3wT
Portland, Feb. 17, 1875.

Hamer

isd3w

FJSS. coT-

P. HI.

CO.,

FURNITURE REPAIRED

undersigned, appointed by

JUST

11 Exchange Street.

and

COMMERCIAL ST., NO. 185,
Opposite their old Aland,
where they will remain a few weeks till they can re-

my rick Emerson’s Estate.

1S5

PER DOZEN FOR

PEACHES, PINE APPLE. GREEN
CORN,
STRAWBERRIES,
BARTLETT
PEARS,
GREEN PEAS,
BLACKBERRIES, STRINft REANS,
LIMA
BEANS. CHERRIES,

—

87teoodbl

FOB

Canned Goods!

CAULKERS.

A. K. P. LEIGHTON &

100 MIDDLE STREET.

—

AM)

SHIPWRIGHTS

who

OVER.

ft

ail

ami Manufacturer.

feildtf

TAXES,

BY

sep21

Choice

isd3w

11 Exchange Street.

is hereby given that I shall, on the ninth
jLI day of March next, publish in one of the daily
newspapers, in accordance with an ordinance ot the
city, a list ot all the taxes assessed ujtox residents
amounting to twenty dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid in the tills committed to me in 1874,
together with the names of the persons assessed
H. W. HERSEV,
therefor.
Treasurer and Collector.
feb25td

SWAH A UAKICUl l,

THE

the Furnace doors*

SARGENT,

Proprietor

XJOTICE

7’s
8’g
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
O’s

...

No.

auldtf

Private Male.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of “Herring & Farrel’s champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “BJakes
I’atent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Cheakal
Fire Engine.
At

Summer by the Portland Com- i

2 Cans for 25 cents.
$1. 50 Per Dozen.
WM. ALLEN, JR.

'>8
•

•

opening

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

Warranted to be of the flrsl finality.

fe25

MORGAN,
B. DYEB.

dec15

3-lbs. Cans

Tomatoes !

G’g
O’s
O’s
«’s

...

Street.

contrived to clean your Ares with-

so

out

! $1.50 Per Dozen !

Men.

•

is

respectfully solicits the patronage

Oflicc.

*

2peo31y

B.

Twenty-five Per Cent of the Fuel,

Agency,

BROWN’S BLOCK.

cc27

BONDS
Portland

Loan

aud

Real Estate

C. If. LiAMSON,
nenr

at

SAWYERS

—

A flood,
plain, durable Waltham Watch movement,
®
suited to the times, Just out.
In Silver plnted limiting Cases, $10.50
In Nickel, flat gin** open face ilo, 12.00
In solid coin, Oliver Hunting Case, 15.00
CALL AND EXAMINE,
feb27dlw 177 Middle Nt.,

seon

Messrs, Mowe, Cole &

DAVIS,

G. R.

1
J

A. M.

This Barr is so constructed that, it will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
tire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

Beal Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
P.eal Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
ami on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

_

Elias

to be

now

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in 8tints to Suit,

unn.
liOHsrrosB Du tui,
ja14
Notice of Foreclosure and Sale,

—

Saturday’s Salt?.

On Wednesday, March 3d, 1875.
CHAS.P. INGRAHAM, Prcn't.

ti__

AND

—

Commission Merchants,

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,

price 25.

rit

CO.,

MORGAN k

MORGAN

Gents Collars 15 and 20 cts., usual

Owen & Moore,

Awctiwwcwn*.

The subscriber would call the attention of the

STREET.

FORE

208

price 50.

F. O. BAILEY At CO.,
fe27d3t

dlv

Win. ALLEN, JR.

MACHINERY,

Dry and
part
Fancy Goods. Groceries, Window Glass, Kooin
Papers. Curtains, Crockery and Glass Ware, Ac.,
together with the Furniture, three Show Cases,
Small Sale, Scales, Desks, Measures, &e,

No. IS ExeliatiKC St., Portland.

And Dealer in

One lot for Ladies at 20 cts. per set.

shall
found

as

Store, consisting

a

AUCTIONEERS

BLUE JERRIES.
3-LBS. TOMATOES, $1.50 PER DOZEN.

and much

and

Ltdits’

AND

hare bren

which we shall sell mnch under the usual
price iu lots ns follow*:

cm

Congress St.,

feb22

Successors to James H. Baker.

dtf

AT AUCTION.

Just above the Preble House.

Z.

dlff

d;t

Country Store Stock

a

RUCHES,

always be found at}

febl2

Next Saturday.
old,excellent milker.
Sleighs, Pungs, Harnesses, &c.
2 New Harnesses, City make, must he sold.
fe25
1 Cow 8 years

TUESDAY, March, 2d, at 2J o'clock,
sell
Stock of Goods such
ONCountry
Is usually
of
in

CORSETS,

Baker & Johnson's,

CO.,

PORTLAND.

Screened,

It

we

—

well Picked

Quality,

Spool Silk,
a

THE

oc20

in

Office 123 Commercial

COAL!

tliil I O.

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M

CHEAP.

BUTTONS,

THAT

MARKED LOW.

Inrgcr

II HANDKERCHIEFS

Keep Is Mon (lie People

Trimmings, &c.,

for

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

*I4I_

Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,
Plum Street, Portland, Me.

extremely good
bargains.

public

100 Yards, at Eight Ceuta

—

feb24__
F. 0. BAILEY &

some

VERY

Lewiston, Farmington, Watervillc,

tion, Auburn,
Bangor, «&c.

All

A grange of the Patrons of Husbandry, was
instituted in Mapleton plantation ou the 20th
inst, by Rev. E. Knight, deputy. Francis
'Winslow was chosen master, and Edward Farr,
secretary.

Railroad.

Night Pullman Traiu from Boston leaves
Portland 12.30 a. m. for Bangor, Calai9, St. John,
Houltcn, St. Stephens and Halifax.
PuHNfiiger Train leaven Portland 6.15 a.
in. lor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train
from Brunswick to Augusta, Watervillc und Skowhegan.

Shawls,
Laces,

lot

have

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

Jackets,

100 Dozen Excelsior

&c.

Hamburg Edgings
we

ST.,

CHANGE OF TIME,

Rufllings,
Corsets,

Oar .ale. of

AT

—

attention to tho preparation of our
will soil at tho lowest cash prices.

SATURDAY. Feb. 27th, at 2\ o’clock P. M.. at
Store No. 085 Congress St., under City Hotel, a
lot of Millinery ami Fancy Goods, consisting of
Hosiery, Neck Ties, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Yarns,
Kdgingn, Jewelry, &c.. Ac.
F. O. BAILKV A C o., Aactisaerm

"GOODS

NEW

Nearly 0pp. New Custom House
decll■tt

Hosiery,

hare been

Cords,

GOODS

ON

Coal VERY LOW PRICES

00 COMMERCIAL

Buttons,
Hamburgs,

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Hair

Randall& McAllister

Linen Collars,
Linen Cuffs,

One lot Ladies’ Cuffs at 20 cts.
One lot Ladies’ Cuffs at 25 cts.

Religious Intelligence.

our

give special
and

Regular sale of Furniture ami General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 171* Fore street,
commencing at 9 o'clock a. m.
oc3dtf
Consignmentw solicited.

AT AUCTION.

ijsr

Coals,

C. W. ALLEN.

BAILEY.

O.

__

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT,
We

ANNUAL SALE.

IJLEjO

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,
(Office 13 Exchange Street.)

MILLINERY & FANCY

*•

Harleigli Lehigh

Leave Portland 1.05 p.

lAIlti

NELSON & CO.’S

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, tho

onr

The Case of Lowell, the Wife Murderer.—The counsel for Lowell, the Auburn wife
murder, now under sentence of death, claims
that the very action by which the Legislature
this winter intended to make the death penalty certain, has practically abolished it iu this

The Chrenicle says that the French population in Farmington numbers 218; 30 families.
Of this number 24 have built houses on their
which they intend to
own lots; 4 have lots on
This missson is under the charge of
build.
Father D. I Halde of Waterville, by whose efforts a neat church has been erected and nearly

se-

John’* and Hickory Coals!

LOW

One lot for Ladies at 33 cts. per set.

His scntenco was pronouuced last April.
Under the then existing law the Governor aud
Council were to wait one year, then review the
case, and fix the day of execution if it was decided not to commute. The law is now charged
aud will go into effect before the year elapses.
Consequently there will be no review, and no
one to name a day for execution, and
he will
remain in the state prisou until he may die a
natural death.

care

For Cooking Stoves aud Ranges, try

Marked

Paine aud J. Sewall.

case.

of

a great deal
on hand a

use.

Tell the people that you saw their advertisement in the DAILY TRESS.

OO

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

VERY BEST COALS Nainsook Checks,
that are mined for Winter
Nainsook Stripes,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

the remainder of

and expense,
largo stock ol tho

We have with
lected and have

IN GENERAL.

during

F. O. BAILEY & t’O,

F.

The Maine Farmer says that an unusually
largo per cent, of the deaths that have occurred during the past winter have been those of
old people. The extreme cold weather of January and the first half of February has been
very trying to invalids, and especially to those
suffering with pulmonary diesascs. There can
he no doubt that the great amount of sickness
that has prevailed is due directly to the long
continued, intensely cold weather of the past
two mouths.

Everything

AT

—

days.

11. Bartlett, Edward L. Wood, G. H. 1’ilsbury,
J. F. Randall, F. M. Jordan, E. A. Little.
The keel is laid in the yard of Messrs. J.
Oakes & Sons, Brewer, for auother new vessel,
about the size of the one now under process of
Walter B. Nutter of Cape Elizabeth, has a
stock farm at Pleasant Hill, Searboro’, used
for breeding horses upon. He owns twentyto a
five, and intends to bring the farm up
standard of a hundred horses.
A lot of Pine Logs have been transported to

WHITE GOODS

The bay at Sheepscot bridge, Wiscasset, was
closed for some ten days by ice from six inches
to oue foot In
thickness, and a force was employed Wednesday cutting a channel through
it, from the uarrows to I. T. Hobson’s steam
mill. This is the first time that navigation has
thus been obstructed since 1857, and at that
time the bay was frozen over only for a few

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Col. Jonas Farnsworth died on Tuesday evening, the 16th inst.. at his residence in Pembroke, in the 88t.h year of his age. Col. Faruswoith was born in Norridgwock, Somerset co.,
October 17th, 1787. He eutered the military
service of the United States in 1814, and as
acting 1st Lieutenant in the 45th U. S. Infantry, was statioued at Phippsburg, near the
mouth of the Kennebec river, until May, 1815,
when he was mustered out of service with his

Coburn,

AUCTION SALKS!

miscellaneous.

the most of his

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

receipts

Appearances

room.

Supreme Court at Dover, next TuesMcCauslio is in the Bangor jail and is

fore tlie

Business Motes.

DESCRIPTION

he found at

Ions as the Ice Blockade continues in Long Island
Sound. She being a

Thorough

L-

,T. N. MAGNA, Agent.
'“‘f
fehlS_
If TV'
ihMOVAL.

—--

W.
'*

I).

STROUT’S.

Horse lor Sale.
rriHlS horse is the last of I be assets of a failed nn
A count ry trader, ahd will be sold
cheap If applied !
for this week. Maybe seen at Loveitt’s
stable on
Plum street.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
leb21tt
183 Middle Street.

EATON,

for tbr Improved Weed
ebinennd VIme. Oeiuoresi
■■

Nrwi., Ma

Palter.a,

has removed to

NO.

13 MARKET

Opposite the failed
Sewing Machine needles
February 23,1875.

5 cl*,

SQUARE,

Miale.

each,

oi

Hotel.
12 for

tu

cts

(eb24dt

ICE.
CARGOES

OF

PURE

I C E

AT —

>e-4___dlw

Going Steamer,

WITHOUT DETENTION.

MANUFACTURERS’ PRICES
—

Sea

Merchants ami Manufacturers can receive freight
by this line

furnished and Whipped by

_d*M«f_*•

O

CHAW.

Bonds and illoKgagcs,
selected Western Municipal Bonds
Keiil Estate Mortgages and Trust Heeds,
(

C'JARKFULLY
and
a,mines,
to.

ollectiuus and Kemittauccs pmmjjtly at.
CHAKLKS M. iiAWKhs'
-MiddleSt,

augl7TuTb&Sly2ag

“d*d

I may note that I had never, at any period
of my life, wished to be a giant, and that I

POETRY.

was

[From the Hercules Furens of Euripides.!
Youth.
BY PROFESSOR WEBB.

jf the high Gods would give me a guerdon,
Belt youth ere its forces are fled;
For age is a wearisome burden,
An iEtna that lies on the head.
A robe of the blackness of darkness, that over tho

eyelids

Tell

me

Is

spread.

not of the Aslan

Tyrant,

Or of palaces plenished with gold;
For sucu bliss 1 am not an aspirant,
If youth 1 might only behold—
Youth that m&keth prosperity brighter,

and even ad-

versity lighter.

But sombre and stained as with slaughters
Old age is a thing 1 abhor;
Oh 1 would it were swept o’er the waters
To plague home and city no more;
Oh! would it were swept through tho Ether,

on

Wings that wend—who caroth whither?

If the high Gods would only assert you
Their wisdom and goodness, I trow,
As the manifest impress of virtue
A renowal of youth they’d bestow.
And the path of descent would revert, and restore
the blest shades from below.
And tho dead with the living would mingle,
And bask in the beams of the sun;
But the life of the bad would be single,
And the death of the wicked be one;
And there would be a symbol forever, tho good from
the evil to sevor.
In tho sky though the cloud-rack may dim It
Each star by the sailor is seen,
But the high Gods have fixed not a limit
and the evil between;
The
And still as the tide ot time floweth, wealth all
Is noble outgroweth.

good

that

Long and Short.
It is disappointing, certainly, to say the least
of it. I had missed the train by half a min
ute, as a porter—apparently the porter of tho

station—kindly explained to me, although I
was already informed ol the fact, thanks to

I had
my own unaided power of observation.
arrived in time only to hear the loud ringing
of the bell,the parting scream of the engine,
and the grinding and groaning of the train as
out of the station,—slowly at first
it

passed

and painfully, with much asthmatic panting

then more and more rapidly, as though it had
drawn a long breath, and made up its mind
for a very quick run indeed,—there being no
other course open to it. A frantic whirling
in the air ot colored lights, a final scream in

the distance, and then it was completely
gone,—the red lamp behind it, wnich had

malign and
bloodshed fashion, quickly fading and dim
ming into a mere spark, and at last dying out
and disappearing altogether.
It was more vexatious, that the dog-cart in
been

glaring upon

me

alter

a

which I had been borne to the staton had
vanished. The driver had failed to appre-

position. He was drowsy, 1 had noticed, and, no doubt, auxious to get home
again and to bed. I had been staying, I
should mention, at. Rose Hall, the country
seat, in Yorkshire, of my old friend Richard
Roe, and I was journeying back towards
London. It was late at night, very dark,

ciate my

and rather cold. There would be no other
train for some hours. I was left stranded at
a lonely country station, with very undecided
views as to how I should dispose of myself,
and of the measure of time that had, like an
inconvenient liability, suddenly developed
upon me.
I handed over my luggage to the charge of
the porter, ami then, acting upon ms auvice,
I quitted the station. He spoke of it disparagingly as a place where no drink could be obtained—in search oi a Kail way Hotel, which
he described as being in-the immediate neighborhood. I found it with little dfficulty; a
new building—in appearance something be-

tween au ordinary public-house and what
auctioneers call “a villa residence.” It smell
strongly of size and paint, and varnish; a potent flavor ol damp mortar pervaded it very
completely. However, it afforded mo refuge
and shelter, advantages by no means to be
underrated, in view of the special circumstances of the case.
I entered the coffee-room—a lofty chamber
with map-like damp-stains upon its plain un-

pointed walls, very barely furnished, and feebly lighted by a single jet of gas issuing from
an ugly rectangular arrangement of piping
suspended near the ceiling. I rang the bell
and ordered some hot brandy-and-water. I
did not really need refreshment of any kind,>
still less of that particular kind, for I had
lately quitted Koe’s hospitable table; but
“the good of the house” had to be considered.
Morover a feeling of depression was fast comingover me.
The room being very clouded with tobacco
smoke, I did not at first perceive that a man,
a stranger, was sitting in an obscure corner,

reading, or affecting to read, a newspaper
widely-extended before him, the while he
smoked furiously. I took out my cigar-case.

It seemed to be one of those occasions when
it behooves a man to smoke as a matter of

self-defense.
I raised my hand to obtain a light from the
I
gas just above me. I failed to reach it.
was not tall enough.
“Allow me,” said the man behind the
newspaper.
Thereupon a long arm was stetched forth.
T__

l.n

hnnfliul

mo

o

flotnino

cnill

My surprise was so great that I was unable
just at first to avoid myself of his polite atten-

He had but half risen from his seat
uncoiling action. It was clear
of most prodigious stature.
to
“A giant I” I exclamed rather more abruptly tl an politely.
“Just so,” he said gloomily. “Yes. I’m
afraid so. The fact can hardly be disguised.
I must admit that I am a giant.” And he
bid himself again behind his newspaper. And
now I felt assured that he was not really
reading it, for I could see that he held it upside down.
No doubt his head was rather small in proportion to his stature. Giants’ heads are
usually small I think. And it was not an
impressive head. It was indeed a rather
weak, sheepish-looking head, with a vacant
tion.

with

a sort of
me that he was

facial expression, sloping forehead, retreating
mouth and chin, and blank watery blue eyes.
He was not a giant to inspire terror. He was
He
more likely to enlist sympathy and pity.
wore the depressed, cowed air of meekness
maltreated, and humility outraged. He
seemed to me, if I must say so, a giant who
had been “put upon.” He was quite a young
man, with small fluffy whiskers, aud a colorHe had blushed violently
less downy beard.
in

speaking

to me.

concerning him. It was so
strange, meeting so monstrous a creature, at
that hour of the night, in that lonely Yorkshire Kailway Inn. There was something altogether very quaint, as I fancied, attending
I felt curious

upon the circumstances of our encounter.
“A dark night,” I observed presently, by
way of saying something.
“I am glad it’s dark,” he said. His voice
was of agreeable tone, though it might lack
“Darkness
force and firmness somewhat.
suits me best. If ever you should chance to
become an object of exhibition,” he added,
alter a pause, “you’ll understand the advantage of darkness. Does it rain, might I ask ?”
I told him that although it did not actually
rain then, I thought it threatened to be rainy
before long.
“I hope it won’t rain,” he said, “for I’ve a
loug way to go and in my case, you know, an
umbrella isn’t of much use, I mean as re-

gards one’s legs.”
I understood him. The legs of such

m
•

a man

mutt always be remote from the shelter of
his umbrella.
He sighed heavily. He put the newspaper
from him, and leaning his elbows upon the
table, rested his head upon his bands. He
tad ceased to smoke. An empty tumbler
tood before him. He sighed again, and then
awned. He looked very weary and woetgone. It even seemed to me that there
;re tears in his eyes.
‘I must be going soon, I suppose,” he said
tr a

while.

entreated him to remain, if but for a
„le longer. I explained to him the accijnt that detained me, until the next train
or London should stop at the adjoining station. I plainly stated that he much interested me. I begged permission to have his
glass refilled. lie smiled, biushed a bright
rose color, and consented.
"I am happy to meet you,” he said, timidly, but pleasantly. “Indeed, I don’t mind
saying it’s a comfort to meet any oue who
does not want to pinch me to see if I’m real.
I'm sure you’re not one that would wish to
stick pins in my calves, to make sure that I’m
not walking on stilts hidden inside- my trousers. But that’s a way the British public has,
sir, sometimes to a most inconvenient extent.
1 may say that I’ve suffered very much trom
the inquisitive and the incredulous nature of

the British public.”
“And do you feel bound to endure such
11 ->
Are you never tempted to use
_1

like a gigiant’s s"thK>«th tyrannously
the allusion.
“Shakespeare!” I understandof exhibition.
But you see, sir, I’m an object

your

•

In that capacity I have to undergo publicity,
and all it brings with it. Punches here, and
run inpokes there, and, as I’ve stated, pins
to my calves. And then there’s the quesimo
of remuneration. I must not makemyse f
I can’t afford to exhibit gratis.
too cheap,
Yet it’s trying work. I do assure you, living
cooped up in a van. It’s trying, even to
dwarfs, and fat ladies, and albinos, and boaconstrictors, but to a party of my size, it’s, I

may say, crushing. Whatever you may be,
may
sir, or in whatever position of life youTake
find yourself, never wish to bo a giant.
state of things,
my word for it, it’s a trying
and giants are subjected to more inconveniences than people in general have any idea
of. Air and exercise I must have, and so I
walk at night, from village, or from lair to
fair, race-course to race-course, as the case
may be, hoping that I may be observed as
little as possible. For, you know, when folks
have seen yon outside of your caravan for
nothing, they can’t be persuaded to pay monhuman
ey to see you inside of it. That’s
nature, I suppose. But, as I said before, it’s
wish
to
be
a
Don’t
giant,
a trying life, sir.
sir whatever you may be wishing yourself to

fully convinced of the futility of wishes

I am
of that kind. Further, I may state that
of but limited height—I think, 5 feet 2 inches
only, according to my latest measurement
and that, if not absolutely satisfied with my
to
dimensions, 1 am at any rate resigned
them. Hut, necessarily. 1 had never, even m

exhibition

my wildest dreams, contemplated
of myself in the character ofa giant.
The giant was a pleasant spoken young
with a
man; but he was much oppressed
no
sense of his superior proportions, but
means inclined to vaunt himself on that
score.
Indeed, it was obvious that his size
was a matter of keen distress to him.
I had not been prepared for a giant of this
meek kind. To tell the truth, I had not considered giants much as a subject of study.
Such intormation as I possessed concerning
them—if it can be called information—was
derived, I think, from early perusal of nursesaid as much to
ry literature. 1 must have
1 remember,lie
my new friend, for presently,
the mwas discoursing witn some energy on
done
jussice that, time out of mind, had been and
to persons of his size. I had by chance,
half-jocosely, mentioned the well known
work called Jack the Giant Killer. My new
lriend denounced it seriously as a most pernicious volume. He affirmed that it had
He then
done a great deal of mischief.
asked me if I believed it to be a faithful record of actual events ?
I was scarcely prepared with an answer. I
said, after some delay, that it seemed to me
that many of the circumstances mentioned in
the book were of an incredible kind; that,
supposing some truth to be contained in the
story, it was yet much intermixed with fiction, aud the exaggeration and extravagance
were certain apparent throughout it.
“It has been the misfortune of us giants
that we have always been written about by
dwarfs,” he said. “It has suited them to
deal with us with a view to their own greater
glorification. They have misrepresented us,
1 must say, most shamefully. Unfortunately,
we have usually been inclined to silence.
We have rarely been authors; we are seldom
great talkers. 1 never yet knew or heard of a

giant who had ever printed or published anything. Suppose some of us had said our say
or written our opinion on the subject of
dwarfs, don’t you think they would have
looked verv small ? A set of upstarts! They
think of nothing but their own aggrandizement, while their disregard of truth is really

This Jack the Giant Killer must
have been a dwarf. Only a dwarf could have
been so boastful, so self-satisfied, and, I must
say it, so false aud treacherous.”
The giant was now speaking in a very excited manner. It seemed as though much
pent-up thought, regarding the injuries borne
by his kind, was at length finding expression.
“Why should he have troubled himself
about the giants?” he resumed. “Did they
ever do him any barm ? He calls them cannibals I I warrant they never wanted to eat
such a little whipper-snapper as be was!
Aud, mark his treachery and cunning, aud
his base ingratitude! How did beget the
better, for instance, of Cormoran, said to be
18 feet high aud 3 yards round—a gross exaggeration of course. There never was a
giant of thatsizeor anything like it; search
all the caravans in Europe, and you wouldn’t
find such a one. How did he get the better
of Cormoran, I was asking? Why, he dug
a pit and Cormoran feli into it, aud then
Jack took what I should call a mean advau-

scandalous.

“Well, and why not? Snrely a man of your
of
magnificent proportions need not despair
success.
Surely any woman—”
“It is plain that you do not know Miss Tiddler,” he interrupted.
I confessed that, to my sincere regret, I did
not enjoy that privilege.

CURE

THAT

Dlt.

GILES’
Iodide of Am-

Liniment

monia.

CATARRH

“A dwarf!”
“Well, what people call a dwarf. Perfection
in a small compass, that’s my view of her.
There’s nothing of the dwarf really about her,
when you’ve once overlooked her small size.
And then how charming she is! But you
must see her to appreciate her. For my part
I love her to distraction. I can’t call it by,
any other name.”
It was plain that he loved, as a giant might

consideration lias actuated tlie
GILES, to bring before the public

proprietor

GERMAN

__

“Well, her objections are of a very general
kind. But chiefly she finds fault with my
size. The fun she makes of me on that account! It’s wonderful to hear her. I laugh
in spite of myselt. I laugh at myself, in fact.

SNUFF!

TESTIMONIALS.

t

stiffness and soreness of tlie muscles and Joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.
For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
joints of the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
In

clever and says such sharp things.
hard, you know. I’ve a difficulty in
believing that it’s really so ridiculous to he so
so

Still it’s

OR

tall as she makes it out to be. But she thinks
it’s very ridiculous, indeed, Perhaps it apso little.
pears so to her you know, she being
And then she calls me stupid.
But that may not be such a bad sign. I’ve
heard of many lovers who like to he called
“stupid” by their mistresses. Very likely
it is mere playfulness on her part, that conceals some measure of true affection for

DEATH
WILE

you.”

BE

Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles. Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I suffered with rheumatic pains in ray limbs and
I tried your Linijoints, and found no relief until
ment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head rantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.
Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
lor ague in tlie breast, aud removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.
cure

DOOM !

YOUR

GERMAN SNUFF,

Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Du. Giles:—While on duty ap fireman on engine
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
thrown off against a rock,
Road, was accidentally about
tbiity-fivo miles an
train under full bead,
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I receive. 1
the greatest possible benefit. In lour days I was able
to sit up, and am now ready to commence work. My
aned mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.
Barnum’s Hippodrome.—Wo have never found
Giles’Liniment
Iodide of Ammoto
anythingjequal
nia.
Bruises, wouuds stiffness, lameness, pains in
New

GERMAN SNUFF.

me certain particulars of his
He was of humble origin, he
frankly admitted, and had even in early life
worn the quaint dress of a charity boy. His
father was by trade a shoemaker and his
mother had gained a livelihood by charing.
They were persons of average stature only,
and it was not until he had attained the age
of 14 that his own height had become at all
remarkable, Then he had with much suddenn^s grown taller and taller. He even
pretended to say that his increase in height
had been distinctly perceptible to close obAt any rate many had venservers of him.
tured to aver that they could absolutely see
him grow. He had been put to one or two
trades, but without avail. Fault had been
found with his size. People all declared
that he was too young to be so tali. He was
like a large piece of furniture in a small
house. Room could not be found for him.
It was necessary to take down doors to let
him in or out. At last the father, who was
impatient by nature, aud often inflamed by
drink, said augrily, “Hang the boy I He can
do nothing but grow tall;” and without
further speech, turned the youth into the
street. lie then lived as he could, which, at
times, was very badly indeed. He was olten,
as he said, very empty—and always very tall.
He suffered more from emptiness, he needed
more filling than most people, owing to his
exceptional size. At last a situation as potboy was offered him in a public house “out
Whitechapel way.” It was held that a “giant pots”—as he was styled in the neighbor-

Then he gave

II
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establishment, and that great consumption of
liquor would result theretrom. The experiment disappointed expectation, however.
Too many, it seemed, avoided disbursement
and yet gratified their curiosity by peeping in

at the chink of the doorway, and viewing the
“giant pots” for nothing. In tire end the
giant had accepted a permanent and more
profitable employment, and attached himself
to a caravan traveling the country from fair
to fair, and market town to market town.
London he rarely visited, although ho now
and then had been much tempted by handsome offers to appear upon the stage in pantomimes at Christinas. Upon the whole, ho
preferred the country.
“It’s dull, but then perhaps it suits mo the
better on that account, for, you see, I’m dull,

too.”
I deprecated such a statement. I tendered
him hearty thanks for his most intelligent
and interesting conversation.
“It’s very kind of you to say so, sir, but
the British public has quite made up their
minds that we are a dull lot, ami that settles
the matter, tor it’s never any good whatever
arguing against the British public. It one
can’t agree with it one must shut up, and
tha< comes to much the same sort of thing.
and now I’m duller
I’m dull to begiu with,
to
than I’d any right to be owing to—owing

peculiar circumstances.”
he burst
Here, much to mj surprise,

into a

sudden flood of tears.
articula1 had noticed previously that bis
Something—no doubt
tion had thickened.
to do with
tlie brandy-and-water—had had

addition, a certain disposition to sentimental emotion and
l>3 said
expression. Still, the giant could not
to be intoxicated. He was excited, as tuucb,
I think, by the unusual amount of narrative
he had delivered himself of, and by the uound
of his own voice, as bv any other cause.
“Weep not,” I said tj him, scarcely
knowing what I said.
“Please let me be,” he answered feebly.
“It does me so much good. I'm very unhapthis, inducing, perhaps,

in

py. I’m one of the most miserable of
I’m in love.”

men.

n TiTIXr 1

a

-ftT

In

else.

number among bis attractions either Miss
Tiddier, the dwarf, or her lover, the giant.
For my part, on taking leave of him, I had
but to think of returning to the railway station, there to await the arrival of the train
that was to take me back to London. I had
first, however, to pay a rather heavy bill for
brandy-and-water consumed at the Railway
Hosel.—All the Year Bound.

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might bting
forward hundreds of testimonials,
but of what avail! Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the
a

America 1 have

never

York, June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
anything for splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
shoulders, &e., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.
Boston, July 13,1874.

Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left knee cap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.

Boston, Sept. 14,1874.
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
Your Agent. Mr, Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety ot articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to mo
that I bail a horse I was using for private that had a
1 told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it to fay that I have used it very persistently
till the present time, and I now find it nearly
removed, and think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recommend its

to any

use

saved
Purifies the Blood, Benovates and Invigorates the whole System.
Its

medical Properties

are

ALTERATIVE, TONIC, SOLVENT

that it will effectuelly eradicate from the system every laint of Scrofula,
Scrofulous Humor, Tumors. Cancer, Cancerous Humor, Erysipelas, Malt Rheum,

strongly concentrated,

ttyphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faiutuessat
the Htomach, and ail diseases that arise from imSciatica, Inflammatory and
pure blood.
Chronic Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cwout
mid Npinnl Complaints, can only be effectually
cured througl/ the blood.
For Ulcers and Kruptive Diseases of the
Hkiu, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, Hcaldhead and Ringworm, vegetine has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Back, Kidney Complaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Ueueorrhoen, arising from internal iiiceralion, and
uterine diseases and <*ener«il Debility Vege-

as

it

were

from the grave,
vir-

liying witnesses of its great

are

At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of
tue,

AND DIURETIC.
Vegetine is made exclusively from the Juices of
carefully-selected barks, roots and herbs, and so

SNUFF

GERMAN

VEGETINE

system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced' many physicians ami apothecaries whom wo
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In feet. Vegetine Is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable
It S.OOD PURI FIliB yet placed before the

public.
PREPARED BY

II. K. STEVEMS, Boston, Mass,
What is Veobtinb?—It is a compound extra.’?cd from l arks, roots aud herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upIt is nourishing and strengthening.
on the system.
It acts directly upon the blood. It quiets the nervIt gives you good, sweet sleep at niglit
ous system.
It is a great panacea for our aged fathers and mothers; tor it gives them strength, quiets their nerves,
and gives them Nature’s sweet sleep,—as has been
!t is the great
proved by many an aged person.
Blood Purifier. Tt is a soothing remedy for our chilIt is
dren. It has cured and relieved t housands.
likes it. It. relieves
very pleasant to take; eve*-? child
and cures all diseases originating from impure blood.
Try the Vegetine. Give it lair trial fir- your comp’aints; then you will say to your friend, neighbor
and acquaintance, “Try it; it has cured me.”
Vegetine for tlio complaints for which it is recommended, is having a larger sale throughout the United States than any other 011c medicine. Why? V«*getinc will

cure

Complaint**.

these

VALUARLE

INFORMATION.

Boston, Dec. 12. I860.
Gentlemen—My only object in giving you this tesinformation. Having
valuable
is
to
spread
timony
been badly afflicted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
surface of my skin being coveted with pimples and
eruptions, many of which 4aused mo great pain andI
aunovance, and knowing it to be a blood disease,
took many of the advertised blood preparations,
among which was any quantity of Sarsaparilla, without obtaining any benefit until 1 commenced taking
the Vegetine, and before I had completed the first
bottle I saw that I bad got the right medicine. Conhad taken
I followed on with it until
a well man,and
seven bottles,when 1 was
Pimples and
mv skin is smooth and entirely
so good health betore,
eruptions. I have never
and 1 attribute it all to the use of Vegetine. To
I w ill make
with
afflicted
those

sequently,

pronounced
fregfirom
enjoyed

ja30

is sold

by all Druggists.
dim

leg;

the Liniment was applied immediately, and the buDcli his disappeared.
J. H. HATHORNE,
Proprietor of Citizens' Line C oaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
eod«ftw6m
del2

other bunch

on

the off

I?Ied!cal.

DR.

KENISOV,

%

CHIROPODIST,
from Dr. N. Kenison &
| Temple PI., 37 Tremout
23 Winter St., Boston,
Dr. IV. Kenisou
&

Sons, 57
St., and

VISITS PORTLAND

Mona,
—AT THE

Chiropodists

S.

II.

LOCATED

HOTEL,

second Tuesday, Wedncsday, Thursday, Eriday.Saturday
in each month.
on

IN—

BOSTON

the

All diseases ot the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.
^“Examination of the feel

Since
1840.

delOeodtf

free.

Manhood

Restored*

A victim of youthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility, etc., having tiled in
vain every Known remedy, uas found a simple selfcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. H.REEVES,78 Nassau street New York
d&w3m
fel>2

Somethin?: New and Important to Ladies.

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S
This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulcera-

tion, Jieucorrhooa, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It has

almost a burden.
saved thousands to whom life
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonderful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
was

OFFICE

lil

TEMPLE

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.
ja6d3m

STREET.

Consultation free.

___*m*
FOR

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose
and head slopped up, they can
promptly take a remedy to at once
loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becomes
so

USB

Wells’ Carbolic
PUT UP

Tablets,

A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
d4wt
feb2

easily made by selling TEAS at
or getin
towns aud country for the oldest Tea
ting up clubs
Company in America. Gieatcstjinduceroents. Send
for circular. CANTON TEA CO., 148 Chambers St.,
feb3<14wt
N. Y.

ItJLUII Vj I. IMPORTERS’ PRICES,

IN THE

HEAD,
and passing: to flic lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for tlie system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care sit the commencement,
llow often do we hear peeple say,
“fly head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don’t you know what is
the trouble ?
You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take posof
session
your body. Now, if jou
are wise, you will
take a few
pinches of the

RiEDEITS

GERMAN

SNUEF

and rid your nose acd head of that
Do
which in lime wall kill you.
you doubt it 1 Weil, suller siway.
Use up three 01 lour handkerchiefs
si day ; go s ound a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DU El, EVE*, BAD B HEATH, and
OP
DEPRESSION
SPIRIT*, a
curse to yourself aud st nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so ohstiusite ns to
not purchase one box ol

GERMAN SNUFF.

HAVE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA.
AKK

Weak, Nervous,
Are

quires

you
more

YOU
or

Debilitated S

languid that any exertion reeffort than you feel capable of

mo
of an

making?

Thru try JVBUBKBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on tlio
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

forces.

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on.y to let the sufferer fall to a lowi r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It rcgulaieM the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives sueli a healthy tone to the whole system
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
This i* no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative knowu”.
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston, Mass.
feb13t4w

AGENTS WANTED
ever

Send for specimen pages and our
NATIONAL PUBLISHING
febI6t4w
Philadelphia Pa.

published.

Agents.

extra terms to

CO.,

Price 35 Cents.
by

all

Druggists.
•

Boston.
echo

0m la

or

tor*.

Jn23-ly_TO

BOSTON.
Parker Home. School Sc. H. D. Parker Ac

FOR BOSTON.

Co., Proprietor*.

St. JamoN Hotel—J. K. Crocker, Proprietor.
Tremont Houne, Tremont St.-Chapin

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

Gurney Ac Co. Proprietor*.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
P. Ac K. Dining Room*, W. B. Field,

Proprietor.

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for C®laloKue. Addrens Crmt Western (inn
and Pistol Works, PlI"rsULII»U, PA.

4wf

fel8

A. Plaistcd & Sow.
MANUFACTURERS of Mfone Wane
have on hand full assortment of SupeStone Ware at their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders.
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
be promptly filled at the lowest prices.
Uecld3m

_

ELIZABETH.
Home-J. P.Chamberlain, PropriCAPE

Ocean
etor.

COMMENCING NOT. W, *8»4.
train* leave Portland dal-

wmmrjssr? -a w
3a3

i.| j p

dal
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and^ Dover
(Sundays excepted), at tO.lO a. m. and $3.15 and BosLeave Bangor for Portland, Portwoutti
ton at $8.00 A. M., *5.45 P. M.
jn^.
IM
Leave Boston for Portuiuouth and Portiana at o.w
A. M.t3.15, *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
St.
John
and
$8.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.4
7.50, 10.50 a. in. and 5.00 p. in.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at $16.27 A.
t5.45 P. M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland, Bangor, Hop’*
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, and by F
Trains to Ba
Augusta, and Waterville, at t7
M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiaton
mington, Watervllle and Skowhegan at tl.05
Leave Portland for Bath. Lewiston, Rock lam
grata. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Baa
$1.10 P.M.
Leave Portland tor Bangor, via Augusta. ai
Lewiston, Bath, Rockland. Belfast and Dexter
man Palace Sleeping Cars.) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.06 P. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at t8.00 A. M.,1"
u ruing at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from B*”‘
make close connections to New York by or.
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers
►
ed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrive, in
the L'“
with
to
connect
ill
season
M.
T.
New York, all rail, also with the 5.3f »•
via
(steamboat) train, lor New York
The 3.15 L
traJn,
Stonington anil Norwich Line*.
toccnneet
season
in
in
Boeton
arrive,
p.
M tu
lor New York via Spnngheld at 9 P.
M. train via Shore Line.
Portland
The 9.19 A. M. and 3.15 P.
and
connect at Conway J unction with theUf.

Houlton,

B«,tou^

.«

M-Fall,

Conway Railroad.
_M („ porp.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Bonon wr*®
u
land in season for passenger* to take tn“”
P. & O. Railroad.
«ineet* with
The 8.00 A. M. train tarn BortOT
wueure
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montri.

all part, of Cauaila Kant.
,
Through tickets arc w>M In Portland 1.0V
checked through to Houlton, U*“,e
ilax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &C.
A freight train will leave Portsun
and Dover for Portauioulh, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express trtrain on Satarday night run, to
'»*"
t Accommodation train
V>
tFaat Express.
„»>

CHARLES r»S*_ATCH.
General Manager.

_

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

International

Simpnon,

D.

GEO. BACHELDEK,
General Agent Eastern Railroad.

Portland, Me.

dtf

Proprietor._
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’* Dining Hall, €*raud Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving
The

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jeflord*. Pro-

(Mundayi) excepted).

^Through

HARTLAND.
Park House—R. L. Williams, Prop.

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

HI HAITI.

prielor,

and

LITTLETON, N H.

Thayers HotelkH. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

at 6 P. M.
York, every

Saturday

and leaving Pier 9 North River, New
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwcl. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot be
South and South-west.

Freight

prielor.

NAPLES*
Elm House, Nathan Church At Sous, Pro-

prietors.

Manufacturers

NORTH STRATFORD N. K.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey At Co. P

please remember that the
rates ot freight by this line arc the
same as by any other direct line,
whether special or regular.
will

For

prietor*.
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf.
or CLARK & SEAMAN,
_86 West street. New York.

freight

_

NOBBIDGEWOCE.
Danlorth House, D.Danforth. Proprietor

P. M.

and

_

NACHIAB.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

taken at low rates.

Merchants

LOTELL.
Talley House, C. H. Harri*, Pro-

Kezer

Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals andbertlis included),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”
Leavwill he the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every

Wednesday

Proprietor

LINCOLN VILLE.
Beach House—F. E. Phillip*, Proprielo

class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1^00 tons each,
►will form a semi-weekly line.leav■wwi..aganSiiRf Boston & Maiuc R. R. Wharf
The first

Wednesday

_

LEWISTON.
DeWilt House,H. B. Wing,

—

SEW YORK.

every

PITTSFIELD.
Lancy Home—Fletcher At Gale, Proprie-

an«l N|. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

_

Dig by
Bnrden

Baltimore &

Proprietor.

times

_

prietor.
City Hotel,

Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson AtCo.,

Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plnm

Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congressand Federal Sts. E. Cram At Co., Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn At Co.,

Proprietor.

_

WILTON.
Wilton House, II. N, Green.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description

Jype, Presses,

ES

THE GRAND TRUNK RAID WAY is In Kpl.'iiilid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick- «
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
gyi’ULLMAN PALACE DRAWING Ri»OM

condition,

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and ail kinds oi
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

BATES

A

and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor ev ery $500 additional valne.

Chicago,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Septemi>er 19. 1874._
iw2ldtf_

On ami alter MONDAY, NOV. 16,1874,
until further notice trains will run
W
follows:
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upj»er Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.

ttTCqjiNi'nnd

as

intermediate stations

8,45 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and Intermediate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 8.45 a. in. from Bemis
will be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2.00 p. ra. from Portland for
Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter, Kesar

No.

Fails, Freedom Denmark, Bridgtoii, Lovell, Stowo
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern ami
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Portland.
J. HAMILTON. Slpt.
uol4dtf
Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

Eastern Railroad.
SPECIAL

NOTICE.

LOCKE,

Advertising;

Newspaper

On and aiicr July
further Notice, the

Agents,

.22, IfiJ^^and

un
~

34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
J. H. Baths, lato of
S. M. Pettengiil &
Send for list of 100

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
choice newspapers.

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

S. R. NILES,
ADVERTISING

AGENT.

Jiany

—

rress

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF

TUB—

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Oon. Manager.

July a. t»7i.

rati

BOSTON

Iron Line of Steamers

RAILROAD.

Will be taken u* all

EASTERN

rortiana

OF TIM

BOSTON A MAINE

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns oi the United States, Canada
ud British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

PHI1ABE1LPIIIA.

&

MAINE

RAILROAD.

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
to ami
direct communication
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia aud beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all point* reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. *fc Reading R. R’s., aud to all
the principal cities in the Sout h and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imformation given by D. D. C. MINK.
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil Iv

Job

WINTER

Printing

CD F A"" IG Al»

7

Scotia,

WI. M. MARKS,

DIRECT!
Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton and Mt. Johu*, N. P.
to

The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
direct, making connections with
i_the intercolonial Railway, for
and
Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, New
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at
Cape
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Johns
Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Deecmlier 30, 1874,

TO

manager

Passenger trains will leavo PortJt
for Ko<ioii, at 6.15, 9.10 a. iu.
rw' "■■^3.15. p. nt., arriving at Bouton at 1LM
i. m., 2.00, 8.00, p. m. Reluming, leave
KomIoii at 8.00, a. m.. 12, in. 3.15, p. m. arrivin
4.45* 7.45, p. m.
at Portland nt 12.45.
For Lowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9. 10

3.15 p. in.
For C'oucord and Tlaiuhenter (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 i>. m.. (via I«awv
rence at) 9.10 a. in.
For 4Jrent Fall* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„
3.15, p. m.
For PoriNmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
For KocheMier, and
FarmingloB. via
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alton Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15
p. m.
A train will also leavo Portland for Hrnarbunk nnd Way Mtntiou* at 5.15
p. m. Returning, leave Kennrbnuk at 7.30 a. m.. arrivine at
Portland at 8.35 a. in.
Passengers from uny point on the Iflaino
«Vntrnl Kniiroit.l will change am at, and have
their bapgage checked via Hoaion & Vlaior
Trno.lrr Mmtion.
< "8 °n train8
leaving Portland 3.13, Boa00
a. in.,

ton"

Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,

B H.
IT
S.

FURBF.R, Gen. Superintendent.
Ewmvl'
STEVEJ.S, Gen.
Agent, Portland.

no21

tf

rrTTC’‘*-'
f

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

on c

further information apply to J.

Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOU
oct2$dtf

attached to the trains

are

leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked trout Portland to Detroit and

100

-1—'

at 4 P. M.

Somlliwest

Returning.

T. C. EVANS.

AND

GSP" RETURNING wiL leave Halifax

all points In the

Leave Bemis for Portland and

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINT-

Philadelphia,

freight received after 10 A. M.

Tickets sold at Rednced Rates I

at

HORACE DODD.

Franconia

N. F.

—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly l'uurnished.

DAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora !» a new atcanier, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making tills
the most convenient and comfortable route foT travellers between Now York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Hoorn *5, meals extra.
MonGoods forwarded to and from
treal. Queliec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
rates.
lowest
Iff ■J-'rcigh I taken at the
Shippers are requested io send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days thsy leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, Genera! Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, K. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at ti2
Exchange Street.
£#~Until further notice there will bo no Steamer
cave hero Saturday or New York Wednesday.
dtf
oet

connection*

AlfD

Te Canada, Detrsli, Clair a go, Mil wan
kee. Cincinnati, Mt. Lsnia, Omaha,
Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Dearer, Han Francises,

DODD’S

Wharf. Portland every

Halifax Nova

—

AGENT*

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

and
MONDAY, THURSDAY
SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 East River, New
i_
York,every MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURS-

JLNIK

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBLRU R.R

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In al
Newspagiers in tho Uniied Stales and British Provinces.

Chesapeake

HAIL

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail flora Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Anbnrn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,43 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Portland,

TABLISHED IN 1849.

ADVERTISING

YORK.

JL

a. iu.

S. M. PEXTENGILL A CO.’S

■Will until further notice leave

—

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.43 p a.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5JS5 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

etc.

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

Franklin

ARRAN GEMENT.

On and alter Monday, September 21at*
ig741 trains will run as follows:
Expresstraiu 7.00 a m. lor M< ntreal and Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9JO

AND SLEEPING CARS

ADVERTISING AGENTS

CO.

Eleanora,

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WINTER

UBJAiUUA*)

GEORGE P. ROWELL. A CO.,

MAINE

and

VI

No. 5 Washington Building,

Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norlolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. K. I
no2dtf

f'or

«tf

and

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

Agents.

Steamers

hi

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

Northwest, West and

—

NEW

arriving

J C. FURNIVAL A*t-

board and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keitb, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
Ohio
And to all point# in the West by Baltimore
R. R., C. A. Cbipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
B.
Clark,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., W.
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

TO

Proprielo

AGENCIES.

BLACKSTONE.
KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Frovideoce every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of ttie Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. C*ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Sea-

STEAMSHIP

m.

no23_
Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. C. Heselton, Propri-

!

a.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

_

etor.

WM.

No

Depot

HCKNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— E. A. Caldcrwood,

week.

m., and New York at 10.00

a.

Pi-opt ietor*._

•

AND

—

%

_

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro

Washington
a

__

Proprietor.

First Class Steamship
WM. CRANE.
.JOHNS HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
TUESDAY
From Boston direct every

DAYS,

10

Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua. Manchester. Concord,
Ixwell. Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, aud to all important point* South
and West.
Tickets to all the above points lor sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

a. 111.

Albion House, 117 Federal SI.J.G Perry

STEAMSHIP LINE
Four

Robbinson,

_

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

On and after HI ON DAY. Jan.
4th, the Steamer New Brunswick, CAPT. S. H. PIKE, will
.leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
’Street, every MONDAY at 5 P. M.
for Eastport and St. John. Returning will leave St.
John ana Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present run in connection with tho steamer between Eastport and Calais
for passengers.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediao, Amherst, Pictou, Frcderickton.
fi3T“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. 1)1*
While the steamer Bello Brown Is under repairs
all freight between Eastport. St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.
dec28is5dostf

Notfolk,

PHILLIPS.
House, Adams At

Proprietors

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

With

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. 71. For Rochester, Nashua ami Worcr*tcr, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, ami
IIoet'iM it Maine Tra’ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connection at Ayer Junction with trains for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston iSrAlbany trains for Albany and New York.
1,45 P. 71. For Rochester and way Stations.
:I.I5 P. 71. Express lor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Won ester at
9.15 p. m., connecting with Night Train lot New
fork.
I^eave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
8.00 a. ra.
Exprem Train leaving Worcester at
connecting with Norwich Steaml>oat train from New
m.
1.15
at
in
Portland
p.
York, arriving
K a press Train leaves Worcester at 4.49p.m.,
connecting with Express trains leaving Albany at

r-aautnutgsn

tors.

Eaitporf, Calais

—

WORCESTER.

PORTLAND AND

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbnrd, Proprielo

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

BETWEEN

—

or

Jy28tf

Clyde’s

No Transfer! No ChauKC oi Can

Arrangement of Train, comuieneing Of*,
ill, 1874.

Ml. Cntler House,—Hiram Bastoa, Pro

IPORTX^lNrD

Portland,

—FROM—

Portland to the South and West.

HALLOWELL.
Uallowell House—U. <|. BLAKE, Pro

Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
as usual.
taken
Freight
octW4
J.B.COVI.B.J II.. General Agent.

AND

Shortest and Host Direct Route

prietor.

Passengers by this Line arc reminded that they procomfortable night’s rest and avoid the exin Boston late
pense and inconvenience of arriving
cure a

—

Portland & Rochester It. R.

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. U. Uiggin* Ac Son*, Prop*

Dnily, at 7 a’clack P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. M

AOEIVTH.
sary

Lrior

BELFAST.
American IIoumc, Clark Bro’*, Proprie-

Passage, apply to

~

Cbang Chang sells at sight. Necessoap. Goods freo. Cbang Chang Mfg

Do., Boston.feblGflw

F.

RATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
I ong Wharf, Boston.

W SAMPLE to Agents. EadicM tomJT -IV Jj JUJ hi nation Needle Book, with ChroF P. Gluck, New Bedford,
Send stamp.
feb!6t4w
Mass.

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS^ REVOLVERS,

For sale

Freight

For

mos.

as

RANGOB.

Franklin Hoa*e,—Harlow St., McLaughlin Ac Davi*, Proprietor*.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.

CIOITStTANT

POISON

tor*.

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

ONLY IN KI.I7E BOXES.

EMPLOYMEWT—At borne.
No
J Male or Female, $30 a week warranted.
and valuable sample
Particulars
capital required.
Address with 6 cent return stamp, C.
sent free.
feb2f4w
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

LIQUID

State St. Harri*on flak
er, Proprietor.
Uouy House, G. A. Ac XI. Cony* Proprie

Wharfage.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

G. A. CLARK would respectfully Inform bis
friends ami patrons that he has returned home
and may he consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jalbtf
Portland, Jan. 15, 1875.
DR.

AUGUSTA.

Augusta Ho(!*<*,

_

horses

or

GERMAN SNUFF

Rheumatism,
benefit
If you are remote from the city send 50 cents to the
mention also of the Vkgetlne’s wonderful power of
curing me of this acute complaint, ot which 1 have Agents and receive a box by return mail, general
suflered so intensely.
*
U. H. TUCKER, Pas. Ag’t Mich. C. It. R., %
Agents for the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
69 Washington Street, Boston.
;
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 2G Tremont street,

Vegetine

horse

a

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

acts directly ujion the causes of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the scretive organs, allays iuflam’mation, cures ulceration and regulates the bowels.

nervous

who has

RiEDER’S

tine

For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costivenes*. Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness and hemrnl
Prostration of the Nervous Mystcni. no medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction as the
Vegetine. It purifies the blood, cleanses all of the
organs, and possesses a controlling power ovsr the

one

afflicted in this way. I would further tay that, while
using ft for the above, the same horse started an-

Proprietor*.

From Long Wharf, Poston, 3 n.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila
delphla, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

New

World Renowned Remedy for all weakueMMfM incident to Females.

REEDER'S

MEDIC A U

No

anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,

met

AUBUBIV
Elm Hounc, fourt. Ml. W. M. A A. Voangi

Leave each port every Wed’s,y,& Sat’U’y.

Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.

ot

use

in

and we now use nothing
thirty years’ experience in Europe and

CTATTTT71EI
oil Cl JL r

later period; but that exhibition did not then

niPdiipcai.

me IIlUHCieS, KWClliMfiS
we loug wanted,

just what

“GERMAN SNUFF

at,

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

Steamship Line.

Ncnral*ia,

Face Ache. Rheuform.
matism. Gout, Frosted Feet, Chilblains,
Bruises aud
Frynipelas,
Throat,
More
Wounds of every nature, in which tbe effects of
almost
aud in
are
magical,
cxtenal applications
which its internal administration is found to be most
it
for
their
prescribe
patieuts
Physicians
efficacious.
aud accord it their unhesitating approval as an invaluable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few oi the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal lavor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

RAEDER’S

“Miss Tiddler is adamant. Miss Tiddler
will not listen to me, or listens to me only to
mock me. In plain words she chaffs me.”
“What is her objection to you as a suitor?”

HOTELS.

PI1ILADELPHIA

WM. M.
LINIMENT

his
IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it lias effected classes it as
and valuable remedies
one of the most important
tbe cure ami relief of pain in any
ever discovered for
It cures

tesque sort of creature, it must be confessed.
“And Miss Piddler is obdurate?” I in-

dly

—AND—

%

expected to love, in a large way. As he
spoke he trembled, swayed to and fro, indeed,
and turned up his eyes in a languishing fashion that had something almost of craziness
about it. This giaut in love was rather a gro-

mftftt

__

Eastern Railroads and at Rollins Sc Adams a ExExchange St.
change St., and W. D. Little Sc Co., 49*
D.S. BABCOCK.
L. W. F1LKiNS.
President.
Gen. Pascno'er Ag’t. New York.

BOSTON

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
known as general as possible. This
a duty to make it

WITH

be

_T<af»kr»r,c Van T ilifl fthanffi til

Steamiest Express trains leaves Boston from Bos1 rovldence R. R. Denot daily, except Sumlay
P.M. connecting at Stonlngton with tlie enIsland, every
tirely :»ew and superb Steamer Itbode
with the elegMoudav, Wednesday and Friuay, and
ant and popular Steamer Stonlngton every Tuesday,
York alThursday and Saturday, at riving in New
line*. Baggag
ways iu advance of all other
checked through.
and
Tickets procured at depots of Boston Sc Maine

ton &
at 5.30

the arrival of tho Train of the pro
dav from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). .S70 to
Payable in Gold or its eouivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A. ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outwaid, and for
Sight Drafts ou England for small amounts, anply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.n»17dtf

MAINE CEN-

&

TRAL RAILROAD.

DTIIEKH.

AM.

This is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

Passengers booked to London*
derry and Liverpool.
Return 'Tickets
granted a* Reduced Rate.".
Tllu SteaiuBhip
SCANDINAVIAN, Cnpt. Smith,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, February ‘J7th, 1S75.

Suffering.

A Message to the

Catarrh killed them.

own career.

DR.

vious

delightful I call it.”

ru

or

OE

AHEAD

FOB

Immediately after

“I’d think so if I could, but I can’t. No,
she thinks me tall and stupid, and I feel that
I am tall and stupid, and that’s
she’s right.
the fact. I’d alter if I could, but I can’t.
I’m sure I’d he very glad to change places
with a brighter aud shorter man. But I
can’t grow brighter, try hard as I may; aDd Ican’t grow shorter, though I’ve tried that
too.”
Yes, the medical records show
“You’ve tried to grow shot ter?”
plainly that in nine cases out ot
“Yes, over and over again. I’m forever ten
the disease known sis Catarrh
I cany heavy
trying to grow shorter.
w'as the forerunner ot Consumphead; lilt that box for in- tion, which, when fastened on a
weights onAc my crv-klrn
lm Hrpw from bonejltll
the grasp ot the
person, is like
bis chair a substantial-looking black box with
anaconda. There is uo
hideous
failed
I
it
but
raise
to
tried
iron handles. I
escape until death relieves them
completely. It seemed to be of enormous i■ om its torture and they sire laid
tnmi nf him
hir. him—whnn hp. wqs rlnwn——
with
miles
and
miles
“I’ve
walked
weight.
Friends may ssiy
in the grave.
on the head with a pickax, and killed him.
that box on my head. It contains pig iron.
they died ol Consumption. ’TIM
Then there was that Welsh giant, how was
I thought that it might compress me. But
FALSE.
he treated? A kind, hospitable, trustful
it hasn’t as yet, so far as I can see. I’ve
soul, who brought out, for the breakfast of tried all manner of ways indeed of packing
himself and his shameless guests, two great myself into a.smaller space, but all in vain.
bowls of hasty pudding—clearly the Welsh Miss Tiddler only laughs at me. ‘Come to
giant at any rate was no cannibal. Then me when you’re shorter, Doddy, (she always
another giant, one with three heads, if I re- calls me Doddy—it’s not my real name,
member rightly,—a piece of wild extravawhich is something very different, but someAnd it you doubt the fact, look
how it seems to please her to call me that,
gance, of course, for whoever saw a giant or
back and call to miud how it was
anybody else with three heads?—but this and I don’t object; how can I?)‘Come to first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
other giant Jack overcomes by basely preme when you’re shorter, Doddy,’ she says to
Why will people
tending to be his cousin, forsooth. Cheating me, ‘and then, perhaps, we’ll see about it.’ Consumption.
sutTcr when by the list; ot the
the poor creature out of his coat of darkness.
She only says perhaps, you observe. No, she
remedy,
He
Jack, being invisible himself, cuts off the legs
never means it to be; it never will be.”
of his benefactor! Was there ever conduct sighed heavily and noisily. “The plain truth
RIDER’S
more infamous, or cowardly, or inhuman?
is, that I’m too long, and she’s too short.”
Was there ever a more wretched little mon“Yes, I suppose that’s the long and the
ster than this Jack ? And yet the story of
short of it,” I said abruptly.
the miserable imp’s exploits, as they are
For a moment he seemed hurt at what he
called,—frauds and crimes I should rather might reasonably have thought to be levity
complaint can be
say—is put into the hands of children; is a on my part. Still his look was meek and dif- this horrid
It may not be generally
cured.
work highly esteemed, as I am informed, in fident.
but most ol our leading
most respectable nurseries. Can parents
“I must go,” he said, rising. “I’ve many known,
Physicians arc prescribing this
wonder that their offspring should oftentimes
miles to walk to-night, with ray box on my
wonderful remedy, well knowing
grow up deceitful and presumptuous, cruel'. head. Thank you for listening to me, for
that its results arc so certain that
and ungrateful ? What we want, sir, is the
your sympathy, and—good bye.”
by its use the person will be
“But you won’t resign all hope of winning
story of Jack rewritten by a giant. Take my
brout:lit back to perfect health.
be
a
book
of
that
would
genuine
Miss Tiddler?”
word, sir,
An old Doctor says:
worth. I don’t sSy that it would be brilliant.
He looked st me despondently, shook his
We giants do not pretend to be brilliant.
said
but
nothing.
head,
R .EWER’S
The "firefly glistens—not the elephaut. We
“Don’t despair. Miss Tiddler may yet be
are plain, simple, straightforward, truthful
yours. Remember, after all, extremes meet.”
folk; there’s nothing low or mean about us.
“She’s not short enough for that, even if
We are strongly opposed to smallness of
Tm tall enough. Although I’m a giant I
been
kind.
But
we’ve
peaceful, patient can’t think of her as a dwarf. She’s really a
every
and I know of
long-sufforing; too much so and too "long, I very pretty size. And I love her! How I Is a perfect cure,
nothing better for Catarrh.” Anfear. rVe’ve let things take their course and Jove her 1”
other well-known M. D. writes as
said nothing, when we ought to have said
So saying, he grasped my hand tightly and
one complains to
something—a good deal, indeed; and so painfully. My fingers seemed quite crunched follows: “When
a
Head,
we’ve somehow come to be a persecuted
iu'his. They crackled like dry twigs as he me of a bad Cold or Heavy
I had never shaken I at once advise them to procure a
race—despised and|underrated. The dwarfs compressed' them.
supply of
have had it all their own way, and now they
hands with a giant before; I never will again.
crow over us and treat u3 contemptuously.
My last glimpse of him revealed a surprisREEDER’S
The fact is, we’ve not thought enough of puringly tall, gaunt figure striding across the opselves, and have allowed people to overlook en country. The rising mobu elongated his
of
was
us.
It’s all wrong, sir, take my word for
that
an
effect
with
shadow
suggestive
it—though I don’t pretend to be the man caricature. He carried his box on his bead.
who can put it right.”
He proceeded rapidly, yet not, I think, very
near twenty
His face was flushed as he concluded, and
regularly. Once it seemed to me that he was for in a practice of been
pleased
his forehead was moist. He paused for
staggering, like one intoxicated; and once, I yeais 1 have daily
whose
A
Doctor
with its results.”
breath as it seemed, and then he was moved
thought, he called out to me. But it occurred
medical
on
all
word is authority
to surprise at his own animation, at the
to me, afterwards,that the sound I had heard
length of his speech. He looked at me apol- was, in truth, rather a hiccup than an articu- questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as
late cry.
ogetically.
I never saw him again. I can add no fur“I did not intend to speak- so warmly,” he
I can
RIDER’S
said; “but your air of sympathy tempted me ther particulars touching his career. love
stoto express myself more fully than is usual
supply no proper termination to his

with me. Aud I own I lose patience when
I think of the errors that have so long prevailed on the subject of giants—the injustice
we have suffered at all hands.
Perhaps,” he
added with a sm’le, as, with his forefinger,—
it was about the size of one of those candies
of which four make a pound,—he tapped
lightly his tumbltr, which was now empty,
‘•perhaps this extra glass of grog has made
I beg you will pardon
me loo loquacious.
riie if such has been the case, or if my violias
given you any offence.”
lencejof speech
His glass was again empty. I insisted upon
its being filled. He made many objections
to that course being adopted; but when the
brandy and water had been duly placed before him he did uot hesitate to consume it.
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her the Peruvian Pearl, or the Princess of
Lilliput. But that’Sionly Jecker’s way. She’s
English and speaks no language but her own;
hut she speaks that very freely, especially
when she’s roused. It’s nonsense about Peruvian ; as a matter of fact, she was born in
Pimlico; and she’s never grown an inch since
she was
years old. Amazing isn’t it? And
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“And of course, you don’t know Jecker s
Van ?”
I said I thought not.
“It you ever come across JecketJs Jan, ask
to see Miss Tiddler. In point of fact, you’ll
see her without asking, if you pay your admission at the door. And you’ll see me. But
that’s nothing. I’m nobody. Be ides you
have seeu me. But Miss Tiddler will surprise you. You’ll find her a real treat. You
They call
see in her, sir, a perfect woman.
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